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ABSTRACT 
Due to their long flexible nature and low inherent damping, stay cables on cable-stayed 
bridges are prone to dynamic excitations such as wind. Of specific interest to this research 
study is the dry inclined cable galloping phenomenon which has been addressed as a 
potential risk to stay cables. However, due to the complex nature of flow on a bridge site, 
differentiation between different wind-induced phenomena and their mechanism is very 
challenging. Several wind tunnel studies have confirmed the occurrence of dry inclined 
cable galloping under circumstances that could be easily satisfied on site. On the other 
hand, the transferability of wind tunnel test results on rigid circular cylinders to real cables 
on cable-stayed bridges might be questionable due to the unsteady nature of the natural 
wind and flexibility of stay cables which are hardly addressed in wind tunnel studies. The 
current research is therefore an effort to develop analytical models that could qualitatively 
investigate the dry inclined cable galloping phenomenon under more realistic conditions. 
A single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) linearized model is developed to estimate the 
aerodynamic damping of stay cables in the context of wind flow past an elastically 
supported cylinder with arbitrary cross-sectional shape under unsteady wind conditions. 
The stability of wind-induced cable response could thus be judged based on the 
aerodynamic damping parameter. Further, in order to account for aerodynamic 
nonlinearities, a nonlinear two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) aeroelastic model is proposed 
in which the nonlinear equations of motion of an elastically supported cylinder having an 
arbitrary cross-section subjected to the general case of unsteady wind are numerically 
solved. To assess the impact of aerodynamic nonlinearity, wind-induced response of an 
elliptical cylinder are computed using the proposed SDOF model and 2DOF model. Since 
vi 
these two models utilize the aerodynamic force coefficient data as input, a series of wind 
tunnel tests were conducted on a static elliptical cylinder to measure its aerodynamic drag 
and lift force coefficients. Results suggested that the nonlinear model was superior to the 
linearized models in prediction of aerodynamic instabilities. At last, a three-dimensional 
(3D) aeroelastic model for galloping of a long stay cable considering its flexural rigidity 
and sag is proposed, which, similar to the 2DOF model, numerically solves the equations 
of motion of a stay cable subjected to general unsteady wind. Results yielded from the 
current study suggest that the galloping response amplitude of real stay cables may be 
significantly reduced by several practical factors on site that could not be accounted in the 
wind tunnel studies such as unsteady/turbulent nature of wind, atmospheric boundary layer 
type wind velocity profile, and pre-existing small amplitude multi-mode oscillations. 
Therefore the possibility of the occurrence of dry inclined cable galloping in field may be 
in fact significantly less than that predicted by a wind tunnel study.  
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Chapter 1   Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The idea of using structural cables for construction of bridges can be traced back to 
centuries ago. However, it was in the 20th century with the advances in the materials and 
technology, the modern cable-stayed bridges were born. They have become increasingly 
popular after the Second World War. Cable-stayed design is the optimal solution for 
medium- to long-span bridges. The main span of cable-stayed bridges is typically between 
150 to 1000 meters while the longest single span ever constructed is the Russky Bridge in 
Russia with its main span being over 1100 meters. Within this range of span length, 
cantilever bridges become increasingly heavy while the suspension cabling is not 
economical. The inclined stay cables are typically more than 100 meters long and are 
14cm-20cm in diameter which render them to have low bending stiffness. The fundamental 
frequency of the stay cables is in the vicinity of 1 Hz and their structural damping 
coefficient being only a fraction of 1%. Given the above dynamic properties, inclined stay 
cables are extremely vulnerable to dynamic excitations such as wind and rain combined 
with wind.  
Though the number of cable-stayed bridge continuously grows in the last few 
decades, some issues associated with its safety and serviceability in extreme weather 
conditions remain outstanding. Catastrophic vibrations of stay cables have been observed 
on site of cable-stayed bridges under the combined effect of rain and wind or wind only. 
In the case of stay cable vibration under the combined effect of wind and rain, the 
phenomenon is called “rain-wind-induced vibrations”. It has been most frequently 
2 
observed on site of cable-stayed bridges (Ni et al., 2007; Zuo et al., 2008). On the other 
hand, severe vibrations of stay cables under no precipitation condition was observed both 
on site (Matsumoto et al., 2001, 2010; Zuo et al., 2008) and wind tunnel studies (e.g. Cheng 
et al., 2003; Jakobsen et al., 2012). Such large-amplitude vibrations of stay cables could 
not only cause severe structural damages to the cables themselves and the bridge deck, but 
also could cause fatigue at the cable anchorage. Besides, excessive wind-induced stay cable 
vibrations could cause lack of public confidence in cable-stayed bridges. To address these 
issues and find proper countermeasures, it is imperative to investigate the mechanisms 
underlying different stay cable vibration phenomena.  
Intensive research has been conducted within the past few decades to understand the 
excitation mechanisms of large amplitude oscillation of bridge stay cables. While the 
mechanisms responsible for the rain-wind-included vibration phenomenon is to some 
degree better understood, the mechanisms of the wind-induced dry stay cable vibration are 
somehow ambiguous and yet to be clarified. Despite a significant amount of effort has been 
made through the field observations, wind tunnel tests, and with the aid of Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD), extensive research is still required to unveil the complicated 
mechanisms responsible for wind-induced phenomena of inclined stay cables in order to 
provide effective countermeasures on site. 
1.2 Motivations 
Dry inclined cable galloping is a wind-induced stay cable vibration phenomenon 
which could occur under no precipitation conditions. An earlier wind tunnel study by Saito 
et al. (1994) suggested that the onset condition of this type of violent cable motion could 
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be easily satisfied by majority of existing stay cables, which caused great concerns in the 
engineering community. The current state of research on dry inclined stay cable galloping 
has confirmed the possible occurrence of such phenomenon on site of cable-stayed bridges 
through wind tunnel studies (Cheng et al., 2003; Jakobsen et al., 2012). However, though 
a few excessive cable vibration incidents under no precipitation were reported in field 
(Matsumoto et al., 2010), none of them has been formally confirmed to belong to dry 
inclined cable galloping. It is therefore imperative to further our current research on this 
phenomenon to include the conditions encountered by a real stay cable on bridge site. 
Despite the great amount of insight that wind tunnel studies have provided into the dry 
inclined stay cable galloping, flow conditions and model used in wind tunnel studies seem 
to be too idealized for studying this phenomenon. Wind tunnel studies are usually 
performed on rigid and elastically supported cylinders serving as a cable model while in 
reality the stay cables are very long and flexible. Furthermore, real stay cables are subjected 
to natural wind which is highly turbulent and unsteady and has an atmospheric boundary 
layer type of wind velocity profile. On the contrary, the wind tunnel models are usually 
subjected to steady and uniform type of wind velocity profile.  
The need for analytical or semi-analytical models to analyse galloping of stay cables 
is undeniable. Along with the wind tunnel tests, galloping models can help further our 
understanding of dry inclined stay cable galloping phenomenon. Besides, the flexible 
nature of stay cables and the natural wind features may be included in the analytical models 
to investigate their impact on the galloping response of stay cables. A number of galloping 
models have been proposed that could predict the galloping onset of stay cables in the 
context of wind flow past an elastically supported circular cylinder (e.g. Macdonald and 
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Larose, 2006; 2008). However, these models did not consider the flexible nature of the 
cable and the unsteady/turbulent features of the natural wind on site of a cable-stayed 
bridge. In addition, the above mentioned galloping models are linearized models which 
only account for the onset of galloping excitation and are incapable of predicting the 
evolution of the galloping response and the post-critical behaviour. To have a deeper 
understanding of physics underlying this type of aerodynamic instability, the availability 
of improved galloping models that can not only include the flexible nature of the cable and 
the interaction between the unsteady wind and cable response in the formulation but also 
predict the development of galloping response and the post-critical behaviour of stay cables 
is crucial.  
1.3 Objectives 
This study aims at further extending the available insight of the aerodynamics of 
inclined stay cables in steady wind into a more real unsteady wind condition on the bridge 
site. The objectives of the current study are proposed to be: 
 Develop a linearized galloping model to include the unsteady feature of natural wind in 
the context of wind flow past an elastically supported circular cylinder with a single-
degree-of-freedom (SDOF). This model would help to refine the galloping onset 
conditions set by existing models which were obtained under steady smooth flow 
conditions.  
 Develop a two-degrees-of-freedom (2DOF) nonlinear aeroelastic model for galloping 
in the context of wind flow past a elastically supported 2DOF cylinder. The nonlinear 
model will be capable of considering the aerodynamic nonlinearities to not only study 
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the onset conditions for galloping but also to investigate the development of galloping 
response and the post-critical galloping behavior. In addition, the interaction between 
unsteady wind features and galloping excitation can be investigated.  
 Develop a three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear aeroelastic model for the galloping of real 
flexible cable. In addition to all the features offered by the 2DOF aeroelastic model, the 
3D model will be capable of considering the flexible nature of a real cable and 
interaction between the different vibration modes with the galloping excitation. Besides 
the unsteady features of natural wind, the 3D model may also consider the impact of 
atmospheric boundary layer type of wind velocity profile on the galloping excitation of 
a stay cable. 
 Study the impact of aerodynamic nonlinearities on the galloping response by performing 
comparisons between wind-induced response of an elliptical cylinder predicted by the 
linear and the nonlinear galloping models. Previous studies have suggested that elliptical 
cylinders can experience galloping in subcritical Reynolds number range (e.g. Alonso 
et al., 2010). Given the maximum achievable wind speed of the available wind tunnel, 
an elliptical cylinder is chosen of which its aerodynamic force coefficients are measured 
by wind tunnel test and used as input for the galloping models.   
1.4 Organization of the dissertation 
The main body of this dissertation has six chapters. They are organized as follows: 
 Chapter 2: A literature review of the current state of research on the wind-induced 
vibrations of bridge stay cables is presented. The most commonly observed wind-
induced vibration phenomena of stay cables with and without the presence of 
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precipitation are reviewed. As the primary focus of this study, the dry inclined cable 
galloping, which is a type of wind-induced vibration of stay cables under no 
precipitation condition, is discussed in details. Then, as a general aeroelastic 
phenomenon, galloping and its different aspects are discussed. The impact and possible 
interactions of unsteady wind with galloping of dry inclined stay cables are also 
addressed. Finally, the needs to improve and refine the existing galloping models by 
considering the aerodynamic nonlinearities, the unsteady features of natural wind, and 
the flexibility of real cables, are discussed, based on which the focus of the current study 
is defined. 
 Chapter 3: A linear single-degree-of-freedom model for the galloping of stay cables 
under unsteady wind condition is presented in the context of flow past a cylindrical 
body. The impact of unsteady/turbulent wind on the galloping onset conditions of a 
cylindrical body is investigated using harmonic unsteady wind components. Galloping 
onset conditions are then refined for the case of unsteady/turbulent wind, with specific 
application to inclined bridge stay cables.  
 Chapter 4: A nonlinear two-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model for the galloping of 
stay cables under unsteady wind conditions is presented in the context of flow past an 
elastically supported cylindrical body. The interaction between unsteady wind and the 
oscillating body is presented in more details in this chapter. A case study is presented to 
evaluate the aerodynamic behaviour of a real bridge stay cable in unsteady/turbulent 
natural wind using on site wind speed measurements. 
 Chapter 5: The focus of this chapter is to compare the linear and nonlinear galloping 
models presented respectively in Chapters 3 and 4. These two models are applied to 
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predict the aerodynamic instability of an elliptical cylinder. A series of static wind 
tunnel experiments is conducted to determine the aerodynamic force coefficients of an 
elliptical cylinder in the subcritical Reynolds number range. These experimental data 
are used as input for both models. Predictions made by each model on the galloping of 
the studied elliptical cylinder are then discussed and key contributing elements in the 
galloping predictions made by each model are identified. 
 Chapter 6: A nonlinear three dimensional (3D) model for the galloping of stay cables 
under unsteady wind condition is presented in the context of flow past a long flexible 
cylindrical body. Using the proposed model, the impact of different initial conditions 
and modal contributions to the wind-induced galloping of dry inclined cables are 
studied. The impact of atmospheric boundary layer type wind velocity profile to which 
the cable is exposed is also investigated. The influence of different unsteady wind 
scenarios including transient wind and fluctuating wind velocity components on the dry 
inclined cable galloping are discussed. 
 Chapter 7: Major conclusions obtained from the previous chapters are summarized and 
recommendations for future work are presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2   Literature Review 
In this chapter, different excitation mechanisms of wind-induced vibrations of bridge 
stay cables will be reviewed first. Since the focus of the current study is on the dry inclined 
stay cable galloping under unsteady wind conditions, it is crucial to understand the general 
mechanism of galloping. Therefore, the aeroelastic phenomenon and different approaches 
proposed in the literature to study galloping will be reviewed. Subsequently, the impact of 
unsteady/turbulent wind on the dry inclined cable galloping and the efforts to model the 
unsteady features of natural wind will be addressed. Lastly, the needs for better models to 
study stay cable galloping will be addressed and the scope of this thesis will be defined. 
2.1 Wind-induced excitation mechanisms of inclined stay cables 
The wind-induced excitation mechanisms of inclined stay cables can be categorized 
into several types. Apart from the dynamic properties of the cable, excitation of inclined 
stay cables may be characterized by the amplitude of vibration, the critical wind speed 
range under which the oscillations occur, the cable orientation (i.e. the relative angle 
between wind direction and cable axis), and the precipitation condition. Several observed 
phenomena then might be categorized in general manner as: a) excitation under combined 
effect of rain and wind which is referred to as rain-wind-induced vibration; b) large but 
limited amplitude oscillations at high reduced wind velocities which is known as high-
speed vortex excitation; and c) dry inclined cable galloping instability which is usually 
characterized by divergent response (the definition of divergent response however, varies 
for different studies). Of the three mentioned mechanisms above, rain-wind-induced 
vibration and dry inclined cable galloping may be associated with classic galloping 
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phenomenon which is an aeroelastic instability characterized by low-frequency, large-
amplitude oscillations of lightly-damped bluff bodies. On the other hand, although critical 
conditions for the so-called “high-speed vortex excitation” have been well established, its 
generating mechanisms are not yet well understood. In addition to the above mentioned 
phenomena, there are other minor wind-induced excitation mechanisms of inclined stay 
cables such as buffeting due to wind gust, vortex-induced vibrations, and wake interference 
which have demonstrated lower amplitudes of vibration and thus have a lower degree of 
importance and will not be discussed within the context of the current study. 
2.1.1 Rain-wind-induced vibrations 
Rain-wind-induced stay cable vibration, in spite of its complexity, has been studied 
by many researchers and some possible mechanisms have been proposed. The first 
documentation of rain-wind-induced vibration was by Hikami (1986) where severe 
vibration was observed on the stay cables of the Meiko-Nishi Bridge in Japan. Further 
studies (Main and Jones, 1999; Main et al., 2001; Matsumoto et al., 1998, 2001) suggest 
that this phenomenon is normally associated with the following conditions: a) the stay 
cables have an inclination angle of 20º~45º and decline with the wind direction; b) typical 
diameter of the cables being 14~20cm; c) vibration amplitudes up to a few meters; d) wind 
skew angle of 20º~60º relative to the cable plane; e) associated critical wind speed range 
is usually 8~12 m/s (generally for 6~18 m/s), the corresponding Reynolds number range is 
thus 0.6×105~2×105 which falls into the subcritical regime (Main and Jones, 1999; Main 
et al., 2001; Matsumoto et al., 1998, 2001). The mechanism of rain-wind-induced vibration 
is believed to be closely linked with the formation of an upper water rivulet on the cable 
surface (Hikami and Shiraishi, 1988). The cross-sectional shape of the cable is modified 
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due to the existence of water rivulet making it asymmetric. This effect is known to alter 
the aerodynamic forces acting on the cable and which could trigger excessive oscillations. 
2.1.2 High-speed vortex excitation 
In the absence of precipitation, however, similar response characteristics to that of 
rain-wind-induced vibrations of stay cables have been observed on site and in wind tunnel. 
The observation of such undesirable response was documented by Matsumoto et al. (1989) 
during a typhoon at a wind speed of 40m/s. Since the observed response occurred at high 
reduced velocities compared to the conventional Kármán vortex-induced vibration, it was 
referred to as high-speed vortex excitation. 
The mechanism of high-speed vortex excitation is believed to be closely linked with 
the existence of axial flow in the base region of an inclined cable (Matsumoto, 1998). When 
the wind is oblique to the cable, an axial component of flow also exists, the shedding of 
which is along the cable length and interacts with conventional Kármán vortices 
(Matsumoto, 1998). The role of axial flow is to interrupt the interaction between the two 
separated shear layers in the wake of the cable. This effect is similar to that of a “splitter-
plate” leading to the mitigation of Kármán vortices. The Kármán vortex shedding 
suppression increases the sensitivity of separated flow to external excitation like body 
motion, resulting in enhancement of the instability (Matsumoto et al., 2001, 2007; Yeo and 
Jones, 2009). The close interaction of such instabilities with the well-known Kármán 
vortex shedding and their large but limited amplitude motion suggests that the responsible 
mechanism might be a type of vortex excitation which occurs at lower frequencies close to 
the natural frequencies of the stay cables. This vortex shedding phenomenon is believed to 
be controlled by the interaction between the axial flow and the classical Kármán vortex 
shedding (Zuo and Jones, 2010). Despite the established link between the suppression of 
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Kármán vortex shedding and the high-speed vortex excitation, the mechanism behind this 
phenomenon are not yet very well understood and more research is required to clarify the 
underlying mechanisms associated with this phenomenon. 
2.1.3 Dry inclined cable galloping 
Dry inclined cable galloping is a type of unstable bridge stay cable response 
identified in a number of wind tunnel studies such as Saito et al. (1994), Miyata et al. 
(1994), Cheng et al. (2003), and Nikitas and Macdonald (2009). It was observed to occur 
without the presence of precipitation, and have similar response characteristics as the 
conventional ice-coated power transmission line galloping. Experimental results from 
these studies suggested that the onset conditions of this violent motion could possibly be 
satisfied on site. However, though there are reported field observations of large amplitude 
violent cable motions (Ni et al., 2007; Matsumoto et al., 2010), no site measurements were 
conducted for further clarification of possible cause. Thus, no such an incident has been 
formally confirmed as dry inclined cable galloping. Nevertheless, the possibility of its 
occurrence on real bridges should not be disregarded.  
Divergent-type response of an oscillating body in wind is associated with the 
occurrence of negative aerodynamic damping, which, when significant enough to 
overcome the positive structural damping, will result in negative effective damping of the 
body. The response amplitude of the oscillating body will thus increase drastically, leading 
to a divergent type motion. Therefore, evaluating aerodynamic damping of a stay cable 
would be an effective way of studying the mechanisms associated with wind-induced cable 
vibrations and assessing stability of cables when exposed to various wind conditions. The 
conventional approach of deriving aerodynamic damping of an oscillating body in wind is 
to apply the classical Den Hartog criterion (Den Hartog, 1956) . It was derived based on 
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the assumption of cross-flow response. Recent study of Cheng et al. (2008b) showed that 
such an application led to the same critical physical conditions of negative aerodynamic 
damping as the experimentally observed galloping type of response. Macdonald and Larose 
(2006) extended the classical Den Hartog approach and made it applicable to a cylindrical 
body with an arbitrary cross-sectional shape vibrating along any arbitrary direction normal 
to its axis. Noting that the galloping type of cable response observed in the wind tunnel 
studies clearly contains an in-plane and an out-of-plane component, a two-degree-of 
freedom model was then proposed by Macdonald and Larose (2008a & 2008b) to better 
simulate this phenomenon. Parallel with the above works, Matsumoto and his team 
conducted a series of wind tunnel tests to understand the possible mechanisms of dry 
inclined cable galloping (Matsumoto et al., 2005, 2007) . Based on their experiments on 
cross-flow cylinders, it was proposed that the dry-state galloping of an inclined cable was 
associated with mitigation of regular Kármán vortex shedding (Matsumoto et al., 2007). 
As a consequence, the self-excited vibrations were promoted. In the case of inclined cables, 
suppression of regular Kármán vortex shedding can be achieved in two possible ways, i.e. 
(a) Presence of axial flow on the leeward side of cable surface, which would act like a 
barrier and thus prohibit the interaction between the two separated shear layers; and (b) 
Emergence of critical Reynolds number regime which significantly weakens the regular 
Kármán vortex shedding. The critical Reynolds number regime leads to an asymmetric 
flow structure surrounding the cable surface (Günter Schewe, 1983). In addition, 
correlation of aerodynamic forces along the span of a stay cable is found to be another 
important factor responsible for this type of unstable response (Cheng and Tanaka, 2005). 
The extent of this correlation is still unclear, since very large axial correlation of forces on 
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a cylindrical body would promote vibration in the first mode, which is the case observed 
in the wind tunnel studies (Cheng et al., 2003); while in contrast, the observed violent 
vibrations of stay cables in field usually occurs in higher modes. The collaboration of the 
above discussed potential factors and how these combined effects would induce 
aerodynamic instability of a real stay cable on site is still of a mystery.  
2.2 Galloping and the state-of-the-art in research 
Galloping is a type of aeroelastic instability phenomenon characterized by low-
frequency, large-amplitude oscillations of light weight and/or lightly-damped slender bluff 
bodies. It is understood from existing studies that galloping is associated with 
aerodynamically caused self-oscillations. When a body moves in a fluid medium, the 
aerodynamic forces acting on it would be altered and vary due to the motion of the body. 
This could trigger self-excited oscillations and render the oscillation amplitude to increase 
exponentially. The dependence of galloping response on the motion of the body itself 
makes it a complicated nonlinear fluid-structure interaction problem and thus more 
challenging to study than the conventional linear vibration problems.  
Galloping mostly occurs on slender structures having large span to cross-sectional 
dimension ratio which has been studied for many decades (e.g. Novak, 1971; Parkinson, 
1963). Galloping has been observed on ice-coated power transmission lines (Den Hartog, 
1956; Gurung et al., 2002; Wang and Lilien, 1998), inclined stay cables on cable-stayed 
bridges (Cheng et al., 2003; Jakobsen et al., 2012; Matsumoto et al., 2010; Saito, T., 
Matsumoto, M., Kitazawa, 1994), and tall prismatic structures having triangular cross-
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section (Alonso et al., 2007), square cross-section (Piccardo et al., 2011), and elliptical 
cross-section (Alonso et al., 2010).  
When sharp corners are present in a slender bluff body, for example, those with square 
and triangular cross-section, the aerodynamic forces are sensitive to variation of the wind 
angle of attack and almost indifferent to variation of Reynolds number. For bodies with 
geometrical imperfections in their cross-sectional shape such as those due to the accreted 
ice on transmission lines or formation of water rivulets on the surface of bridge stay cables 
due to precipitation (Zuo and Jones, 2010; Zuo et al., 2008), the aerodynamic forces are 
more sensitive to variation of angle of attack rather than Reynolds number. On the other 
hand, in the case of circular cylinders, due to the symmetry of the cross-section, the 
aerodynamic forces are independent of the wind angle of attack and galloping may occur 
owing to the emergence of the critical Reynolds number range or the so-called “drag crisis” 
phenomenon (Cheng et al., 2008a, 2008b; Jakobsen et al., 2012). Besides, galloping may 
also occur on slender bluff bodies having elliptical or oval cross-sectional shapes, where 
the aerodynamic forces would depend on both the Reynolds number and the angle of attack 
(Alonso et al., 2010). 
Over the past few decades, a number of approaches have been proposed to tackle the 
galloping problem. A comprehensive review on the current state of research of galloping 
has been conducted recently by Piccardo et al. (2014). It was pointed out that most existing 
galloping models relied on the quasi-steady theory to approximate the aerodynamic forces 
on an oscillating bluff body. They assumed that the aerodynamic forces acting on a moving 
bluff body could be determined based on those on a motionless one by replacing the 
oncoming flow velocity with the relative velocity between the flow and the moving body, 
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provided that the oscillation frequency of the bluff body is significantly lower than that of 
the vortex shedding frequency (Blevins, 2001). This results in the usage of time-averaged 
aerodynamic forces and neglection of vortex shedding effects in the galloping analysis. 
Some of the limitations of the quasi-steady theory were discussed by Hemon and Santi  
(2002).  
Several galloping models were developed based on the quasi-steady theory, the 
majority of which were linearized models. These linear models/approaches are based on 
the linearization of the nonlinear terms in the equations of motion of a bluff body subjected 
to wind. Linearization of the nonlinear aerodynamic force terms can be done by assuming 
small displacement/rotation around an equilibrium position, which yields the so-called 
“aerodynamic damping” and its negative value would be an indication of the onset of 
aerodynamic instability. The famous Den Hartog criterion (Den Hartog, 1956) for the 
transverse galloping of ice-coated transmission lines is a typical example. Using a unified 
approach, Macdonald and Larose (2006) proposed an expression for the aerodynamic 
damping of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) cylinder having an arbitrary cross-section 
and oscillating along an arbitrary direction with respect to the flow, of which the Den 
Hartog criterion was shown to be a special case described by this model. Further, the model 
successfully predicted negative aerodynamic damping for a dry inclined cable galloping 
incident observed in an earlier wind tunnel tests by Cheng et al. (2003). Subsequently, this 
SDOF aerodynamic damping model was expanded to a two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) 
model resulting in an aerodynamic damping matrix of an oscillating cylinder (Macdonald 
and Larose, 2008). Later, a three-degree-of-freedom (3DOF) model was derived to predict 
galloping onset conditions of a cylindrical body with arbitrary cross-sectional shape by 
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Gjelstrup and Georgakis (2011) which included the torsional degree-of-freedom based on 
the 2DOF model (Macdonald and Larose, 2008).  
In existing studies, the aerodynamic forces acting on slender bluff bodies having sharp 
corners were approximated by polynomial functions or Taylor series of the aerodynamic 
force coefficients versus the angle of attack with the assumption of small oscillation 
amplitude. As a result, the equations of motion were still nonlinear which were solved 
using either numerical or asymptotic analytical methods (Barrero-Gil et al., 2009). 
However, if the nonlinear terms are neglected and dropped under the small oscillation 
amplitude assumption, an aerodynamic damping matrix similar to that in Macdonald and 
Larose (2008) could be achieved (Piccardo et al., 2014, 2011). 
2.3 Impact of unsteady wind 
Despite better insight of the dry inclined cable galloping provided by researchers in the 
last two decades, these investigations were all conducted in the lab environment which had 
more simplified and idealized conditions as compared to those on a real bridge site. The 
experimental studies are limited to the steady flow condition, of which the 
unsteady/turbulent characteristics of the natural wind were totally ignored. Furthermore, 
when studying wind-induced cable vibrations in wind tunnel tests, typically a two-
dimensional rigid circular cylinder model is elastically supported at two ends and tested in 
smooth flow condition, and wind speed over the entire length of the cable model is 
uniformly distributed. On a real bridge site however, the wind which onsets the unstable 
cable response could be highly turbulent and could manifest unsteady features. 
Furthermore, real stay cables are long and flexible, exposing the cables to more “broad” 
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range of wind profile due to atmospheric boundary layer. The idealized steady flow 
condition in the earlier studies would distort the real site conditions and thus affect the 
prediction of critical onset conditions of the unstable cable response. Therefore, to better 
understand the impact of natural wind on the dry cable instabilities and their interactions, 
the availability of an analytical model which can not only consider the unsteady feature of 
natural wind, but also properly simulate the flexible cable behaviour is imperative. 
The interaction of galloping with unsteady/turbulent wind has been studied in a few 
studies. The impact of unsteady/turbulent wind on the galloping phenomenon was initially 
studied for the iced conductors (Chadha and Jaster, 1975; Novak and Tanaka, 1974). Novak 
and Tanaka (1974) reported the risk of galloping of iced conductors would increase due to 
the effect of turbulence. For the case of stay cables, to address the unsteadiness of natural 
wind, the turbulence effect was considered in the analytical work by either applying ESDU 
(1986) empirical turbulence correction factors to Reynolds number and force coefficients 
(Symes and Macdonald, 2006) or using a 3D Wind Generator procedure from RWDI Inc. 
to generate the turbulent wind time history (Symes and Macdonald, 2007). They found that 
neglecting the effect of turbulence might result in an overestimation of the minimum 
required structural damping. Similarly, Carassale et al. (2013) studied the effect of 
turbulence by experimentally determining the aerodynamic force coefficients of square 
cylinder in turbulent wind. However, the above mentioned approaches were unable to 
clearly explain the interaction between unsteady wind and the galloping response of stay 
cables. In fact, the above mentioned studies only investigate the effect of flow turbulence 
on the galloping onset conditions, i.e., for the linearized models. It is therefore crucial to 
not only refine the galloping onset conditions due to turbulent wind, but also to investigate 
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the interaction between the unsteady features of natural wind with the galloping response 
characteristics of stay cables. 
2.4 Need for better models 
It was learned from experimental observations (Cheng et al., 2003) that when 
unstable galloping-like response occurred, the cable motion actually followed an elliptical 
path, i.e. the response contained more than one degree-of-freedom. Macdonald and Larose 
(2008a) expanded their single-degree-of-freedom model (Macdonald and Larose, 2006) to 
a two-degree-of freedom model to consider the impact of the additional degree-of-freedom 
on the galloping instability. They found that the detuning in the frequencies of the coupled 
degrees of freedom may significantly reduce the risk of galloping (Macdonald and Larose, 
2008b). Considering flow past noncircular cylindrical bodies, some models suggested to 
add the third torsional degree-of-freedom to the existing 2DOF models (Gjelstrup and 
Georgakis, 2011b). 
The aforementioned models are within the context to wind flow past an elastically 
supported cylindrical body. The applications of these models to fundamental research on 
galloping and predicating galloping of cylindrical bodies in wind tunnel seems to be 
reasonable. However, in order to effectively investigate the problem of dry inclined cable 
galloping, the long and flexible nature of the cable needs to be considered in addition to 
the unsteady features of natural wind. This is especially important due to the fact that most 
field measurements confirm that the wind-included vibrations of dry inclined cable is a 
multi-modal phenomenon (Zuo and Jones, 2010). The consideration of flexible nature of 
the cable and mode shapes is therefore critical for improving the existing galloping models. 
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Macdonald and Larose (2008a) included the mode shape in the 2DOF system and showed 
if the mode shapes in the two planes normal to cable axis are the same (e.g. for a taut cable), 
the problem for a full scale stay cable  can be reduced to two coupled equations (per unit 
length) independent of mode shapes. Despite a great amount insight provided by the 
literature into the dynamics of stay cables (Irvine, 1992a), to the knowledge of the authors, 
no other study has been dedicated to the galloping of stay cables while taking into account 
their flexible nature.  
In addition to the geometrical considerations in the galloping model, it should also 
be noticed that the linearized models described in the previous sections can only predict 
the critical onset conditions of unstable cable response, but are incapable of describing 
cable behaviour prior to and/or after reaching the critical point. In addition, flexible 
structures undergoing large deflections due to galloping effect would manifest nonlinear 
behaviour which should be modelled properly through the dynamic equations of motion. 
For this purpose, a nonlinear galloping model which can describe the entire development 
of this aerodynamic instability is required. This kind of model can also be utilized to study 
the impact of unsteady wind on the galloping response.  
The nonlinearities involved with galloping phenomenon can be divided into 
geometrical nonlinearities and aerodynamic nonlinearities. The former arises from the 
large deflections of flexible structures whereas the latter is induced by large amplitude 
oscillations. The effect of geometrical nonlinearities can be significant for structures 
undergoing large deflections such as sagged cables, as addressed by Luongo et al. (2008). 
The effects of aerodynamic nonlinearities which are a result of the dependence of the 
aerodynamic loads on the motion of the body itself, are often studied for the case of small 
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amplitude vibrations (Yu et al., 1993). Boujard and Grillaud (2007) employed a similar 
quasi-steady approach to that of Macdonald and Larose (2006) while considering the 
influence of aerodynamic nonlinearity. Without the assumption of small-amplitude 
oscillations however, it is very challenging to obtain analytical solutions to the coupled 
equations of motion which include the nonlinear aerodynamic force terms and thus 
numerical solutions are typically sought. Numerical solutions may include coupled 
analysis of the fluid flow and structural deformations which are indeed computationally 
expensive. Although extensive researches are being conducted on effective strategies for 
the numerical solutions to coupled flow-structure interaction problems, only a few studies 
have been exclusively dedicated to galloping (Robertson et al., 2003; Dettmer and Perić, 
2007). 
Development of nonlinear models is vital as the “next step” in the study of galloping. 
Unlike linear models, nonlinear galloping models are based on numerical or approximate 
analytical solutions to the equations of motion of a bluff body subjected to fluid flow. The 
solutions to nonlinear equations would yield the time history of the response amplitude. 
Therefore, not only the onset of galloping, but also the post-critical behaviour and 
mechanisms limiting the response amplitude of galloping can be studied. Furthermore, the 
interaction between galloping and other external factors such as unsteady/turbulent wind 
and parametric excitation may be investigated. 
2.5 Focus of the current study 
The current study aims at considering the unsteady features of natural wind for 
modelling galloping phenomenon for dry inclined stay cables. As a first step, an unsteady 
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wind model will be developed by applying Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to a set of 
field wind data. Then, a linearized quasi-steady model of an inclined cable oscillating in 
unsteady wind will be proposed to examine its aerodynamic stability. This model will be a 
further extension of the one proposed by Macdonald and Larose (2006) by including the 
unsteady characteristics of natural wind in the formulation and calculation of aerodynamic 
damping ratio for the unsteady wind conditions. Refinement of the onset conditions of dry 
inclined cable galloping will be proposed in the presence of unsteady/turbulent wind. The 
significance of unsteadiness in natural wind in triggering galloping type of motion on dry 
inclined cables will be discussed in Chapter 3.  
In order to provide better insight into the galloping of inclined stay cables, 
aerodynamic nonlinearities are considered in a 2DOF analytical model which will be 
proposed in Chapter 4 to further study the effect of unsteady flow on the excitation 
mechanisms of dry inclined cable galloping. A set of nonlinear equations describing the 
motion of a 2DOF rigid cylindrical body subjected to unsteady wind will be derived, the 
solution to which will be obtained by applying the state space transformation and an 
explicit  4th order Runge–Kutta method. Experimental results from an earlier wind tunnel 
study (Cheng et al., 2003) will be used to validate the proposed analytical model and 
approach. The rationality of solely using the relation between the reduced wind speed and 
Scruton number (Ur–Sc relation) to define aerodynamic stability criterion for wind-
induced cable vibrations will be discussed. Two different unsteady wind models will be 
employed to examine the impact of flow unsteadiness on the aerodynamic response of a 
cable under no precipitation condition. A case study will be presented, of which the wind 
data recorded on a cable-stayed bridge site during an event of violent wind- induced cable 
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vibrations will be applied to the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model to investigate the 
aerodynamic behaviour of a real bridge stay cable in unsteady/turbulent natural wind. 
In Chapter 5, a comparison between the linear model proposed in Chapter 3 and the 
nonlinear model in Chapter 4 will be provided. In order to utilize these models, a series of 
wind tunnel force measurements will be conducted on a cylinder having elliptical cross-
section to obtain the drag and lift force coefficients within the subcritical range of Reynolds 
number and a range of angle of attack. This would provide quasi-steady aerodynamic force 
coefficients data required for the aforementioned models of galloping. The galloping of an 
elliptical cylinder is then assessed using both the linear and the nonlinear models and a 
comparison between the results predicted by each model is carried out. The impact of 
aerodynamic nonlinearity on the galloping response will be evaluated. 
Chapter 6 aims at including the long, flexible feature of a stay cable and more 
practical wind condition on site in the galloping analysis. A three-dimensional (3D) 
aeroelastic model of a stay cable subjected to unsteady wind with an atmospheric boundary 
layer type velocity profile will be proposed. Free vibration model of stay cables in the 
existing literature (e.g. refer to Fujino and Hoang, 2008; Irvine, 1992) will be combined 
with the derived nonlinear unsteady wind force model, which would result in a general 
coupled nonlinear system. The equations of motion of a stay cable along its in-plane and 
out-of-plane directions will be numerically solved by the finite difference method. The 
proposed 3D aeroelastic model and the numerical solution scheme will be validated by 
comparing the cable free vibration results with the existing literature. The mechanism of 
dry inclined cable galloping will be investigated using the validated 3D aeroelastic model 
and the impact of atmospheric boundary layer type wind velocity profile and pre-existing 
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cable motion on the galloping response of a dry inclined cable will be studied. Furthermore, 
to better understand the galloping response of a stay cable under actual site wind condition, 
effects of various types of unsteady wind scenarios, in the forms of transient wind and wind 
speed components having different fluctuating frequencies within the critical wind speed 
range, on the aerodynamic stability of a stay cable will be examined. 
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Chapter 3 Aerodynamic damping of an inclined circular 
cylinder in unsteady flow and its application to the prediction 
of dry inclined cable galloping 
3.1 Introduction 
The current chapter is an effort to examine the effect of unsteady wind on the 
aerodynamic stability of stay cables. An unsteady wind model will be developed by 
applying Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to a set of field wind data. Then, a quasi-
steady analytical model of an inclined cable oscillating in unsteady wind will be proposed 
to examine its aerodynamic stability. This model will be a further extension of the one 
proposed by Macdonald and Larose (2006) by including the turbulent characteristics of 
natural wind in the formulation. Refinement of the onset conditions of dry inclined cable 
galloping in the presence of unsteady/turbulent wind will be proposed. The significance of 
unsteadiness in natural wind in triggering galloping type of motion on dry inclined cables 
will be discussed. A case study will be presented to evaluate the aerodynamic stability of 
a real bridge stay cable in unsteady wind. The conditions of observed unstable cable 
response on site will be compared with those predicted by the proposed model. 
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3.2 Unsteady wind model 
3.2.1 Conventional unsteady wind model 
In order to analytically study the effect of unsteady wind on the aerodynamic 
behaviour of stay cables, it should be first represented in a way which can be handled in an 
analytical approach. The conventional unsteady wind model consists of a mean wind speed 
component 𝑈 and fluctuating components 𝑢′(𝑡), 𝑣′(𝑡), and 𝑤′(𝑡) in three orthogonal 
directions, which, at a certain height, can be expressed as: 
?⃗? (𝑡) = [𝑈 + 𝑢′(𝑡)]𝑖̂ + 𝑣′(𝑡)𝑗̂ + 𝑤′(𝑡)?̂?                            (3-1) 
In this model, however, the mean wind speed is assumed to be a constant. This is not 
only unrealistic for long periods of wind speed measurement, but also invalid in the case 
of severe weather conditions of which stay cables are most vulnerable to wind-induced 
vibrations. In a field monitoring program on a cable-stayed bridge in China (Ni et al., 
2007), wind data at the deck level (26 meters elevation) and tower level (102 meters 
elevation) were collected in a large amplitude wind-induced cable vibration event. This set 
of raw data is shown in Figure 3-1. It is apparent from the recorded wind speed data that in 
addition to the high frequency fluctuating process, energy is also distributed in very low 
frequencies which could be considered as the variation of mean wind speed, i.e. mean wind 
speed would not remain at a stationary level for a long period of time. Therefore, a more 
realistic unsteady wind model must account for the time variation of mean wind speed 
along with the high frequency fluctuating process. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) 
was used in the studies of Gurley and Kareem (1997) and He et al. (2010) for extracting 
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the time variation of mean wind speed. The development of a more realistic unsteady wind 
model based on wavelet transformation will be described in the next section. 
 
3.2.2 Wavelet-based unsteady wind model 
Wavelet Transform (WT) is a powerful signal processing tool which does not have 
the limitations of Fourier transform or short-time Fourier transform.  In particular, when 
dealing with non-stationary signals, WT can provide valuable information in both time and 
frequency domains and a non-redundant representation of the signal. The discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) can be utilized to decompose a signal into several reconstruction 
elements at different scales (Gurley and Kareem, 1997; He et al., 2010).  Using DWT, a 
signal (S) can be decomposed into detailed (Di) and approximation (Ai) elements at layer i 
 
(a)  wind speed at the deck level 
 
(b) wind speed at the tower level 
Figure 3-1 Raw wind speed data collected on site of a cable-stayed bridge by Ni et al (2007) 
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(i=1, 2, …, n), as shown schematically in Figure 3-2. Each approximation element Ai at 
layer i is then further decomposed into another approximation element Ai+1 and detailed 
element Di+1 at the next layer i+1 until the desired level of decomposition is reached. 
Therefore, it is possible to capture the variation of the mean value in a non-stationary signal 
using DWT by applying appropriate layers of decomposition. For a better representation 
of the mean variation of a signal, the energy content in the original signal must be 
conserved. The condition for the energy conservation can be met if the wavelet family is a 
series of orthogonal basis functions. Consequently, by choosing an orthogonal wavelet 
family and appropriate levels of decomposition, the time dependent variation of the mean 
value of a non-stationary signal could be captured. It is worth noting that decomposing a 
non-stationary signal into more detailed levels is not necessarily the best solution for 
capturing the mean variation of the signal. The optimum levels of decomposition can be 
decided based on a sudden increase in the energy of the detailed signal component, i.e. 
majority of the energy contained in the signal should be conserved in the approximation 
mean signal variation.  
 
 
Figure 3-2 Schematics of DWT decompositions 
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3.3 Aerodynamic damping of an inclined stay cable in unsteady wind 
A typical stay cable on a cable-stayed bridge is shown schematically in Figure 3-3. 
Wind is assumed to be unsteady with instantaneous change in both magnitude and 
direction. Refer to the unsteady wind model described in Section 3.2, the steady mean wind 
velocity is represented by the time dependent vector Um(t), based on which the XYZ 
coordinate system is defined. The X-axis is along the direction of Um(t), the Z-axis is in the 
cable-wind plane and perpendicular to X-axis, and the Y-axis is normal to the XZ plane. A 
local coordinate system xyz is attached to the cable with z-axis along the cable. The xz-
plane collapses onto the plane containing the cable and the wind vector. The y-axis is 
normal to the xz-plane.  The orientation of the cable is defined by an angle α between the 
cable axis and its horizontal projection on the bridge deck and a time dependent angle β(t) 
between the cable horizontal projection and the wind vector Um(t). They are referred to as 
the inclination angle and the yaw angle, respectively. The time dependent relative angle 
between the cable axis and the mean wind direction is thus φ(t). The unsteady wind vector 
is defined by Eq. (3-2) as the summation of the steady mean wind component Um(t) and 
the three unsteady components u(t), v(t), and w(t), i.e. 
?⃗? (𝑡) = [𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝐼 + ?́?(𝑡)𝐽 + ?́?(𝑡)?̂?                (3-2) 
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Figure 3-3 Orientation of typical stay cable with respect to the oncoming wind 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Schematics of unsteady wind acting on a cylinder a) Plane xy is normal to the cylinder axis 
and direction of motion at γ relative to normal component of wind; b) Relative angle between oscillating 
cylinder and wind in the plane of wind vector and cylinder axis; c) Direction of forces acting on the 
cylinder in the plane normal to the cylinder axis 
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A common practice to study the aerodynamic mechanisms of stay cables is in the 
context of flow past an elastically supported rigid circular cylinder. A cylinder is assumed 
to oscillate in the plane normal to its axis (i.e. xy-plane in Figures 3-3 and 3-4) with a 
velocity of ?̇? at an arbitrary angle γ from the x-direction (Figure 3-4(a)). The equation of 
motion of such a cylinder model with mass per unit length of m, structural damping of Cs 
and flexural stiffness of Ks, oscillating along its degree of freedom can be written as: 
𝑚?̈? + 𝐶𝑆?̇? + 𝐾𝑆𝑟 = −𝑚𝑎?̈? + 𝐹?̇? + 𝐹𝑘𝑎                (3-3) 
where ma is the added mass from the surrounding air per unit length of cylinder model. It 
is multiplied by the cylinder acceleration to yield the inertia force of the moving fluid. 𝐹?̇? is 
the aerodynamic damping force acting on the cylinder along its direction of motion, 𝐹𝑘𝑎 is 
the aerodynamic elastic force, r and ?̈? are the cylinder displacement and acceleration, 
respectively. Refering to Figure 3-4(a), the motion velocity of the cylinder can be expressed 
in the xyz coordinate system as 
?̇? = (?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾)𝑖̂ + (?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾)𝑗 ̂                (3-4) 
where i and j represent unit vectors along x and y directions of local coordinate system. 
The aerodynamic force 𝐹?̇?  acting on the oscillating cylinder is proportional to the 
instantaneous wind-cylinder relative velocity UR(t). In order to express the UR(t) vector in 
the xyz coordinate system, the wind velocity vector U(t) must first be transformed to the 
local xyz coordinate system and then subtract the cylinder motion velocity, i.e. the 𝑟 ̇  vector. 
It is conceivable from Figure 3-3 that this transformation is possible by rotating the XYZ 
coordinate system around its Y-axis. The transformation matrix [T] from the XYZ 
coordinates to the xyz coordinate system is thus as follows 
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[𝑇] =
[
 
 
 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
𝜋
2
− 𝜑(𝑡)] 0 cos [2𝜋 − 𝜑(𝑡)]
0 1 0
cos [𝜋 − 𝜑(𝑡)] 0 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
𝜋
2
− 𝜑(𝑡)] ]
 
 
 
 
 
Multiply the wind velocity vector U(t) by the transformation matrix [T] gives the 
wind velocity vector in the local xyz coordinate system as 
?⃗? (𝑡) = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)}𝑖̂ + ?́?(𝑡)𝑗 ̂
               +{−[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)}?̂?             (3-5) 
The wind-cylinder relative velocity vector ?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡) can now be obtained by subtracting 
Eq. (3-4) from Eq. (3-5), which gives 
?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡) = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) − ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾}𝑖̂ + [?́?(𝑡) − ?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾]𝑗 ̂
             +{−[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)}?̂?                  (3-6) 
The magnitude of the relative velocity ?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡)  is thus equals to 
|?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡)| = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]
2 + ?́?2(𝑡) + ?́?2(𝑡) + ?̇?2 
                −2?̇?[(𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡))𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 + ?́?(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 + ?́?(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾]}
1
2       (3-7) 
Further, since the lift and the drag forces acting on the cylinder are proportional to 
the wind-cylinder relative velocity magnitude UR(t), they can be expressed as  
𝐹𝐷(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)𝐶𝐷                     (3-8a) 
and 
𝐹𝐿(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)𝐶𝐿                        (3-8b) 
where ρ is the air density, D is the cylinder diameter, and CD and CL are the drag and the 
lift force coefficients, respectively. 
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Figure 3-4(c) shows the direction of lift and drag forces which are defined based on 
the direction of the normal component of the wind-cylinder relative velocity UNR(t). The 
force acting on the cylinder along its motion direction, 𝐹?̇?, is therefore time dependent and 
a function of both lift and drag forces. In order to find 𝐹?̇?, the relative angle 𝛾𝑅(𝑡) between 
the drag force (along the normal component of the wind-cylinder relative velocity UNR(t)) 
and the cylinder motion direction has to be known. The angle between the normal 
component of the instantaneous unsteady wind UN(t) and the normal component of the 
instantaneous wind-cylinder relative velocity UNR(t) is denoted as 𝛾𝐷(𝑡) in Figure 3-4(c). 
It can be determined from the figure by: 
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾𝐷(𝑡) =
?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)−?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾
            (3-9) 
The instantaneous angle 𝛾𝑅(𝑡) between the direction of cylinder motion and the drag 
force thus equals to [𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾], based on which, the magnitude of the aerodynamic force 
𝐹?̇?(t), acting along the cylinder motion direction r can be derived as 
𝐹?̇?(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡){𝐶𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾] + 𝐶𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾]}                (3-10) 
The aerodynamic damping is associated with the aerodynamic force 𝐹?̇? acting on the 
cylinder, which is a non-linear function of the cylinder oscillation velocity ?̇?. For small 
amplitude oscillations of a long cylinder in a certain mode n, i.e. before the onset of 
galloping, it is acceptable to apply the quasi-steady approach to derive a linear 
approximation of the aerodynamic damping ratio of the cylinder, which is the derivative of 
the aerodynamic force with respect to the cylinder velocity ?̇? at the peak of one oscillation 
cycle 
𝜁𝑎(𝑡) = −
1
2𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑑𝐹?̇?(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
           (3-11) 
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where m is the unit mass of the cylinder, and 𝜔𝑛 is the circular frequency of the n
th mode. 
In Eq. (3-11), 𝐹?̇? is a function of CD, CL, UR(t), and φ(t). Plug in the magnitude of UR(t) into 
Eq. (3-10), then substitute into Eq. (3-11) and apply the chain rule, yields 
𝑑𝐹?̇?(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
1
2
𝜌𝐷{[
𝑑𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
](𝐶𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 + 𝐶𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾)      
+𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)[
𝑑𝐶𝐷
𝑑?̇?
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 +
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)+𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
𝐶𝐷 +
𝑑𝐶𝐿
𝑑?̇?
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 +
𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)+𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
𝐶𝐿]}|
?̇?=0
   (3-12) 
By calculating all the derivatives in Eq. (3-12) and substituting the condition of  ?̇? = 0, 
yields 
𝜁𝑎(𝑡) =
𝑅𝑒(𝑡)𝜇
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑈2(𝑡)
𝑈2𝑚(𝑡)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 {𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 [𝐶𝐷 (2
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑈2(𝑡)
+
𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
) +
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛾
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
] ±
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 (2
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑈2(𝑡)
−
1
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
) +
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒(𝑡) +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛾
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
]}      (3-13) 
where μ is the viscosity of air and circular frequency of the excited mode n of the cylinder 
model,  Re(t) is the unsteady Reynolds umber based on the mean wind speed, and U*(t) is 
a term arrived in deriving dUR(t)/dṙ  and is given by Eq. (A1-7a) in the Appendix 1. For 
detailed derivation of Eq. (3-13), please refer to Appendix 1. 
Since there is no implication for the cross-section in the formulation of Eq. (3-13), it 
is therefore applicable to tall cylindrical bodies with any arbitrary cross-section. In the case 
of an ideal circular cylinder, which can be considered as a circular cylinder, the lift and 
drag force coefficients are independent of the cylinder motion direction γ (i.e. the angle of 
attack). Thus, the derivatives of CD and CL with respect to γ become zero and Eq. (3-13) 
can be reduced to 
𝜁𝑎(𝑡) =
𝑅𝑒𝜇
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑈2(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 {𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 [𝐶𝐷 (2
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑈2(𝑡)
+
𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
) +
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)] ±
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 (2
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑈2(𝑡)
−
1
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
) +
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)]}         (3-14) 
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When studying the aerodynamic behaviour of a bridge stay cable, it is a common 
practice to consider it as an ideal circular cylinder. However, the roundness and surface 
roughness of a real stay cable might not be perfectly uniform along its length and perimeter 
due to fabrication and environmental factors. Its drag and especially lift coefficients would 
thus be dependent on the wind angle-of-attack, i.e. on the direction of motion. Considering 
this fact, it is more reasonable and appropriate to apply Eq. (3-13) to predict the 
aerodynamic damping ratio of a real stay cable, while that given by Eq. (3-14) could serve 
as an approximate estimation. 
In Eq. (3-14), the ±sinγ in the terms containing the lift force coefficient CL 
corresponds to the condition of a single-separation bubble formation on the cylinder 
surface within the critical Reynolds number regime. Schewe (1983) indicated that when 
flow passes, a single separation bubble could persist on the cylinder surface for a narrow 
range of Reynolds number within the critical regime and result in steady lift force. Since 
there was no preference on which side the bubble would form, it could appear on either 
side of the cylinder and therefore, the resulting steady lift force could be either positive or 
negative. Macdonald and Larose (2006) suggested a similar formulation for aerodynamic 
damping of cylindrical bodies, but in steady wind. It is important to note that the 
aerodynamic damping ratio estimated from Eq. (3-14) is not a direct function of time. 
Instead, it is a way of approximating the aerodynamic damping ratio of an oscillating 
cylinder under varying wind speeds by using a deterministic unsteady wind model (which 
is a function of time). In other words, the current model is limited to those types of wind 
unsteadiness which are sinusoidal in nature and so are the corresponding responses. 
Consequently, high frequency wind speed variations (e.g. natural turbulence of wind) that 
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could alter the surrounding flow field faster than the harmonic response frequency of the 
cylinder model, based on which the quasi-steady approach applies, might not be accurately 
modeled by this expression. 
3.4 Effect of turbulence 
The aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined and/or yawed circular cylinder 
oscillating in a certain mode along any arbitrary direction normal to its axis under 
unsteady/turbulent wind condition was derived in Section 3.3 and given in Eq. (3-14). As 
can be seen from Eq. (3-14), the aerodynamic damping ratio is a function of wind 
conditions (Um(t), u0, v0, w0 and μ), cylinder properties (cylinder-wind relative angle φ(t), 
ωn, m, D, CD and CL) and direction of cylinder motion γ. The wind characteristics and the 
cylinder properties can be obtained by measurements or assumptions. Once the 
aerodynamic force coefficients versus different wind speeds and cylinder orientations are 
known, the partial derivatives in Eq. (3-14) can be calculated, and ζa(t) can be determined. 
It should be noted that the cylinder motion direction γ in Eq. (3-14) is an independent 
variable. It can be selected manually or based on experimental and/or field observations. 
To isolate the impact of flow unsteadiness on the aerodynamic stability of an oscillating 
cable, the aerodynamic damping ratio of a cable will be analyzed in both the smooth flow 
and the turbulent flow conditions. 
3.4.1 Steady flow condition 
In order to verify the proposed expression, Eq. (3-14), for the estimation of 
aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined circular cylinder in smooth flow condition, the 
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wind speed is assumed to be steady. Therefore, by substituting 𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈,  and  𝑢′(𝑡) =
𝑣′(𝑡) = 𝑤′(𝑡)=0 into Eq. (3-14), yields 
𝜁𝑎 =
𝑅𝑒𝜇
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 {𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 [𝐶𝐷 (2 +
𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
) +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑] ± 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 (2 −
1
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
) + 𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑] }   
                           (3-15) 
which is the same as the aerodynamic damping ratio expression proposed by Macdonald 
and Larose (2006). 
In an earlier wind tunnel study by one of the co-authors (Cheng et al., 2008a), 
divergent galloping response was observed in smooth flow condition at Re≈3.4×105. The 
cable was inclined and yawed both at 45˚ against the oncoming wind direction, which was 
equivalent to a wind-cable relative angle of φ=60˚. The dominant motion direction of the 
cable was found to be γ=54.7˚. To verify if the proposed aerodynamic damping expression 
would be able to predict these onset conditions, the lift and drag force coefficients of the 
cylinder obtained from the tests were applied to Eq. (3-15). In the experimental study by 
Cheng et al. (2008a), the lift and drag force coefficients were calculated based on the 
surface pressure of a stationary cylinder model measured in the wind tunnel over a range 
of Reynolds number up to the critical regime. These experimentally obtained aerodynamic 
force coefficients are plotted against the tested range of Reynolds number and φ angle in 
Figure 3-5. For every orientation of the cylinder model in the study by Cheng et al. (2008a) 
(i.e. for every φ), a corresponding γ can be determined, which represents the major direction 
of cylinder oscillation. Their relation is portrayed in Figure 3-6. 
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The results of aerodynamic damping ratio calculated by Eq. (3-15) are shown in 
Figure 3-7 over the ranges of Re and φ covered in the tests by (Cheng et al., 2008a). Due 
to the uncertainty that a single bubble could form on either side of the cylinder surface, 
 
(a) the drag force coefficients 
 
(b) the lift force coefficient 
Figure 3-5 the aerodynamic force coefficients results by Cheng et al. (2008a) 
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Figure 3-6 Relation between the major direction of cylinder response and its orientation in the dynamic 
tests of Cheng et al. (2008a) 
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both cases of +sin γ and -sin γ in Eq. (3-15) are analyzed with the contours of aerodynamic 
damping ratio illustrated in Figures 3-7(a) and 3-7(b), respectively. The black dash line in 
the figure represents the boundary line that separates the stable and unstable cylinder model 
response. When +sin γ is considered in Eq. (3-15), two negative aerodynamic damping 
ratio zones can be identified. As can be seen from Figure 3-7(a), the first zone corresponds 
to the condition of 2.96×105<Re<3.54×105 (i.e. critical regime) and 55˚<φ<63˚, while the 
second zone appears when 3.44×105<Re<3.54×105 and 72˚<φ<85˚. In Figure 3-7(b), which 
shows the aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined cable based on the second possible 
configuration of single separation bubble flow regime (Günter Schewe, 1983; 
Zdravkovich, 1997), i.e., by taking -sin γ in Eq. (3-15), it also gives two instability zones. 
The first zone, which corresponds to 3.0×105<Re<3.54×105 and 55˚<φ<60˚, has almost the 
same range of Reynolds number but narrower range of cylinder model orientation when 
compared to those of the first zone in Figure 3-7(a); whereas the second zone of instability 
occurs at 3.02×105<Re<3.54×105 and 61˚<φ<80˚. The common ranges of Reynolds 
number and cylinder-wind relative angle for the first instability zones in Figures 3-7(a) and 
3-7(b) implies that unstable cable motion would appear when 3.02×105<Re<3.54×105 and 
55˚<φ<60˚~63˚, and it is irrespective of the single bubble location. It can be seen from 
Figure 3-5(a) that within the above ranges of Reynolds number and cylinder orientation, 
considerable negative slopes of drag against Re and φ exist, i.e. the negative values 
of ∂CD/∂Re and ∂CD/∂φ in Eq. (3-15) are responsible for inducing negative aerodynamic 
damping of the cable. Though Figure 3-5(b) shows that ∂CL/∂Re could be either positive 
or negative within the ranges of Re and φ associated with zone 1, the magnitude is relatively 
small. In addition, it is noticed that the sign of the slope of lift against φ varies. In particular, 
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in the vicinity of φ=60˚, it changes suddenly from positive to negative. This implies that in 
zone 1, while the unstable cable motion are dominated by drag when 55˚<φ<60˚, once the 
cylinder-wind relative angle φ approaches and exceeds 60˚, the negative slope of lift 
against cylinder-wind relative angle also becomes an important component of the 
excitation mechanism. This agrees with the findings by Cheng et al. (2008b), of which the 
Den Hartog criterion was successfully applied to explain this experimentally observed 
divergent cable response. 
Similarly, the mechanisms associated with the second instability zones in Figures 3-
7(a) and 3-7(b) can also be explained by inspecting the variation of cable lift and drag 
coefficients with respect to Reynolds number and cylinder-wind relative angle φ over the 
critical ranges in Figure 3-5. For the second instability zone in Figure 3-7(a), which exists 
within a narrow range of Reynolds number between 3.44×105 and 3.54×105 and cylinder-
wind relative angle between 72˚ and 85˚, the slopes of CD and CL with respect to Re, as can 
be observed in Figure 3-5, both manifest strong negative values. Therefore, the terms 
∂CD/∂Re an ∂CL/∂Re in Eq. (3-15) are mainly responsible for the instability in this region, 
which suggests that in addition to the drag crisis, lift also makes contribution to excite the 
cable. The presence of the second instability zone in Figure 3-7(b) is due to the choice of 
using -sin γ in Eq. (3-15) to predict aerodynamic damping ratio. If we examine the 
aerodynamic features of lift and drag over the critical ranges associated with this zone i.e. 
3.02×105<Re<3.54×105 and 61˚<φ<80˚, strong positive slopes of lift against Re and φ can 
be identified in Figure 3-5, which, after being multiplied by -sin γ in Eq. (3-15), both 
become negative values. At the same time, ∂CD/∂Re under this set of Re and φ conditions 
remains negative. Thus, besides drag crisis, the formation and existence of single 
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separation bubble is also an important factor which leads to unstable cylinder motion in 
this zone. 
 
 
(a) Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder inclined and/or yawed in steady wind using +sinγ 
in Eq. (3-14) 
 
(b) Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder inclined and/or yawed in steady wind using -sinγ 
in Eq. (3-14) 
Figure 3-7 Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder inclined and/or yawed in steady wind 
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The critical onset conditions of divergent type of cable response observed in the wind 
tunnel study by Cheng et al. (2008a), i.e. Re=3.4×105 and φ=60˚, are also marked in Figure 
3-7. It falls within the first instability zone in both Figures 3-7(a) and 3-7(b). The fact that 
it occurred at φ=60˚ implies that this instability incident observed in the lab was not only 
associated with the drag crisis, but the formation of a single separation bubble within the 
critical Reynolds number range as well. In addition, it demonstrates that the proposed 
aerodynamic damping ratio expression, Eq. (3-14), can successfully predict the divergent 
motion of a circular model inclined and/or yawed in steady wind. 
3.4.2 Sinusoidal type of unsteady flow condition 
3.4.2.1 Turbulence intensity 
In this section, the aerodynamic stability of an inclined and/or yawed circular 
cylinder in unsteady wind will be studied. Of special interest in this section is how 
turbulence, as a conventional unsteady flow, might affect the aerodynamic stability of the 
cylinder model discussed in the previous section. To be more focused on the impact of 
turbulent flow intensity and its three components 𝑢′(𝑡), 𝑣′(𝑡), and 𝑤′(𝑡) on the response 
of the cylinder, the conventional unsteady wind model described by Eq. (3-1) will be used 
in this section to simulate the effect of flow turbulence. For this purpose, it is assumed that 
the analysis is conducted for the cylinder response within a relatively short time duration 
of which the time-varying nature of the mean wind speed may be neglected. Therefore, 
prediction of the aerodynamic instability of an inclined and/or yawed circular cylinder in 
turbulent wind condition is possible by implementing the unsteady wind model described 
by Eq. (3-1) to the aerodynamic damping ratio expression in Eq. (3-14). The three unsteady 
flow components 𝑢′(𝑡), 𝑣′(𝑡), and 𝑤′(𝑡) are modeled as harmonic terms as given in Eq. 
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(3-16), where ?̅? is the circular frequency, θx, θy, and θz are the random phase angles, and 
 𝑢′0, 𝑣
′
0, and 𝑤′0 are the amplitudes of these unsteady terms, respectively. 
𝑢′(𝑡) = 𝑢′0𝑠𝑖𝑛(?̅?𝑡 + 𝜃𝑥)  
𝑣′(𝑡) = 𝑣′0𝑠𝑖𝑛(?̅?𝑡 + 𝜃𝑦)            (3-16) 
𝑤′(𝑡) = 𝑤′0𝑠𝑖𝑛(?̅?𝑡 + 𝜃𝑧) 
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(a) ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 2%Um 
 
 
(b) ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 3%Um 
 
 
(c) ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 5%Um 
Figure 3-8 Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder model in experiments by Cheng et al. 
(2008a) in unsteady wind using +sinγ 
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(a) minimum values when ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 3%Um 
 
 
(b) ) mean values when ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 3%Um 
 
 
(c) maximum values when ú0= v́0= ẃ0= 3%Um 
Figure 3-9 Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder model in experiments by Cheng et al. 
(2008a). The range of negative aerodynamic damping is shown by dash line 
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Within this context, 𝑢′0, 𝑣
′
0, and 𝑤′0 were manually selected and the phase angles 
θx, θy, and θz were chosen to be random since in reality the turbulent components may not 
be in-phase with each other. The resulting turbulence intensity is thus 𝐼𝑈 =
√(𝑢0)2 + (𝑣0)2 + (𝑤0)2/?̅?. It should be noted that the aerodynamic force coefficients 
of the circular cylinder model are functions of the wind speed U and the cylinder orientation 
φ, so they would vary with the fluctuations of wind speed. However, due to the lack of lift 
and drag data for small variations of wind speed and cylinder orientation, only the steady 
values of CD and CL corresponding to each Um and φ were utilized in Eq. (3-14). In addition, 
it is indicated in ESDU 80025 (1986) that flow turbulence, cylinder surface roughness and 
orientation could all affect the effective Reynolds number. When the oncoming flow is 
turbulent, the effective Reynolds number is higher than that in the laminar flow condition. 
In the case of a smooth cylinder, the lift and drag force coefficients in the turbulent wind 
are functions of effective Reynolds number, which can be obtained by shifting the Re range 
of the smooth flow case corresponding to the turbulence level on the CD-Re and CL-Re 
curves. 
Figure 3-8 illustrates the effect of turbulence intensity on an oscillating cable under 
unsteady wind condition by considering +sin γ in Eq. (3-14). It portrays the minimum 
values of the aerodynamic damping ratio over one period of oscillation of the unsteady 
terms (i.e. 2π/ ω). Three turbulence intensities and their effects on the aerodynamic 
damping of an inclined and/or yawed cylinder are shown. The unsteady/turbulence 
components  𝑢′0,  𝑣
′
0, and 𝑤
′
0 in Figures 3-8(a) to 3-8(c) are set equally as 2%, 3%, 5% 
of the mean wind speed, respectively. The corresponding resultant turbulence intensities Iu 
are 3.5%, 5.2%, and 8.7%, respectively. Compare with the aerodynamic damping ratio 
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results in Figure 3-7(a), of which the steady flow condition was considered, results in 
Figure 3-8 clearly suggest that with the gradual increase of turbulence level, the two 
negative aerodynamic damping ratio zones still exist and the strength of instability is 
enhanced which is reflected by the increased absolute value of negative aerodynamic 
damping ratio shown in the figure. In addition, though the ranges of effective Reynolds 
number and cylinder orientation associated with the first instability zone only expands 
slightly for higher turbulence intensity, those correspond to the second zone manifests a 
more noticeable expansion. The range of cylinder orientation expands from 72˚<φ<85˚ in 
the case of smooth flow to 70˚<φ<90˚ in the case of 𝑢′0 = 𝑣
′
0 = 𝑤′0=5%, whereas the 
occurrence of instability would be advanced from Re=3.44×105 to a lower effective 
Reynolds number of 3.3×105. The range of instability zones in Figure 3-7(b), which are 
obtained by selecting –sin γ in Eq. (3-15), will be expanded similarly with the existence of 
turbulence. 
The results in Figure 3-8 suggest that by introducing turbulence/unsteadiness in the 
flow and gradually increasing the intensity, the absolute values of negative aerodynamic 
damping ratio would increase and the instability region would expand. Intensifying flow 
turbulence/unsteadiness would lead to the advancement of critical Re range. This renders 
the intensity of cable aerodynamic instability to be enhanced in turbulent wind. In addition, 
since turbulence would encourage the occurrence of drag crisis over a broader range of 
Reynolds number, the range of effective Re associated with unstable cable response is thus 
expanded accordingly. These two facts imply that on a real bridge site, due to the existence 
of unsteadiness in natural wind, negative aerodynamic damping ratio is more likely to 
occur on stay cables, and the potential of triggering galloping type of instability will be 
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increased. In addition, the magnitude of aerodynamic damping ratio values obtained by 
using the unsteady wind model is comparably lower than those obtained by using the steady 
wind model. This indeed increases the chance of negative aerodynamic damping to 
overcome the positive structural damping and thus, leads to divergent behaviour of stay 
cables, of which the structural damping ratio is typically a fraction of 1%. 
Besides, it is evident from Eqs. (A1-7), (3-14), and (3-16) that although ζa(t) has the 
same varying frequency as the turbulence frequency 𝜔,  its minimum and maximum values 
are independent of  𝜔 and time, but rather depending on the magnitude of the turbulent 
components, i.e. 𝑢′0,  𝑣
′
0, and 𝑤′0.  
To have a more comprehensive picture of the cylinder model aerodynamic damping 
ratio variation within one vibration cycle, the minimum, the mean, and the maximum 
values of aerodynamic damping ratio over one period of cable oscillation are depicted in 
Figures 3-9(a) to 3-9(c), respectively. Compare Figure 3-9(b) with Figure 3-7(a), it is 
interesting to note that under the turbulent/unsteady condition of 𝑢′0 = 𝑣
′
0 = 𝑤′0 = 3%, 
the mean aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined and/or yawed circular cylinder over 
one vibration cycle has more or less the same magnitude as that in steady flow. Moreover, 
the two instability zones identified using mean aerodynamic damping ratio in turbulent 
wind have the same ranges of effective Reynolds number and cylinder-wind relative angle 
as the steady flow case. It is also noticed by comparing the three cases in Figure 3-9 that 
while the occurrence of and physical conditions associated with the first instability zone 
does not change considerably with the introduction of the unsteady/turbulent flow, i.e. it 
remains approximately the same within one period of vibration, the ranges of effective 
Reynolds number and cylinder orientation corresponding to the second instability zone 
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vary with cylinder motion, with the one deduced from the minimum aerodynamic damping 
ratio to be the largest. Though cylinder model galloping would be triggered once the 
negative aerodynamic damping overcomes the positive structural damping, i.e. 
mathematically when the summation of the aerodynamic damping ratio becomes zero, it is 
proposed that the assessment of galloping potential of an inclined and/or yawed cable in 
unsteady wind should be based on the minimum aerodynamic damping ratio predicted by 
Eq. (3-14) over one vibration period, which actually would be experienced by the cable 
during oscillation and would occur over broader ranges of physical conditions, i.e. should 
consider the worst scenario. 
3.4.2.2 Role of individual turbulence/unsteady components  
The effect of each turbulence component, 𝑢′0, 𝑣
′
0, and  𝑤′0, on the aerodynamic 
damping ratio of a circular cylinder model is investigated for a range of subcritical to 
critical Reynolds number and relative wind-cable angle of φ and illustrated in Figure 3-10. 
It is observed in Figure 3-10(a) that if only ú0 has a non-zero value, the magnitude of the 
minimum aerodynamic damping ratio are decreased when compared to the smooth flow 
case in Figure 3-7, while there seems to be no considerable change in the ranges of effective 
Reynolds number and wind-cylinder relative angle φ associated with the two instability 
zones (dash line regions). In Figure 3-10(b), when v́0 is considered as the only non-zero 
term, the ranges of effective Re and φ where instability occurs are expanded, particularly 
zone 2, as compared to the steady wind case, along with a slightly smaller drop in the 
magnitude of aerodynamic damping ratio than the 𝑢′0=0 case in Figure 3-10(a). However, 
when only 𝑤′0 is considered to be non-zero, no significant change in the instability strength 
and the ranges of Re and φ associated with negative aerodynamic damping ratio have been 
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observed in Figure 3-10(c) when using the steady flow results as the reference base. This 
might be explained mathematically by referring to Eq. A1-7(a), where 𝑢′0 and 𝑣
′
0terms 
are present and multiplied by sinφ(t) and tanγ terms, respectively. These two terms arrive 
from the derivation of UR(t) with respect to ?̇?. Consequently, when the direction of response 
is closer to the direction of lift force (i.e. γ is close to 90˚), 𝑈∗(𝑡)/𝑈(𝑡) term would be 
magnified by the tanγ term. Within the critical Reynolds number range, the negative 
derivatives of CL and CD with respect to Reynolds number are enhanced by 𝑈∗(𝑡)/𝑈(𝑡) 
terms (Eq. (3-14)) due to unsteadiness/turbulence in the oncoming wind and dominate the 
contribution to the total negative aerodynamic damping ratio. In the regions where the 
negative aerodynamic damping is endorsed by derivatives of CL and CD with respect to 
wind-cylinder relative angle φ, it seemed that the minimum values of aerodynamic 
damping ratio are not significantly affected by the introduction of unsteadiness. As can be 
seen from Eq. (3-14), this could be due to the reason that the derivatives of CL and CD with 
respect to φ are not magnified by the additional term 𝑈∗(𝑡)/𝑈(𝑡). 
 It is observed in Figure 3-10 that 𝑣′(𝑡), the fluctuating wind speed component which 
is normal to both cylinder axis and the steady mean wind speed direction, has a more 
considerable contribution to reduce the aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined and/or 
yawed cable in unsteady wind. This is particularly evident when the dominant cable motion 
direction γ is close to 90˚, which more coincides with the direction of  𝑣′(𝑡). The relation 
between the cable-wind relative angle φ and the cable motion direction γ has been given 
earlier in Figure 3-6. It can be observed in the figure that for the range of 70º <φ< 90º, 
which is the φ range of the second instability zone in Figure 3-10(b), it corresponds to 77º 
<γ< 90º, i.e. the cable motion direction is more along the direction of  𝑣′(𝑡). A physical 
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interpretation for this could be proposed as that once this fluctuating wind velocity term is 
introduced along the direction of motion, i.e. along y-direction, it could exert an extra 
aerodynamic force that coincides with the direction of mean lift force and thus increase the 
level of aerodynamic instability. Since this extra aerodynamic force due to  𝑣′(𝑡) may serve 
as an external excitation on the oscillating cylinder, one might speculate that once the 
frequency of this external excitation is close to the oscillation frequency of the cylinder, 
resonance could occur. It was pointed out in an analytical study by Abdel-rohman (2001) 
that the necessary onset wind speed for galloping of tall prismatic structures could be 
significantly reduced by the introduction of turbulent wind speed components once the 
frequency of this extra external excitation coincides with the oscillation frequency of the 
structure. 
In a recent study by Larose et al. (2011), it was found that the single separation bubble 
regime could be sustained if the oncoming flow has relatively low turbulence. Combining 
the above findings, it can be interpreted that the potential of dry cable galloping in the field 
should not be disregarded since a single separation bubble could form along a considerable 
length of a stay cable and be sustained within low turbulence intensities. This would lead 
to considerable increase in the correlation of aerodynamic forces in addition to the negative 
aerodynamic damping, and consequently could potentially satisfy the onset condition of 
dry inclined cable galloping. 
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(a) ú0= 3%Um 
 
 
(b) v́0=3%Um 
 
 
(c) ẃ0=3%Um 
Figure 3-10 Aerodynamic damping ratio of a circular cylinder model in experiments by Cheng et al. (2008). 
The range of negative aerodynamic damping is shown by dash line 
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It is conceivable from the above results that while the emergence of the critical 
Reynolds number regime is necessary for the negative aerodynamic damping, the 
introduction of unsteady/turbulent wind could amplify it and lead to a broader range of 
Reynolds number and cylinder orientation associated with aerodynamic instability of an 
inclined and/or yawed circular cylinder model. The minimum values of aerodynamic 
damping ratio over one period of unsteady wind fluctuations are comparably lower than 
those in the steady wind. All these suggest that on real bridge site, the existence of 
unsteadiness/turbulence in the natural wind may increase the potential of galloping 
instability on stay cables. 
Further wind tunnel studies in the turbulent wind condition within the critical 
Reynolds number range, where the negative slopes of CD and CL with respect to Re emerge, 
is necessary in order to verify the effect of unsteady wind on the onset conditions of 
galloping type of divergent response which would lead to catastrophic failure of bridge 
stay cables. 
3.5 Case study 
In a field monitoring program of a cable-stayed bridge in China (Ni et al., 2007), 
large amplitude (0.7m peak-to-peak) cable vibrations were reported under both dry and 
precipitation conditions during which the MR dampers attached to the cables were 
dismantled. However, the formation of water rivulets was not observed on the cable. 
Therefore, it is speculated that the effect of rain was not significant on the cable response 
and might not be part of the excitation mechanism. The wind speed and direction (in terms 
of cable-wind relative angle φ) were recorded at the deck level (elevation of 26 meters) and 
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the tower top (elevation of 102 meters) for a period of 5 hours with a sampling frequency 
of 4Hz. The studied cable was inclined at α=35.2˚, of a diameter D=119mm, and spanned 
about 122m. The cable was observed to be mainly vibrating in its third mode with f3=3.2Hz.  
A general expression of the aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined and/or yawed 
circular cylinder under unsteady wind condition was proposed in Eq. (3-14). In order to 
investigate the violent motion of the stay cables reported by Ni et al. (2007), and predict 
the onset conditions using Eq. (3-14), the unsteady wind model is developed first based on 
the recorded wind data on site. As can be observed in Figure 3-1, besides the high frequency 
fluctuating process, the time variation of mean wind speed also exists, though at a much 
lower frequency. Thus, the discrete wavelet-based unsteady wind model described in 
Section 3.2.2 will be used. 
An appropriate decomposition of a non-stationary signal will yield the maximum 
achievable levels of decomposition while the energy is conserved in the decomposed 
components. In the case study here, the appropriate level of decomposition for the recorded 
field wind speed data was detected to be 12 when a sudden jump in the energy of the 
approximate signal was observed.  
The unsteady wind model then becomes an unsteady mean component obtained by 
DWT superposed by a zero-mean process representing the natural wind fluctuations caused 
mainly by turbulence, i.e. 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢
∗(𝑡)                        (3-17) 
where Um(t) is the mean variation of the wind speed signal captured by DWT and u
*(t) is 
the zero-mean fluctuating component. The wavelet family of Daubechies as suggested by 
He et al. (2010) was utilized along with the MATLAB® Wavelet tool box to extract the 
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unsteady wind model shown. It was found that wavelet db10 yielded the best precision (the 
least signal energy lost) for extracting the varying mean values of wind speed U(t) and 
relative angle φ(t) from the recorded data. The mean variation of the unsteady wind speed 
sample and the wind-cable relative angles φ(t) extracted from the field data are shown in 
Figures 3-11 and 3-12, respectively. 
 
The turbulence intensity Iu was calculated based on 𝑢∗(𝑡) and the mean wind speed 
obtained from 𝑈𝑚(𝑡) over the entire sampling period, which was approximately 11.1% at 
the deck level and 8.9% at the tower level. However, using the traditional unsteady wind 
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(b) tower level 
 
Figure 3-11 Obtained unsteady mean wind speed by DWT 
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model, the turbulence intensities would be 12.9% and 10.8% at the deck and tower levels, 
respectively. The pre-processing of the recorded wind data provides inputs to be utilized 
in Eq. (3-14) for calculating the aerodynamic damping ratio of the studied cable.  
Since the aerodynamic force coefficients CL and CD of the studied cable were not 
measured on site, those obtained from ESDU 80025 (1986) for the corresponding effective 
Reynolds number and relative wind-cable angle φ were used in the current case study 
instead. It should be noted that ESDU 80025 (1986) only contains information of the drag 
coefficients, whereas the average lift force coefficients are assumed to be zero. However, 
non-zero steady lift force could exist within the critical Reynolds number range and 
presumably could affect the aerodynamic stability of an inclined and/or yawed cable. Due 
to this limitation, only drag–related aerodynamic damping ratio can be determined and Eq. 
(3-25) is reduced to 
𝜁𝑎(𝑡) =
𝑅𝑒𝜇
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑈2(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾{𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 [𝐶𝐷 (2
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚
2 (𝑡)
𝑈2(𝑡)
+
𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
) +
𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈(𝑡)
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)]    (3-18) 
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(a) deck level 
 
 
(b) tower level 
 
Figure 3-12 Mean variation of relative wind-cable angle by DWT versus original data 
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The cable dynamic properties used for inputs were taken from Ni et al. (2007), i.e. 
the cable unit mass m=50.8 kg/m, and the vibration frequency ω3=20.11 rad/sec. Once the 
variation of the aerodynamic force coefficients versus different wind speeds and cylinder 
orientations are known, the partial derivatives in Eq. (3-18) can be calculated, and ζa(t) can 
be determined. The results of drag-related in-plane aerodynamic damping ratio are shown 
in Figures 3-13(a) and 3-13(b) for the deck and tower levels, respectively. In this case, 
since only the drag related aerodynamic instability is presented, the most critical direction 
of cable motion would be the in-plane direction (i.e. γ=0⁰). As can be seen from Figure 3-
 
(a) deck level 
 
(b) tower level 
Figure 3-13 Time history of drag-related in-plane aerodynamic damping ratio of the studied cable using 
wavelet-based unsteady wind model 
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13(a), at the deck level, the obtained negative value for drag-related aerodynamic damping 
ratios mostly occur when the mean wind speed reaches up to 10m/s (Figure 3-11). The 
minimum negative aerodynamic damping ratio is identified to be ζa≈-0.002. At the tower 
level, however, the mean wind speed is larger which yields larger effective Reynolds 
numbers that are closer to the critical Reynolds number range. A smaller minimum 
aerodynamic damping ratio of ζa ≈-0.003 is observed for drag-related aerodynamic 
damping. At the tower level, the oncoming mean wind speed is larger than that at the deck 
level, which would correspond to larger effective Reynolds number that falls into the 
critical Reynolds number regime. Thus, even though the turbulence intensity is smaller at 
the tower level, more instability incidents was observed with higher strength. The drag 
crisis, represented by the negative slope of CD versus Re, is enhanced by the term 
𝑈∗(𝑡)/𝑈(𝑡) due to the unsteady/turbulent flow condition.  
The relation between the predicted negative aerodynamic damping ratio and its 
associated physical conditions is portrayed in Figure 3-14 which is generated from the wind 
speed and cable-wind relative angle corresponded to all the negative ζa values in Figure 3-
13. As revealed by the data scattering patterns shown in Figure 3-14, the lower bound of 
the onset wind speed at the deck level, as well as both the lower and the upper bound of 
the onset wind speed at the tower level, are clearly defined. They all increase monotonically 
with respect to the increase of cable-wind relative angle φ. This could be associated with 
the lower and upper limit of the critical Reynolds number range. The magnitude of the 
onset wind speed at the tower level is found to be more sensitive to the direction of the 
oncoming wind, which is reflected by the steeper slope of the lower and upper bound of 
critical wind speed against cable-wind relative angle φ at the tower level. Moreover, the 
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lower bound of the onset wind speed at the tower level is observed to be higher than that 
at the deck level. This could be due to the fact that the turbulence intensity at the deck level 
is higher than that at the tower level, which would advance the occurrence of critical 
Reynolds number range at the deck level. It can be seen from Figure 3-14(a) and 14(b) that 
majority of the negative aerodynamic damping ratio data fall within the wind-cable relative 
angle range of φ=60˚ to 80˚. This is in agreement with the site observed wind-cable relative 
angle when large amplitude cable vibrations occurred (Ni et al., 2007). 
 
 
(a) deck level 
 
 
(b) tower level 
 
Figure 3-14 Physical condition of the negative aerodynamic damping points calculated for a stay cable 
in field (refer to Ni et al., 2007) 
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It was detected that 4.6% of the recorded data at the deck level yielded negative 
aerodynamic damping, while 35.8% for the tower top. It is interesting to note that despite 
the calculated turbulence intensity is higher at the deck level, the total number of negative 
aerodynamic damping points and their absolute values are larger at the tower level. This is 
due to the fact that the average wind speed at the tower level is almost 50% higher than 
that at the deck level. Though at tower top, the turbulence intensity is relatively lower, the 
resultant speed of the fluctuating wind at the tower top is still higher than that at the deck 
level, of which the chance of triggering unstable cable response would be higher. Data 
collected from the field measurements showed that the critical wind speed range was 8-16 
m/s, which corresponded to an effective Re range of 3.5×105-5.5×105, and the critical range 
of cable-wind relative angle φ was 50˚-80˚ (Ni et al., 2007). 
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It is worth pointing out that the aerodynamic behaviour of an inclined and/or yawed 
circular cylinder in the critical Reynolds number range is very sensitive to the trivial 
variations of flow conditions and its orientation with respect to the oncoming wind. It is 
possible that the observed violent cable vibration on site over the critical ranges of wind 
speed and cable-wind relative angles were excited by a few different mechanisms. As a 
matter of fact, Larose et al. (2011) measured the mean aerodynamic force coefficients on 
a yawed cable in the critical Reynolds number region when the turbulence intensity of the 
oncoming flow was 2.5% and 11%. It was found that while at relatively low turbulence 
 
(a) deck level with IU=11.1% 
 
 
(b) tower level with IU=8.9% 
Figure 3-15 Predicted range of in-plane drag related instability using drag force coefficients from 
ESDU 80025 (1986) 
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intensity of 2.5%, the single separation bubble regime existed as in the smooth flow case, 
increasing the turbulence intensity to 11% would eliminate the formation of single 
separation bubble on one side of the cylinder surface. This implies that should the flow 
become more turbulent, as usually is the case in severe wind events, the lift force on an 
inclined and/or yawed stay cable could remain nearly zero. In the case study discussed 
here, based on the recorded field wind data, the turbulence intensity at the deck level and 
tower top are determined to be 11.1% and 8.9%, respectively. This strength level of flow 
turbulence could possibly suppress the emerge of single bubble regime on an inclined stay 
cable, suggesting that the mechanism of part of the observed violent cable motion could 
possibly only be related to the aerodynamic features of drag within these particular ranges 
of effective Reynolds number and cable orientation. Therefore, using drag data from ESDU 
80025 (1986) and assuming zero lift to predict the appearance of negative aerodynamic 
damping ratio on the studied cables is reasonable. In addition, one may speculate that in 
contrary to the above condition, if the oncoming wind is less turbulent, i.e. when a single 
separation bubble does exist, the risk of cable galloping would be increased due to the co-
existence of non-zero lift caused by the single separation bubble and the expanded 
instability zone induced by flow turbulence.  
Figure 3-15 depicts the critical ranges of effective Reynolds number and cable 
orientation associated with negative aerodynamic damping ratio using the drag coefficient 
in ESDU 80025 (1986). Results clearly show that the predicted physical conditions of the 
drag-related instability fall in the critical ranges of site observation. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
A quasi-steady analytical model has been proposed in the present paper to study the 
aerodynamic damping ratio of an inclined and/or yawed circular cylinder oscillating along 
an arbitrary direction normal to its axis in a certain mode in unsteady flow, with practical 
application to predict divergent galloping type of response on bridge stay cables in the 
absence of precipitation. For a special case of steady flow condition, the proposed 
aerodynamic damping ratio expression would be reduced to one as same as that derived by 
Macdonald and Larose (2006). Using the data from an existing wind tunnel study (Cheng 
et al., 2008a), the proposed analytical model successfully predicted the critical onset 
conditions of divergent galloping type of cable response observed in the physical tests, 
where an inclined stay cable was excited by steady wind.  
The effects of turbulence intensity and the role of each turbulence component in 
triggering aerodynamic instability of an inclined and/or yawed cable in unsteady flow 
condition have been investigated. Results show that while the emergence of critical 
Reynolds number regime is necessary for the occurrence of negative aerodynamic damping 
on a cable, the existence of flow unsteadiness in the natural wind would increase the risk 
of a stay cable to experience galloping type of response. This higher potential of instability 
occurrence is caused by the enhanced instability strength and expanded physical range of 
critical conditions due to the presence and increase of flow turbulence. Among the three 
wind turbulence components, v́ (t) is found to have the most important contribution to the 
negative aerodynamic damping, which, if coincides more with the cable motion direction, 
may serve as an additional external excitation on the cable to increase its level of 
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aerodynamic instability and broaden the corresponding ranges of effective Reynolds 
number and cable orientation. 
A case study has been presented by applying the proposed aerodynamic damping 
ratio expression to estimate the critical physical conditions associated with violent cable 
vibration incidents reported from a field monitoring program on a real cable-stayed bridge. 
A wavelet-based unsteady wind model has been developed which can take into account the 
time variation of mean wind speed in the field data. Due to the lack of aerodynamic force 
information from the field, the drag force coefficients in ESDU 80025 (1986) are used in 
the analysis instead, which enabled the determination of the physical conditions associated 
with drag-related instability. Compared with field observation, the onset conditions of 
cable aerodynamic instability estimated by the proposed aerodynamic damping ratio 
expression fall within the critical ranges of wind speed and direction observed on site. In 
addition, it is worth pointing out that due to the relatively high turbulence level at the time 
of large amplitude cable motion, the formation of single separation bubble on the cable 
surface could possibly be suppressed, i.e. the mechanisms associated with part of the 
observed violent cable motions could be solely related to drag.  
To the knowledge of the author, so far there is no confirmed field report of dry 
inclined cable galloping incident. It should be noted that stay cables are generally very long 
and thus wind profile varies along its length, which would reduce the correlation between 
span-wise aerodynamic forces. This, however, as indicated by Cheng and Tanaka (2005), 
is one of the determining factors for the onset of dry inclined cable galloping observed in 
the wind tunnel tests. In addition, for the experimentally observed dry inclined cable 
galloping incidents (Cheng et al., 2008b; Nikitas and Macdonald, 2009), the model cable 
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was tested under smooth flow condition. However, on real bridge site, due to the unsteady 
nature of oncoming wind, it would not only be challenging to reach the onset condition, 
but also to sustain it to allow the full development of instability. 
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Chapter 4 A two-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model for the 
vibration of dry cylindrical body along unsteady air flow and 
its application to aerodynamic response of dry inclined cables 
4.1 Introduction 
It was learned from experimental observations (Cheng et al., 2003) that when unstable 
galloping-like response occurred, the cable motion actually followed an elliptical path, i.e. 
the response contained more than one degree-of-freedom. Therefore, as an extension to the 
work by Macdonald and Larose (2008) and the model presented in Chapter 3, in the current 
study, a 2DOF analytical model will be proposed to further study the effect of unsteady 
flow and aerodynamic nonlinearities on the excitation mechanisms of dry inclined cable 
galloping. A set of nonlinear equations describing the motion of a 2DOF rigid cylindrical 
body subjected to unsteady wind will be derived, the solution to which will be obtained by 
applying the state space transformation and an explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical 
method. Experimental results from an earlier wind tunnel study (Cheng et al., 2003) will 
be used to validate the proposed analytical model and approach. The rationality of solely 
using Ur ‒ Sc relation to define aerodynamic stability criterion for wind-induced cable 
vibrations will be discussed. Two unsteady wind models will be employed to examine the 
impact of flow unsteadiness on the aerodynamic response of a cable under no precipitation 
condition. A case study will be presented, of which the wind data recorded on a cable-
stayed bridge site during an event of violent wind-induced cable vibrations will be applied 
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to the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model to investigate the aerodynamic behaviour of a real 
bridge stay cable in unsteady/turbulent natural wind. 
4.2 Formulation of a 2DOF aeroelastic model  
4.2.1 2DOF aeroelastic cable model 
On site, wind generally approaches a bridge with a skewed angle, as shown 
schematically in Figure 4-1. A typical stay cable AB is anchored on the deck and the pylon 
at A and B, respectively, which forms an inclination angle α with respect to its horizontal 
projection on the bridge deck. Um(t) represents the mean wind speed of the oncoming wind 
in the horizontal plane, which has a yaw angle β(t) with respect to the deck axis. 
 
For the convenience of derivation, two sets of coordinate systems, one attaches to the 
wind, the other attaches to the cable, have been used. As depicted in Figure 4-1, the global 
 
Figure 4-1 Schematic of a stay cable on a cable-stayed bridge site 
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coordinate system XYZ is defined based on the mean wind speed vector, with the X-axis 
along the direction of Um(t), the Z-axis falls in the cable-wind plane (XZ-plane) and normal 
to the X-axis, and the Y-axis normal to the XZ-plane. In the case of the local coordinate 
system, xyz, the z-axis is along the cable axis, the x-axis locates in the cable-wind plane 
and along the normal component of wind velocity, and the y-axis is normal to the cable-
wind plane. Thus, the local xyz system can be obtained by rotating the global system XYZ 
around its Y-axis by π/2- φ(t), where φ(t) is the relative angle between the mean wind 
direction and the cable axis. 
 
For the wind-induced cable vibration phenomena reported from field and experimental 
studies (Cheng et al., 2003; Jakobsen et al., 2012; Zuo and Jones, 2010), it was found that 
quite often the motion trajectory of an oscillating cable follows an elliptical path. Further, 
unlike the cases of ice-coated power transmission line galloping and rain-wind-induced 
cable vibrations, of which the torsional motion is also an important component of motion 
due to the presence of ice accretion or water rivulets, in the scope of the current study, these 
 
Figure 4-2 Two-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic stay cable model 
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two factors do not exist. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect the torsional motion and a 
two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) model is capable of faithfully simulating the behaviour of 
a cable when excited by wind.  
Conventionally, the problem of wind-induced cable vibrations is usually treated as 
flow past an elastically supported rigid circular cylinder. Figure 4-2 illustrates the motion 
of the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model of a rigid circular cylinder oscillating in a plane 
(xy-plane in Figure 4-1) normal to its axis. The cylinder is elastically supported along the 
two perpendicular degree-of- freedom directions r and s. The unit mass of the cylinder is 
m, and linear viscous type of damping is assumed with the structural damping coefficient 
along r and s being Cr and Cs, respectively. If the oncoming wind has a mean wind speed 
of Um(t) and a relative angle of φ(t) with respect to the cylinder axis, the normal component 
acting on the cylinder is UN(t)=Um(t)sin φ(t). Assume the cylinder oscillates along the r 
and the s directions with circular frequency of ωr and ωs, respectively, then the stiffness of 
the two linear springs along these two directions can be calculated from Kr=ωr2/m and 
Ks=ωs2/m, respectively. The motion of the cylinder can therefore be expressed in the xyz 
coordinate system as 
?⃗̇? = ?̇? + ?̇? = (?̇?cos𝛾 + ?̇?sin𝛾)𝑖̂ + (?̇?sin𝛾 − ?̇?cos𝛾)𝑗 ̂              (4-1) 
where γ is the angle between the x-axis and the r-direction of response (Figure 4-2). The 
equation of motion along the r and the s directions of the cylinder can be written 
respectively as 
𝑚?̈? + 𝐶𝑟?̇? + 𝐾𝑟𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟(𝑡)                                   (4-2a) 
𝑚?̈? + 𝐶𝑠?̇? + 𝐾𝑆𝑠 = 𝐹𝑠(𝑡)                     (4-2b) 
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where m is the mass per unit length of the cylinder, Cr and Cs are the structural damping 
coefficients, Kr and Ks are the flexural stiffness along the r and the s directions, 
respectively, Fr(t) and Fs(t) are respectively the aerodynamic forces acting on the cylinder 
along the motion directions r and s, and ?̇?, ?̈?, ?̇?, ?̈? are the corresponding cylinder velocities 
and accelerations along these two directions. 
4.2.2 Unsteady wind model 
As indicated by Ni et al. (2007), both the magnitude and the direction of wind on a 
bridge site are generally unsteady. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 4-1, the yaw angle 
β(t), which defines the direction of the mean wind speed vector Um(t) with respect to the 
bridge deck or the horizontal projection of the cable, is also unsteady and thus a function 
of time t. The relative orientation between cable AB and the mean wind direction is 
described by φ(t). It is related to the cable inclination angle α and the wind yaw angle β(t) 
by cosφ(t)=cosα∙cosβ(t).  
In order to properly simulate the real wind conditions on a bridge site, the 
unsteady/turbulent nature of wind should be included in the wind model. If defining the 
unsteady/turbulent wind components along X, Y, and Z axis as u′(t), v′(t), and w′(t), 
respectively, the unsteady wind vector can be expressed as: 
?⃗? (𝑡) = [𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡)]𝐼 + 𝑣′(𝑡)𝐽 + 𝑤′(𝑡)?̂?                   (4-3) 
The aerodynamic forces are, however, proportional to the instantaneous relative 
velocity UR(t) between the wind and the cylinder. The UR(t) vector can be expressed in 
the xyz coordinate system by first transforming the wind velocity vector U(t) to the local 
xyz coordinate system and then subtracting the cylinder motion velocity, Ṙ⃗ . The 
transformation matrix from the global to the local coordinate system is  
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[𝑇] =
[
 
 
 
 cos [
𝜋
2
− 𝜑(𝑡)] 0 cos[2𝜋 − 𝜑(𝑡)]
0 1 0
cos[𝜋 − 𝜑(𝑡)] 0 cos [
𝜋
2
− 𝜑(𝑡)] ]
 
 
 
 
 
By applying [T] to the wind velocity vector ?⃗? (𝑡) in Eq. (4-3), it can be expressed in the 
local xyz coordinate system as 
?⃗? (𝑡) = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡)]sin𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑤′(𝑡)cos𝜑(𝑡)}𝑖̂ + 𝑣′(𝑡)𝑗 ̂
               +{−[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡)]cos𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑤′(𝑡)sin𝜑(𝑡)}?̂?        (4-4) 
The relative velocity vector ?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡) is thus  
?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡) = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡)]sin𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑤′(𝑡)cos𝜑(𝑡) − ?̇?cos𝛾 − ?̇?sin𝛾}𝑖̂
+ [𝑣′(𝑡) − ?̇?sin𝛾 + ?̇?cos𝛾]𝑗 ̂
             +{−[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡) + 𝑤′(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)}?̂?                   (4-5) 
The magnitude of the relative velocity ?⃗? 𝑅(𝑡) thus equals 
𝑈𝑅(𝑡) = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡)]
2 + 𝑣′2(𝑡) + 𝑤′2(𝑡) + ?̇?2 + ?̇?2 
               −2?̇?[(𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡))sin𝜑(𝑡)cos𝛾 + 𝑣′(𝑡)sin𝛾 + 𝑤′(𝑡)cos𝜑(𝑡)sin𝛾]      
 −2?̇?[(𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢′(𝑡))sin𝜑(𝑡)sin𝛾 − 𝑣′(𝑡)cos𝛾 + 𝑤′(𝑡)cos𝜑(𝑡)cos𝛾]}
1
2        (4-6) 
The lift and the drag forces acting on the cylinder are proportional to the wind-cylinder 
relative velocity UR(t) and can be expressed as 
𝐹𝐷(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)𝐶𝐷(𝑡)                          (4-7a) 
𝐹𝐿(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)𝐶𝐿(𝑡)                       (4-7b) 
where ρ is the air density, D is the cylinder diameter, CD(t) and CL(t) are the drag and lift 
coefficients which depend on the unsteady Reynolds number based on the relative wind 
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velocity UR(t), the relative wind-cylinder angle φ. Figure 4-3 shows the direction of lift and 
drag forces which are defined based on the direction of the normal component of the wind-
cylinder relative velocity, UNR(t). Accordingly, the forces acting on the cylinder along its 
two degrees of freedom can be determined from  
 𝐹𝑟(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡){𝐶𝐷(𝑡)cos[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾] + 𝐶𝐿(𝑡)sin[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾]}          (4-8a) 
𝐹𝑠(𝑡) =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡){𝐶𝐷(𝑡)sin[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾] − 𝐶𝐿(𝑡)cos[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾]}     (4-8b) 
The instantaneous angle between the x-axis and the normal projection of the relative wind 
speed UNR(t) is denoted by 𝛾𝐷(t) in Figure 4-3. It can be determined from 
cos𝛾𝐷(𝑡) =
𝑈𝑁(𝑡)−?̇?cos𝛾−?̇?sin𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
                 (4-9a) 
sin𝛾𝐷(𝑡) =
?̇?sin𝛾−?̇?cos𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
                           (4-9b) 
The instantaneous angle 𝛾𝑅(𝑡) between the drag (i.e. along x-axis) and the r direction 
of cylinder motion is therefore [𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾]. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Forces in the plane normal to cable model axis 
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4.2.3 Solution to non-linear equations of motion 
Equations (4-2a) and (4-2b) are non-linear. Refer to Eqs. (4-5) and (4-8), it can be seen 
that the aerodynamic forces are dependent on the second power of the cylinder-wind 
relative velocity 𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡) and are thus functions of the second power of the cylinder motion 
velocity. However, the solutions derived by introducing a linearization scheme, such as 
that by Macdonald and Larose (2008; 2006), are based on the quasi-steady assumption, of 
which the vibration amplitudes are assumed to be small. Therefore, although the onset 
conditions of large/divergent cable motion can be predicted, the response of the cable 
beyond the onset point cannot be obtained. Nevertheless, this piece of information would 
help us to better understand how cable response would gradually build up and grow into 
violent vibrations, and which factors would contribute to its suppression. 
To have a more complete picture of the cable behaviour prior to and after the onset 
conditions are satisfied, in the current study, the non-linear equation of motion describing 
the dynamic response of an inclined and/or yawed rigid circular cylinder under unsteady 
wind, i.e. Eq. (4-2), will be solved numerically using the state space representation. This 
approach will allow reducing Eqs. (4-2a) and (4-2b), which are the second order non-linear 
ordinary differential equations, to the first order ones. Substitute Eqs. (4-6), (4-8), and (4-
9) into Eq. (4-2), and express in the state space form, it gives 
𝑨?̇?(𝒕) + 𝑩(𝒕, 𝑿)𝑿(𝒕) = 𝑪(𝒕, 𝑿)         (4-10) 
where 
𝑨 = [
𝟏 𝟎
𝟎 𝟏
𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎
𝒎 𝟎
𝟎 𝒎
],  
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𝑩 =
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝟎      𝟎
𝟎        𝟎  
        
−𝟏                                        𝟎
 𝟎                                   −𝟏 
𝒎𝝎𝒓
𝟐 𝟎
𝟎 𝒎𝝎𝒔
𝟐
𝒎𝝎𝒓
𝟐𝝃𝒓 +
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑪𝑫(𝒕) −
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑪𝑳(𝒕)
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑪𝑳(𝒕) 𝒎𝝎𝒔
𝟐𝝃𝒔 +
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑪𝑫(𝒕)]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑪 =
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝟎
𝟎
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑼𝒎(𝒕) 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝋(𝒕)(𝑪𝑫(𝒕) 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜸 + 𝑪𝑳 (𝒕)𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜸)
𝑼𝑹
𝟐
𝟐𝑼𝑵𝑹
𝝆𝑫𝑼𝒎(𝒕) 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝝋(𝒕)(𝑪𝑫(𝒕) 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜸 − 𝑪𝑳 (𝒕)𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜸)]
 
 
 
 
 
                 
𝑿(𝒕) = [
𝒓(𝒕)
𝒔(𝒕)
?̇?(𝒕)
?̇?(𝒕)
],       ?̇?(𝒕) =  [
?̇?(𝒕)
?̇?(𝒕)
?̈?(𝒕)
?̈?(𝒕)
]   
where ξr=Cr/(2mωr) and ξs=Cs/(2mωs) are the cylinder structural damping ratios along the 
r and the s directions, respectively. Equation (4-10) can be rewritten as  
?̇?(𝒕) = 𝑨−𝟏𝑪(𝒕, 𝑿) − 𝑨−𝟏𝑩(𝒕, 𝑿)𝑿(𝒕) = 𝑭(𝑿, 𝒕)         (4-11) 
  A 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta method is then employed to numerically solve Eq. (4-
11) provided that the appropriate inputs are given. It is observed that the solution is 
independent of time step when it is chosen to be equal to or less than 0.01 second for the 
typical range of parameters used in this study. 
4.3 Model validation: Comparison with an earlier wind tunnel study  
To verify the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model, in this section, it will be applied to 
predict wind-induced response of a 2DOF rigid circular cylinder model, which was tested 
in an earlier wind tunnel study at the National Research Council Canada by Cheng et al. 
(2003). In the experiment, the cylinder model was elastically supported at two ends by two 
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sets of mutually perpendicular springs and tested under no precipitation condition in 
smooth flow. The unit mass of the model was 60.8 kg/m; its structural damping ratio was 
measured to be 0.03%. Since on real bridges, the in-plane and the out-of-plane frequencies 
of stay cables are slightly different due to sagging effect, the stiffness of the supporting 
springs were designed to yield an in-plane frequency of 1.415 Hz and an out-of-plane 
frequency of 1.40Hz. Laser displacement sensors were installed at model ends along the 
two motion directions to record the cylinder response. When the model setup was 
equivalent to a real cable inclined and yawed both at 45 against the oncoming wind, 
violent galloping-like response occurred as wind speed reached 32m/s (Re=3.43105). In 
particular, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the in-plane displacement component built up 
from 0.25D to 1.0D within 480 cycles, where D=160mm was the model diameter. The 
vibration had a tendency to grow further, but had to be manually suppressed due to the 
restriction of the model setup. The predominant motion direction had an angle of 54.7 
with respect to the wind direction. The recorded in-plane displacement components at two 
model ends are averaged and the corresponding time-history is shown in black in Figure 
4-4.  
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The proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model is used to predict this event. Refer to Figure 4-2, 
it is assumed that the r- and the s-direction corresponds respectively to the in-plane and the 
out-of-plane directions in the wind tunnel test. Thus, the angle , which represents the 
direction of the predominant motion direction against wind, is 54.7.  The mass and the 
structural damping properties of the aeroelastic model are taken the same as the cylinder 
model used in the wind tunnel study. It is worth noting that although the two sets of 
supporting springs of the cable model were designed to have slightly different frequencies 
 
(a) Predicted in-plane response for perfectly tuned system when fr=fs=1.415 Hz 
 
(b) Predicted response for a slightly detuned system when fr= 1.415 Hz, fs=1.41 Hz 
Figure 4-4 Comparison of unstable cable response predicted by the proposed model and an earlier wind tunnel 
study by Cheng et al. (2003) (φ=60˚, m=60.8kg/m, ξr= ξs=0.03%, γ=54.7˚) 
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to simulate the cable sagging effect on real bridges, a power spectrum analysis of the 
recorded cable in-plane and out-of-plane displacements revealed that as the response 
amplitude grew, the vibration frequencies along these two directions were coupled at about 
1.415 Hz. Thus, in the current analytical prediction, fr= fs =1.415 Hz are used to determine 
the stiffness properties of the 2DOF model, i.e. Kr= (2π fr)2m and Ks= (2π fs)2m, where fr 
and fs are the in-plane and the out-of-plane frequencies of the cylinder model, respectively, 
and m is the unit mass of the model. Since the observed violent model response occurred 
in the critical Reynolds number regime within which vortex shedding becomes mitigated, 
the time varying aerodynamic forces due to vortex shedding are thus not of principal 
importance. It is therefore acceptable to use time-averaged aerodynamic forces in the 
analysis. The lift and the drag force coefficients of the circular cylinder model were 
measured in the same series of wind tunnel tests (Cheng et al., 2008b) and are used to 
compute the aerodynamic forces acting on the aeroelastic model.  When solving Eq. (4-11) 
using the 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta method, the initial conditions are taken to be the 
same as those recorded in the wind tunnel test, i.e. the initial displacement and velocity 
along the r-direction are 0.0176m and 0.216m/s, respectively, whereas those along the s-
direction are 0.0097m and 0.0005m/s, respectively. 
The predicted in-plane displacement component (r-displacement) time history is 
portrayed in grey in Figure 4-4(a). It is evident from the figure that when the response 
amplitude is moderate, the growth trend of the predicted wind-induced response agrees 
well with the experimental data. As the cable motion further develops, the predicted cable 
response increases much faster and overestimates the experimental results. This 
discrepancy could be mainly due to the underlying assumption made in deriving the 2DOF 
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aeroelastic model, i.e. it is based on a rigid sectional model. Thus, all the system parameters 
in Eq. (4-2), including the aerodynamic forces, are the properties associated with unit 
length of the model. In other words, the proposed analytical model intrinsically assumes 
the aerodynamic forces are uniformly distributed along the entire cylinder span and thus 
are perfectly correlated, of which the time lag between sectional aerodynamic forces on 
real stay cables has been ignored. Nevertheless, the spanwise correlation of aerodynamic 
forces could have a significant impact on the wind-induced response amplitude. Bearman 
(1984) pointed out that compared to a stationary cylinder, the correlation of aerodynamic 
forces would increase in an oscillating one. A better spanwise correlation of aerodynamic 
forces was identified by Cheng and Tanaka (2005) at larger cable response, which 
suggested that the spatial correlation of aerodynamic forces might be a governing factor to 
promote large amplitude vibrations of dry cables. When study cross-flow vibrations of a 
rigid circular cylinder, Raeesi et al. (2008) observed a significant increase in the spanwise 
correlation of aerodynamic forces within the critical Reynolds number range. Therefore, 
the assumption of perfectly correlated aerodynamic forces made in the current derivation 
would yield a larger response amplitude. 
The effect of frequency ratio between the in-plane and the out-of-plane cable motions 
on its aerodynamic response was investigated by Macdonald and Larose (2008b). It was 
found that the coupling of the motion along these two directions would only be significant 
if the corresponding frequencies are slightly detuned. In addition, the response amplitude 
of a perfectly tuned system would be greater. Using the same cable model described above, 
but examine a slightly detuned case by considering fr=1.415 Hz and fs = 1.41 Hz. The so 
predicted cable response is portrayed in Figure 4-4(b) in grey. Compared to the results in 
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Figure 4-4(a), it is evident that a slightly detuned model would yield an analytical 
prediction smaller than a perfectly tuned system and more agreeable with the experimental 
data, which is consistent with the findings by Macdonald and Larose (2008b). 
4.4 Stability Criterion 
4.4.1 Mathematical stability vs. engineering stability 
For a linear time-invariant system, its stability condition can be derived by 
formulating and solving an eigenvalue problem. However, in the case of a non-linear 
system, conceiving a stability criterion for its response could be more sophisticated. Quite 
often, it can be developed based on the maximum amplitude of system response and the 
trend of the response time history. The ordinary differential equation given by Eq. (4-11) 
describes the motion of a 2DOF cable model excited by wind, which is highly non-linear. 
The cable displacement along its two degrees of freedom within a certain time period of 
interest can be found by numerically solving Eq. (4-11) using the 4th order explicit Runge-
Kutta method. Since in the tests by (Cheng et al., 2008b), the lift and drag coefficients of a 
circular cylinder model were only measured over a limited range of Reynolds number, to 
evaluate the aerodynamic behavior of the studied cable model over a broader range, the 
aerodynamic force coefficients given in ESDU 80025 (1986) are used to calculate 
aerodynamic forces Fr and Fs in this series of analysis. It should be pointed out that the 
ESDU 80025 (1986) data were obtained under uniform, two dimensional flow conditions 
and only contain time-averaged drag coefficient of a circular cylinder whereas the steady 
lift coefficient is assumed to be zero. This is in contrast to the findings of Schewe (1983) 
which indicated that a steady non-zero lift force existed over a narrow range of Reynolds 
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number within the critical regime.  This has been found to contribute to the occurrence of 
negative aerodynamic damping of an inclined circular cylinder and thus is believed to be 
an important element of the excitation mechanisms associated with inclined cable 
aerodynamic instability in smooth flow condition (Cheng et al., 2008a; Macdonald and 
Larose, 2006). On the other hand however, this narrow range of non-zero steady lift has 
only been observed in wind tunnel studies. It seems to be very sensitive to the ambient 
conditions and could easily vanish due to turbulence in the oncoming flow (Zdravkovich, 
1997). Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that on real bridge site, this flow regime 
would be difficult to form and sustain. Thus, the source of instability would mainly be 
attributed to the variation of the drag force. Based on this, the analysis in the rest of the 
chapter will be based on the drag force only. The results are presented in terms of the in-
plane response along the r-direction, which coincides with the drag force direction when γ 
is zero. 
In solving Eq. (4-11), the aerodynamic forces are updated at each time step according 
to the Reynolds number, which is computed based on the relative wind velocity defined by 
Eq. (4-5). In order to assess the stability of the system behavior, the obtained displacement 
amplitude and time history pattern need to be evaluated.  
As an example, Figure 4-5 illustrates the in-plane response time history of a cable at 
wind speed of 36 m/s. The cable has a unit mass of m=60 kg/m, diameter of D=0.16 m, 
cable-wind relative angle of φ=60, a dominant motion direction =0˚ (i.e. along wind), 
and vibration frequencies along the r and the s direction both being 1 Hz. The structural 
damping ratio of the cable is assumed respectively to be ξr = ξs =3%, 1% and 0 in three 
separate runs, with the corresponding r-displacement component time history portrayed in 
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Figures 4-5(a) to 4-5(c). The initial displacement and velocity are assumed to be zero in all 
three cases. It is interesting to note that with the change in the cable structural damping 
ratio, its response characteristic alters drastically. When the cable has a damping ratio of 
3%, its vibration quickly damps out. The response amplitude rapidly drops and then 
converges to an equilibrium point within 25 seconds, as shown in Figure 4-5(a). The 
position of this equilibrium point depends on the cable properties and wind speed.  In this 
case, under a wind speed of 36m/s, drag force can “push” the cable away from its neutral 
position by slightly over 0.03m. When the structural damping ratio drops to 1%, the 
response amplitude still decreases as time passes, but at a slower rate, as is evident in Figure 
4-5(b). After roughly 80 seconds, the vibration amplitude reduces to about 60% of its initial 
excited value and remains constant. If assume no structural damping exists, results in 
Figure 4-5(c) suggests that cable vibration amplitude would rapidly build up. In 200 
seconds, the peak-to-peak amplitude reaches approximately 6m and then remains at this 
level afterwards.  
The three sets of cable response solutions shown in Figure 4-5 are yielded from Eq. 
(4-11). Mathematically, they are all considered to be stable solutions. The one shown in 
Figure 4-5(a) corresponds to the asymptotic stable condition, whereas those in Figures 4-
5(b) and 4-5(c) correspond to Lyapunov stable condition,  which requires a solution that 
starts from near an equilibrium point to remain “sufficiently close” to the equilibrium 
forever. In other words, as far as the solution remains bounded forever, then despite its 
magnitude, the solution is considered to be stable. 
However, in engineering practice, response amplitude plays an important role in 
evaluating the stability of a structure. When response amplitude exceeds certain threshold, 
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though it does not continue to grow, it would significantly affect the safety and 
serviceability of the structure. For example, comparing the two cases shown in Figures 4-
5(b) and 5(c), though the response solutions are mathematically stable in both cases, the 
cable response converges to a peak-to-peak amplitude close to 0.1D in Figure 4-5(b), but 
almost 400D in Figure 4-5(c). Such a large displacement amplitude in the latter would not 
allow the structure to provide proper service to satisfy the engineering needs. Therefore, in 
Figure 4-5(c), if the bounded value of the displacement amplitude is greater than the safety 
and serviceability requirements, then in the sense of structural engineering, this type of 
response may be considered undesirable and unstable.  
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(a) Converging to an equilibrium point (ξr= ξs =3%) 
 
(b) Decaying and bounded response (ξr=ξs=1%) 
 
(c) Growing and bounded response (ξr=ξs=0) 
Figure 4-5 Three types of wind-induced cable response by varying the damping level (m=60 kg/m, 
φ=60˚, γ=0˚, fr=fs=1Hz 
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4.4.2 Stability criterion for dry inclined cable galloping 
When dealing with cable vibration problems, the oscillation amplitude of a cable is 
usually compared with its diameter. For a long flexible cable, a vibration amplitude of a 
few cable diameters at its mid-length might still be acceptable, but such an amplitude could 
be destructive for a rigid cylinder model. Thus, for the purpose of the current study, which 
is to investigate the aeroelastic stability of a dry inclined cable under the excitation of wind 
using a 2D rigid circular cylinder model, it is essential to develop a stability criterion to 
evaluate its wind-induced structural response other than simply relying on the 
mathematical stability of the response solution.  
For a rigid 2DOF cable model considered here, the threshold of its physical stability 
is proposed such that once the peak-to-peak response amplitude reaches one cable 
diameter, the cable behavior is considered to be unstable. In implementing this 
requirement, when solving Eq. (4-11) by marching along the time history, for each time 
instant sufficiently larger than zero, the latest eight displacement peaks along both r- and 
s- directions are identified. Their respective average values are then calculated and 
compared with the corresponding previous eight consecutive peaks. When the difference 
between these two sets of average values becomes sufficiently small, the time marching 
stops and the system is considered to be mathematically stable. The final converged 
response amplitudes along the r- and the s- directions are then compared with the cable 
diameter to determine whether the cable behavior is physically stable or not. 
In order to investigate the aerodynamic instability of an inclined and/or yawed 
circular cylinder, the range of physical conditions that would possibly lead to unstable 
cylinder behavior needs to be identified. These mainly include wind speed (or in fact the 
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corresponding Reynolds number) and cylinder orientation against the oncoming wind 
(represented by the cylinder-wind relative angle, φ). Figure 4-6 illustrates the range of 
Reynolds number and cylinder-wind  relative angle within which unstable aerodynamic 
response of a rigid circular cylinder model having unit mass of 60.8kg/m, vibration 
frequencies of fr=fs=1Hz and zero structural damping is identified. It can be seen in Figure 
4-6 that the galloping instability primarily occurs within the critical Reynolds number 
range. Though the range in the figure narrows down for shallower cylinder-wind relative 
angle, for all the studied relative cylinder-wind orientations φ, the instability takes place 
within the same effective Reynolds number range calculated according to the ESDU 80025 
(1986) procedure. It should be noted that since a circular cylinder has a symmetric cross-
section, the angle of attack does not vary due to the cylinder oscillation. This would leave 
the variation of drag force coefficient with respect to relative wind speed as the only 
excitation mechanism.  
 
 
Figure 4-6 Drag-related-only galloping instability range for a typical inclined circular cylinder as a 
cable model with m=60kg/m, γ=0˚, ξr=ξs=0, fr=fs=1Hz 
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As shown in Eq. (4-2), the aeroelastic response of a 2DOF cylindrical body excited 
by wind is governed by the mass, the damping, the stiffness, the shape, and the 
representative size of the oscillating cylinder as well as the oncoming wind speed. For a 
stay-cable which can be idealized as a circular cylinder with the representative size being 
its diameter D, these properties can be grouped into two non-dimensional parameters, i.e. 
the reduced wind speed Ur=U/fD and the Scruton number Sc=mξ/ρD2, where f is the 
cylinder frequency and ρ is the air density. In an earlier study by Saito et al. (1994), an 
instability criterion in terms of the Ur ‒ Sc relation was proposed based on the experimental 
data, which requires 𝑈𝑟 ≤ 40√𝑆𝑐  for the cable response to remain stable. Besides, 
“divergent type” of wind-induced response was also observed by Honda et al. (1995) when 
testing a circular cylinder model under no precipitation condition at 45 and 60 against 
the wind. Based on the experimental data, while keeping the definition of the Scruton 
number consistent with that used in the current study, the criterion to avoid dry inclined 
cable galloping was proposed to be 𝑈𝑟 ≤ 15.87𝑆𝑐
2 3⁄
 (Honda et al., 1995). However, the 
experimental results from a subsequent wind tunnel study by Cheng et al. (2003) differ 
considerably from these two criteria.  
To compare with these two sets of earlier results, in the current study, the 
aerodynamic stability of stay cables will also be studied in terms of the Ur ‒ Sc relation. 
The wind-induced cable response at five different cable-wind relative angles of φ=30, 45, 
60, 75, and 90 are analysed using the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model. The case of 
φ=90 corresponds to a cross-flow stay cable, which occurs when wind is normal to the 
vertical plane of the cable.  
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 It is assumed that the cable has unit mass of 60.8 kg/m, diameter of 160 mm, 
vibration frequencies along the two degrees of freedom both being 1.0 Hz, and the 
dominant vibration direction is along the wind, i.e. =0. The variation of the reduced wind 
speed and the Scruton number in the analysis are achieved respectively by changing the 
wind speed and the structural damping level of the cable. At a certain wind speed, the initial 
value of the cable damping is set to be zero. If the response yielded from Eq. (4-11) is 
unstable, i.e. the peak-to-peak amplitude exceeds 1D, the structural damping is increased 
and the calculation is repeated until the cable response becomes stable. Then, the 
corresponding pair of reduced wind speed and Scruton number is recorded, and the wind 
speed is increased to start the next round of calculation. 
The instability range of cable response identified for the five cases of φ=30, 45, 
60, 75, and 90 are illustrated in Figure 4-7 and also summarized in Table 1. Results 
show that unstable cable response appears within the range of critical Reynolds number 
regime where drag crisis occurs, which is consistent with the observations by Cheng et al. 
(2003). Once wind speed passes this critical range, drag crisis vanishes and the unstable 
response is suppressed. As mentioned earlier, existing studies ( Larose et al., 2005; Cheng 
et al., 2008a, 2008b) show that the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime is 
believed to be a key component of the excitation mechanisms which would lead to 
divergent galloping-like motion of dry inclined cables. In addition, the fact that the 
instability range associated with the case of φ=60 is the largest among the four studied 
inclined ones also agrees with the experience of the existing experimental studies (Cheng 
et al., 2008b; Miyata et al., 1994) and field observations (Ni et al., 2007). Once the direction 
of the oncoming wind is 60 against the orientation of a stay cable and the wind speed 
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reaches the critical value, large amplitude cable response would be triggered and cannot be 
suppressed unless the structural damping of the cable is increased to a certain level. In the 
current case as shown in Figure 4-7, the maximum cable damping ratio needs to be 
increased to at least 1.5% to avoid the occurrence of any unstable motion. In practice, this 
can be achieved by attaching external dampers to the cable.  Further, it can be seen from 
Figure 4-7 that an increase of the cable-wind relative angle φ seems would “push” the 
instability range to higher Reynolds number. This is reasonable since the cable orientation 
against the wind would affect the critical Reynolds number range. The smaller this relative 
angle φ is, the earlier it would reach the critical Reynolds number range. In Figure 4-7, the 
instability range associated with the five studied relative orientation angles φ corresponds 
to a Reynolds number range of 2-5105. It is interesting to note that the instability region 
associated with the cross-flow case has a comparable size with that of the most critical 
inclined case of φ=60. A stability boundary is developed by connecting the outmost point 
of the unstable regions for every angle φ which is shown by a solid thick line in Figure 4-
7. The obtained stability boundary line leads to a closed instability region, which is a clear 
indication that once the critical Reynolds number regime is passed, the unstable cable 
response can be suppressed. This confirms the earlier proposed excitation mechanisms of 
dry inclined cable galloping that the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime is 
indeed an important contributing factor. As a comparison, the Ur ‒ Sc relations proposed 
by Saito et al. (1994) and derived based on the wind tunnel testing results by Cheng et al. 
(2003) are also shown in Figure 4-7. It can be seen that the Ur ‒ Sc relation by Saito et al. 
(1994) is the most conservative among the three whereas that by Cheng et al. (2003) is the 
most optimistic one. One possible reason could be that the flow condition and the cylinder 
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model properties in these three studies are not the same. The Ur ‒ Sc relation by Saito et al. 
(1994) was concluded based on wind tunnel testing results in the subcritical Reynolds 
number range, while the wind tunnel tests by Cheng et al. (2003), though conducted in the 
subcritical to the supercritical Reynolds number range, the tested model had a low 
structural damping ratio which covered only the low Scruton number range. Nevertheless, 
within the same low Scruton number range, the observed onset of unstable cable motion 
by Cheng et al. (2003) overlaps with that predicted by the current analytical model. In 
addition, it should be pointed out that in Figure 4-7, due to the difference in the model size 
and flow condition, the corresponding Reynolds number, which is shown as the second 
vertical axis, is only applicable to the current analytical results. 
 
 
Figure 4-7 Instability range for a cylinder model with m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚, fr=fs=1Hz, and D=0.16m 
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Table 4-1 Summary of identified unstable cable response 
Unstable response 
Cable-wind relative angle φ 
30 45 60 75 90 
UR range 106-148 150-200 188-250 213-281 219-293 
Re range 
1.8-
2.5×105 
2.6-3.5×105 3.4-4.4×105 
3.8-
4.9×105 
3.9-
5.1×105 
Min. required Sc for 
stability 
3.6 10 30 20 30 
 
The definition of the reduced wind speed, i.e. Ur=U/fD, suggests that if the cable 
diameter is fixed, then the same range of reduced wind speed can be obtained by either 
keeping the cable frequency as a constant but varying the wind speed, or keeping the wind 
speed as a constant but varying the cable frequency. The former corresponds to the same 
cable subjected to different wind speeds, whereas the latter is equivalent to wind blows on 
a number of cables having different frequencies at the same speed. In practice, deriving a 
 
Figure 4-8 Instability range for a cylinder model with m=60.8kg/m, φ=60˚, γ=0˚, and D=0.16m 
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Ur ‒ Sc relation based on the former is physically more sound since it can take into account 
the change in the flow characteristics as wind speed varies, and how such a change would 
affect the cable response. For example, the unstable cable motion identified in the critical 
Reynolds number range due to the drag crisis. While mathematically the latter can still 
achieve the same reduced wind speed range, the results cannot truly reflect what actually 
would occur in the corresponding Reynolds number range. More for academic interest, the 
Ur ‒ Sc relation is re-derived for the most critical cable-wind relative angle φ=60 using the 
second approach. In the analysis, the cable is assumed to have the same properties as those 
used in Figure 4-7 except its frequency is taken for seven different values varying from 0.8 
to 6.0 Hz. The instability ranges corresponding to these seven cable frequencies are 
portrayed in Figure 4-8. The results clearly show that as the frequency of the cable 
gradually increases and it becomes stiffer, the instability range of cable response becomes 
smaller, or in other words, the unstable cable response can be suppressed at a relatively 
low damping level. Another stability criterion in terms of the Ur ‒ Sc relation can be 
proposed by connecting the outermost point of each of the seven instability ranges, as 
portrayed with a solid thick line in Figure 4-8. Shown also in the same figure are the Ur ‒ 
Sc relations by Saito et al. (1994) and Cheng et al. (2003). Interestingly, it is found that in 
this case, the stability criterion predicted by varying cable frequency but keeping the wind 
speed as a constant to achieve the variation of Ur agrees better with that of Saito’s, though 
the criterion by Saito et al. (1994) was derived based on the experimental results in the 
subcritical Reynolds number range. The criterion by Cheng et al. (2003), concluded from 
the testing results within the range of subcritical to supercritical Reynolds number range, 
remains to be the least conservative one among the three due to limited range of 
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investigated Scruton number. Also, it is important to note that the difference in the pattern 
of the two analytically predicted stability boundary lines shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8 
imply the inherent difference in the two approaches used to derive these two criteria. The 
stability criterion in Figure 4-7 leads to an instability region enclosed by the stability 
boundary line, which corresponds to the range of critical Reynolds number. It evidently 
reflects the essential role of emergence of critical Reynolds number in triggering 
aerodynamic instability of an inclined and/or yawed stay-cable. This criterion is suitable to 
be applied to aerodynamic stability of a typical stay cable subjected to different wind 
speeds. However, the pattern of the Ur ‒ Sc curve in Figure 4-8 leaves the instability range 
as an open region, which implies that by further reducing the cable frequency, the 
instability range could grow continuously. Since it is derived using a specific wind speed, 
it is applicable to evaluate aerodynamic performance of different stay cables only at that 
particular wind speed. The above facts clearly suggest that defining an aerodynamic 
stability criterion for wind-induced dry inclined cable vibrations solely based on Ur ‒ Sc 
relations has drawbacks since there is more than one avenue to yield the same reduced 
wind speed and the actual flow characteristics cannot be reflected by Ur. Therefore, it is 
important to refer to the corresponding Reynolds number range accompanied with a 
specific Ur ‒ Sc relation. In addition, it is worth pointing out that when defining the stability 
criterion based on the Ur ‒ Sc relation for cable response here, how to choose the proper 
approach to obtain the desired range of reduced wind speed is essential. Otherwise, it will 
yield misleading conclusions. 
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4.5 Case of Unsteady wind 
As commented earlier, wind on real bridge site generally has unsteady nature. The field 
data collected by He et al. (2010) showed that besides turbulence, the mean component of 
wind velocity also varied with time and contributed to flow unsteadiness. Thus, unsteady 
wind may be modeled by either considering a steady mean wind speed component Um 
superposed by three directional unsteady components u′ (t), v′ (t), and w′ (t); or alternatively 
by having an unsteady mean wind speed component Um(t) with time-varying direction 
(which is represented by the time-varying wind-cable relative angle φ(t) in the current 
study) while assuming the three directional unsteady components u′ (t), v′ (t), and w′ (t) to 
be zero. The proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model is capable to model either of the above 
cases and their combined effects. The response of an inclined and/or yawed cable subjected 
to different types of unsteady wind scenarios will be studied in this section to better 
understand the respective unsteady effect due to non-zero directional unsteady components 
and time-varying mean velocity on the aerodynamic behavior of a cable. 
4.5.1 Harmonic unsteady wind  
An idealized harmonic type of unsteady wind model is assumed, which can be 
decomposed into a steady mean wind speed component Um plus three non-zero directional 
unsteady components u′ (t), v′ (t), and w′ (t), each having a sinusoidal type of time variation 
as follows 
𝒖′(𝒕) = 𝒖𝟎
′ 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝟐𝝅𝒇𝒕𝒕+𝜽𝒙)        (4-12a) 
𝐯′(𝐭) = 𝐯𝟎
′𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝟐𝛑𝐟𝐭𝐭+𝛉𝐲)        (4-12b) 
𝒘′(𝒕) = 𝒘𝟎
′ 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝟐𝝅𝒇𝒕𝒕+𝜽𝒛)          (4-12c) 
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where ft is the fluctuating frequency of the unsteady flow components, θx, θy, and θz are the 
random phase angles, and u0′, v0′, and w0′ are the strength of the harmonic terms, 
respectively.  
When an inclined and/or yawed cable is subjected to the above harmonic type unsteady 
wind, two types of unstable response could be triggered. Galloping response is possible to 
occur once the wind speed enters the critical Reynolds number range provided all the other 
onset conditions are satisfied. Besides, when the fluctuating frequency of the directional 
unsteady components u′ (t), v′ (t), and w′ (t) coincides with the cable natural frequency, 
resonance would occur. To examine the difference between these two violent motions, 
aerodynamic response of a cable under two different harmonic unsteady wind conditions 
are analyzed. In both cases, the mean wind speed is Um=36m/s, u0′=0.1Um, v0′=w0′=0, and 
the cable-wind relative angle is φ=60˚. The fluctuation frequency of the harmonic wind is 
taken respectively as ft=1 Hz and   ft=3 Hz in the two cases. The cable is assumed to have 
unit mass of m=60.8 kg/m, diameter of D=0.16m, predominant motion direction of γ=0˚, 
and natural frequencies along the two degrees of freedom being fr=fs=1 Hz. The structural 
damping of the cable is neglected in the analysis. 
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The wind-induced response of the cable corresponding to ft=3 Hz and ft=1 Hz are 
portrayed in Figures 4-9(a) and 4-9(b), respectively. Since in both cases, the wind speed 
reaches the critical Reynolds number range, the occurrence of galloping can be observed 
in both plots. Besides, in the latter case of which the frequency of the unsteady harmonic 
wind equals to the cable frequency, resonance is also excited. This shortens the 
development time of unstable cable response. Compare the two cable displacement time 
histories in Figures 4-9(a) and 4-9(b), the one corresponding to ft=1 Hz has a much faster 
 
(a) Galloping response at ft=3Hz 
 
(b) Resonance and galloping combined response at ft=1Hz 
Figure 4-9 Two types of response within critical flow regime for Um=36m/s, u0′=0.1Um, v0′=w0′=0, 
φ=60˚, fr= fs=1Hz, D=0.16m, ξr=ξs=0, m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚ 
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growth rate. For example, to reach a response amplitude of r =0.16 m, i.e. r/D=1, the 
existence of resonance would accelerate the growth of galloping response and shorten its 
development time by 1/3. In addition, it is interesting to note that the strength of instability 
is hardly affected by the presence of resonance. 
To further study the aerodynamic behaviour of a cable when exposed to unsteady 
harmonic type wind load, wind-induced response of the same cable in the subcritical to the 
critical Reynolds number regime is analyzed.  Seven mean wind speeds of Um=25, 27, 29, 
30, 32, 34, and 36 m/s are used, while the magnitude of the directional unsteady 
components are taken as u0′=0.1Um, v0′=w0′=0, and the fluctuating frequency ft varies 
between 0 and 5 Hz. This set of results is illustrated in Figure 4-10 in terms of the non-
dimensional cable displacement rmax/D versus the frequency ratio ft / fr. It can be seen from 
the figure that while galloping is triggered only when flow enters the critical regime (Figure 
4-10(b)), resonance would occur as far as the harmonic wind frequency coincides with the 
cable natural frequency. In addition, it is interesting to note from Figure 4-10(a) that in the 
trans-critical Reynolds number range, when the mean wind speed is between 27 and 30m/s, 
besides the resonance peak at ft / fr =1, there exist another two secondary localized response 
peaks at ft / fr =0.5 and 2. Unlike the resonance response amplitude which is independent 
of the mean wind speed, the cable response corresponding to these two secondary peaks 
becomes more violent as the mean wind speed increases and approaches to the critical 
Reynolds number range. Thus, it is reasonable to speculate that the “emerging” galloping 
mechanism could be partially responsible for the large response associated with the two 
secondary local peaks at Um=30 m/s. After galloping response is triggered in the critical 
regime (Figure 4-10(b)), these two local response peaks are suppressed except at Um=32 
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m/s, a very weak peak can still be observed at ft / fr =0.5. The occurrence and suppression 
of these two localized response peaks may be explained in terms of the competitive 
mechanism between galloping and resonance. In the subcritical Reynolds number range, 
the aerodynamic drag force acting on the cable is nearly a constant and relatively large. It 
would help to damp out cable oscillations caused by initial perturbations unless the external 
source of excitation is very strong, such as resonance, then unstable cable response could 
be developed. Within the trans-critical range (i.e. 26m/s < Um < 31m/s for the studied 
system), cable motion due to change in the aerodynamic forces tends to sustain and the 
forces are in a sensitive balance. Therefore, an external source of excitation having a 
frequency at divisors and/or multipliers of the cable frequency could result in the localized 
response peaks observed in Figure 4-10(a). Once entering the critical flow range, galloping 
mechanism would override other perturbations unless the cable is excited by resonance. 
Under such circumstance, galloping response would be enhanced by the resonance, as 
evidenced by the peaks at ft / fr =1 in Figure 4-10(b).  
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4.5.2 Unsteady wind with varying mean wind speed  
The mean speed of natural wind could not sustain for a long time. Stay cables on real 
bridges are often exposed to wind conditions associated with increasing and/or decreasing 
mean wind speed. When such wind speed variation renders the flow to enter or exit the 
critical Reynolds number regime, it is possible for the galloping response to be triggered 
or suppressed. In this section, another idealized unsteady wind model is used in the 
analysis, which has a linearized time-varying mean speed component Um(t) and 
u0′=v0′=w0′=0. The mean wind speed is assumed to vary between 25 m/s and 50 m/s to 
 
(a) Subcritical Reynolds number range 
 
(b) Critical Reynolds number range 
Figure 4-10 Cable response amplitude versus frequency ratio when u0′=0.1Um, v0′=w0′=0, φ=60˚, 
m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚, D=0.16m, and ξr=ξs=0 
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cover the subcritical to critical flow regime. Two 1000-second wind speed time histories 
are assumed. In the first idealized wind speed signal, the unsteady mean wind speed 
increases linearly from 25 m/s to 50 m/s during the first 500 seconds, and then decreases 
linearly back to 25m/s during the second 500 seconds. In the second piece of wind speed 
signal, the unsteady mean wind speed decreases linearly from 50 m/s to 25 m/s during the 
first 500 seconds, then increase linearly back to 50 m/s during the second 500 seconds. 
They are shown in the top subplot in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, respectively. The aerodynamic 
responses of the same cable in Section 4.5.1 subjected to these two wind load scenarios are 
analyzed. The results are portrayed respectively in the bottom subplot of Figures 4-11 and 
4-12. The middle subplot in these two figures illustrates the time variation of drag 
coefficient.  
 
 
Figure 4-11 Response to a linearly increasing and then decreasing wind speed within 1000 seconds 
covering the subcritical to critical range for a cable with φ=60˚, m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚,D=0.16m, fs= 
fr=1Hz, and ξr= ξs=0 
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The results in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 provide a better insight into the mechanisms of 
dry inclined cable galloping. It can be observed from both figures that galloping instability 
can be triggered once 𝜕𝐶𝐷/𝜕𝑈𝑚 < 0, i.e. when drag force decreases while wind speed 
increases or vice versa. It is worth noting that galloping response concurs with large 
fluctuations in the aerodynamic drag. Take the phenomenon in the first 500 seconds in 
Figure 4-11 as an example, when drag coefficient drops due to emergence of the critical 
Reynolds number range, galloping response starts to be excited. As the response is further 
developed, large amplitude cable vibrations would result in sizable fluctuation in the 
relative wind speed and consequently the drag force. Interestingly, although during the first 
and the second half of the 1000-second wind speed time history, the wind speed varies 
within the same range, galloping response (r/D > 1) is found to occur over different regions 
of the ascending and descending stages of mean wind speed. As can be seen in Figure 4-
11, during the first 500 seconds when the wind speed gradually increases, galloping occurs 
over 35 m/s < Um < 50 m/s, whereas when the wind speed decreases to 25 m/s during the 
 
Figure 4-12 Response to a linearly decreasing and then increasing wind speed  within 1000 seconds 
covering the subcritical to critical range for a cable with φ=60˚, m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚, D=0.16m, fs= 
fr=1Hz, and ξr= ξs =0 
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second half of the loading history, galloping exists within the wind speed range of 25 m/s 
to 35 m/s. 
Compare the cable response during the ascending and the descending part of the wind 
speed time history in Figures 4-11 and 4-12, a type of memory effect from previous 
exposures can be identified. The descending wind speed occurs during the second 500 
seconds in Figure 4-11, but the first 500 seconds in Figure 4-12. The corresponding 
response in Figure 4-11 is larger than that in Figure 4-12. Similarly, the ascending wind 
speed takes place in the first 500 seconds in Fig.11, but the second 500 seconds in Figure 
4-12, and the corresponding response in Figure 4-11 is smaller as compared to that in 
Figure 4-12. This phenomenon clearly indicates that in addition to the current response 
state of a cable, its past response history has a very important role in dictating its future 
response.  In addition, the cable response time histories in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 suggest 
that it required longer time to build up the response amplitude and reach the maxima if a 
cable is exposed to an ascending type of wind speed variation pattern as compared to a 
descending one.   
Since once the onset conditions are satisfied, it would take a certain amount of time for 
the system to accumulate energy to allow the growth of response, the length over which 
such wind condition can be sustained is crucial to the actual occurrence of galloping 
instability. To confirm this, a similar cable response analysis is performed by shortening 
the wind speed time history in Figure 4-11 by either a half or a quarter. These two sets of 
results are presented in Figures 4-13 and 4-14, respectively. When referring to the response 
results in Figure 4-11, it can be clearly seen that the galloping response could grow into 
considerably large magnitude provided sufficient developing time is provided. For 
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instance, by doubling the duration of the ascending wind speed from 250 seconds in Figure 
4-13 to 500 seconds in Figure 4-11, the response amplitude increases by almost an order 
of magnitude. While in Figure 4-14, if the duration of the ascending wind speed is 
shortened to 125 seconds, galloping response does not have sufficient time to develop and 
the cable remains aerodynamically stable. This probably is one of the main reasons why 
dry inclined cable galloping is only observed in the lab environment, but hardly on real 
bridges. On site, although the critical onset conditions for this type of violent cable motion 
could be satisfied at some time, since it is difficult to sustain such conditions long enough 
to allow the full development of galloping, this kind of incident is scarce on real cable-
stayed bridges. Whereas in the wind tunnel tests, the critical wind condition could be 
sustained long enough until the galloping response is fully evolved. 
 
 
Figure 4-13 Response to a linearly increasing and then decreasing wind speed within 500 seconds 
covering the subcritical to critical range for a cable with φ=60˚, m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚, D=0.16m, fs= 
fr=1Hz, and ξr= ξs =0 
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4.6 A case study 
4.6.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Section 4.1, while galloping-like response of dry inclined cables 
occurred in a few wind tunnel studies, its existence on real bridges has not been fully 
confirmed yet. The speculations made in earlier studies (Cheng et al., 2008a) and Chapter 
3  suggest that this inconsistency could be attributed to a few factors, among which the 
differences in the flow conditions and cable behavior in the lab and on site could be the 
main contributors. In these few wind tunnel tests where unstable cable response was 
observed, the models were all tested under smooth flow condition of which prior to and 
after the onset of unstable motion, the wind speed and direction remain unchanged.  
However, for the large amplitude cable vibration incidents reported from site, the 
corresponding wind condition is usually highly turbulent and unsteady. Thus, even at a 
certain time instant, the onset conditions of unstable motion could be satisfied or even 
 
Figure 4-14 Response to a linearly increasing and then decreasing wind speed within 250 seconds 
covering the subcritical to critical range for a cable with φ=60˚, m=60.8kg/m, γ=0˚, D=0.16m, fs= 
fr=1Hz, and ξr= ξs =0 
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sustained over a relatively short period of time, it may not last long enough to allow the 
instability to be fully developed. In addition, the rigid circular cylinder model used in the 
lab cannot account for the flexible nature of a real stay cable and the correlation of 
aerodynamic forces along the entire cable length. Therefore, the interaction between the 
actual cable motion and the surrounding flow condition cannot be faithfully reflected. 
While the impact of the latter should be examined using a 3D cable model, which will be 
presented in Chapter 6, that of the former can be studied using the proposed 2DOF 
aeroelastic model in unsteady wind. 
In view of this, a case study based on a field monitoring program of a cable-stayed 
bridge in China (Ni et al., 2007) will be conducted in this section. MR dampers were 
designed and installed for the stay-cables on this bridge to control cable vibrations. In one 
reported incident, the cable which exhibited violent motion and dismantled the attached 
MR damper had a length of 122m, a unit mass of 51.8kg/m, and a diameter of 119mm. A 
maximum peak-to-peak response amplitude of approximately 0.7m (≈6D, where D is the 
cable diameter) was recorded. It was found that mode 3, which had a modal frequency of 
3.2Hz and a modal damping ratio of 0.122%, was the dominant mode of this large 
amplitude cable motion. The wind speed and direction (in terms of cable-wind relative 
angle φ) were recorded at two different elevations, i.e. the deck level (26 meters in 
elevation) and the tower top (102 meters in elevation). The sampling frequency was 4 Hz 
and the recorded data covered a duration of approximately 5 hours. This set of field data is 
shown in Figure 4-15. The wind speed data, cable-wind relative angle φ, and the calculated 
three-minute turbulence intensities are shown in Figures 4-15(a), 4-15(b), and 4-15(c) 
respectively. It is clear that the wind speeds corresponding to higher elevation at the tower 
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top are larger than the deck level wind speeds. The procedures of obtaining the time-
varying mean wind speed, relative angle φ, and turbulence intensity values are discussed 
in details in the following section. 
 
 
(a) Wind speed at deck level and tower top 
 
(b) Relative wind-cable angle at deck level and tower top 
 
(c) Three-minute turbulence intensities calculated at deck level and tower top 
Figure 4-15 Field data recorded on a cable-stayed bridge site by Ni et al. (2007) 
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4.6.2 Unsteady wind model  
In order to use the above field wind data in the proposed 2D aeroelastic cylinder model 
to predict cable response, an unsteady wind model is developed using the Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) technique described in Chapter 3. Since natural wind would not be able 
to sustain its mean velocity for a long period of time (He et al.,  2010), it is more appropriate 
to assume that the unsteady wind model has a form of an unsteady mean component Um(t) 
superposed by a zero-mean fluctuating component u*(t), i.e. 
𝑈(𝑡) = 𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + 𝑢
∗(𝑡)           (4-13) 
where Um(t) can be extracted from the raw wind data by decomposing the original signal 
into several layers of reconstruction elements using DWT. If an appropriate number of 
decomposition layers and an orthogonal wavelet family are selected, the energy contained 
in the raw signal can be preserved and the variation of its mean value, where the most 
energy lies, can be better captured. It was shown in Chapter 3 that the optimum level of 
signal decomposition of the set of wind data collected by Ni et al. (2007) is 12. Thus, in 
the current study, the unsteady mean wind speed at the deck level and the tower top, along 
with the unsteady mean wind-cable relative angle, are extracted using DWT by applying 
12 levels of decomposition. The results are given respectively in Figures 4-15(a) and 4-
15(b). The remaining of the wind velocity signal was treated as turbulent component and 
was averaged every 3 minutes, which is portrayed in Figure 4-15(c). The unsteady mean 
wind velocity signal and cable-wind relative angle are used as inputs for Eq. (4-11) to seek 
for displacement of the cable. 
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4.6.3 Results and discussion 
To study the effects of unsteady/turbulent flow on the aerodynamic response of stay 
cables using the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model, the dynamic properties of the cable 
model are taken the same as those in Ni et al. (2007), of which the model has unit mass of 
51.8kg/m, diameter of 0.119m, structural damping ratio of 0.122%, and vibration 
frequencies along the two degrees of freedom being fr=fs=3.2Hz. The wind speed data 
recorded at the deck level and the tower top are treated using the unsteady wind model 
described in Section 4.6.2 and applies to the cable model in two separate runs. 
Since the aerodynamic force coefficients CL and CD are lacking from the field data, 
those in ESDU 80025 (1986) are used in computing the wind-induced forces acting on the 
cable. Again, it is worth noting that in ESDU 80025 (1986), only information of the drag 
force coefficients are available whereas the mean lift coefficients are assumed as zero. 
Thus, the response predicted based on ESDU 80025 (1986) would only include the effect 
of drag force. If the dominant cable motion direction is along wind (i.e. γ=0˚), then only 
the in-plane response component would be non-zero. In addition, turbulence effect on the 
drag force coefficients are considered according to the procedures outlined in ESDU 80025 
(1986). In the analysis, the turbulence intensity is updated every 3 minutes. The predicted 
cable response based on the field wind data recorded at the deck level and the tower top is 
presented in Figures 4-16(a) and 4-16(b), respectively. The results indicate that when 
subjected to the deck level wind speed, the cable is very “calm”; whereas if excited by the 
wind speed recorded at the tower top, the cable response becomes much more violent. In 
the latter case, galloping response appears over a considerable portion of time span within 
the five hour duration. The predicted maximum peak-to-peak response amplitude is 
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roughly 0.45m, which almost equals to 4D. Compared to the field recorded maximum 
peak-to-peak amplitude of approximately 6D, the predicted value is smaller. This 
discrepancy could mainly be attributed to two factors. The proposed 2DOF aeroelastic 
cylinder model is rigid, so the displacement due to cable deformation is not considered in 
the prediction. However, the accelerometer for recording the cable response in field was 
installed at a location closer to the cable mid-span where the response was relatively larger 
than the near cable anchorage locations. In addition, the prototype cable is 122m long and 
thus was exposed to a wind profile on site, whereas in the analytical prediction, it is 
assumed that the cable model is subjected to uniformly distributed wind load computed 
using the wind velocity recorded either at the deck level or the tower top. This might also 
lead to under-prediction of the response amplitude. However, it is worth pointing out that 
although the lift force coefficient is assumed to be zero in the analysis, whereas galloping 
occurs within the critical Reynolds number range of which the existence of non-zero lift 
was observed in wind tunnel tests (Cheng et al., 2008a). As indicated by Zdravkovich 
(1997), this narrow range of non-zero lift would be difficult to sustain in turbulent flow 
condition. Thus, the assumption of zero lift is not expected to have an appreciable impact 
on the predicted response.  
The difference between the predicted response using the wind data collected at the 
deck level and the tower top is due to the difference in the unsteady mean wind speed and 
turbulence intensity at these two elevational locations. At the tower top, the combination 
of the unsteady mean wind speed and the turbulence intensity pushes the effective 
Reynolds number more towards the critical range and thus galloping is triggered over a 
considerable portion of the studied time period. However, at the deck level, the effective 
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Reynolds number remains lower and thus the cable response is found to be stable. The 
results seem to be consistent with those obtained in Chapter 3 where a SDOF model was 
employed to predict the onset of galloping excitation of cable based on its aerodynamic 
damping. Time-varying aerodynamic damping of the above studied cable was predicted 
using ESDU 80025 (1986) drag data when subjected to wind velocity recorded at the deck 
level and the tower top in Chapter 3. It was observed that when subjected to wind recorded 
at the tower top, the calculated negative aerodynamic damping ratio (up to -0.3%) could 
have an absolute value greater than the structural damping ratios of 0.122%. This could 
lead to a negative effective cable damping and be responsible for the large amplitude 
response observed on site (Ni et al., 2007). 
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The results in Figure 4-16 clearly show the sensitivity of cable response to the variation 
of surrounding flow conditions, which implies one of the important factors prohibiting the 
occurrence of violent galloping-like motion on real bridge stay cables. Cables on cable-
stayed bridges are generally long. Many of them have length exceeding 100m. Therefore, 
they are subjected to atmospheric boundary layer type of wind velocity profile on site. The 
field wind data recorded at the deck level and the tower top of the studied bridge, as shown 
in Figures 4-15(a) and 4-15(b), well reflects this fact. It is thus reasonable to speculate that 
at a specific time instant, different portions of a typical stay cable would be exposed to 
different flow regimes along its axial direction and thus exhibit different response 
 
(a) Predicted response based on wind speed at deck level 
 
(b) Predicted response based on wind speed at tower top 
Figure 4-16 Predicted response of the studied stay cable using the proposed 2DOF aeroelastic model 
with m=51.8kg/m, fr=fs =3.2Hz, D=0.119m 
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characteristics. It is very possible that under certain wind conditions, some part of the cable 
is surrounded by flow in the subcritical Reynolds number regime, whereas some part is 
exposed to flow in the critical Reynolds number range. Therefore, different cable segments 
could be excited by different mechanisms, and only a relatively short portion of the cable 
would be subjected to wind satisfying the onset conditions of violent galloping-like motion. 
This could also be the reason that many of the observed wind-induced cable responses are 
dominated by higher frequency modes since the strength of instability may vary over the 
entire cable length. On top of that, even the critical flow condition imposed on that cable 
portion generally could not sustain long enough in field. Therefore, unless majority part of 
the cable is exposed to a sustained critical flow condition for a sufficiently long time period, 
dry inclined cable galloping would be difficult to actually occur on real bridge stay cables. 
4.7 Concluding Remarks 
Dry inclined cable galloping is a “mysterious” aerodynamic instability phenomenon. 
Though its existence has never been fully confirmed by any reported field incidents, the 
fact that it occurred in a few independent wind tunnel tests and the possibility of its onset 
conditions to be satisfied on site raised serious concerns from the bridge industry. To better 
understand the excitation mechanisms associated with this phenomenon and further clarify 
the contributing factors, an analytical model which can consider the unsteady feature of 
natural wind and describe the response history of the oscillating cable is imperative. A two-
degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model has been proposed in the current paper to study 
aerodynamic behavior of an inclined and/or yawed rigid cylindrical body exposed to 
unsteady flow, with practical application to predict wind-induced response of bridge stay 
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cables under no precipitation condition, in particular, the dry inclined cable galloping. The 
formulated non-linear equations of motion were solved by applying state space 
transformation and using an explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The response history 
yielded from the solution would offer a deeper insight into the factors which could promote 
and/or prohibit the occurrence of dry inclined cable galloping. The proposed model and 
approach were validated by the experimental data from an earlier wind tunnel study (Cheng 
et al., 2003), of which dry inclined cable galloping was observed in smooth flow condition.  
Based on the pattern of growing cable response and its maximum peak-to-peak 
amplitude, the difference between mathematical stability and engineering stability has been 
discussed. The rationality of defining an aerodynamic stability criterion for wind-induced 
dry inclined cable vibrations solely dependent on Ur ‒ Sc relation has been examined. 
Results show that since the reduced wind speed Ur cannot uniquely reflect the actual flow 
condition and there is more than one avenue to yield the same Ur, it is essential to include 
the associated Reynolds number range when defining a specific Ur ‒ Sc relation to judge 
the stableness of cable behavior. By changing wind speed to achieve the variation of Ur 
while keeping cable frequency as a constant, a Ur ‒ Sc relation has been defined using the 
proposed model in smooth flow condition, which gives an enclosed instability region in 
the critical Reynolds number range. This is consistent with earlier findings under steady 
wind condition that the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime is one of the key 
components in the excitation mechanism of dry inclined cable galloping.  
Two unsteady wind models have been used to examine the impact of flow 
unsteadiness on the aerodynamic response of a dry inclined cable. Besides reaching the 
critical Reynolds number range, a number of other factors are found to have important roles 
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in exciting excessive galloping-like cable response. When subjected to a harmonic type 
unsteady wind with steady mean wind speed, an “emerging” galloping phenomenon is 
observed in the trans-critical flow regime. In addition to resonance, localized secondary 
response peaks are also identified when unsteady wind contains frequency components at 
divisors and/or multipliers of cable frequency. It is speculated that these unstable cable 
response could be attributed to a competitive mechanism between resonance and galloping 
due to the flow characteristics in this regime. In the critical state however, these secondary 
response peaks are suppressed by the dominance of galloping mechanism. The presence of 
resonance is found to further “amplify” the galloping response and enhance the cable 
aerodynamic instability. In the case of a more general unsteady wind condition with time-
varying mean wind speed, besides the appearance of negative slope of drag against mean 
wind speed, the sustained duration of critical conditions also becomes a decisive factor for 
the actual occurrence of dry inclined cable galloping. The amplitude of unstable cable 
response is found to be affected by the development time and the system hysteresis effect.  
A case study has been conducted, of which wind data collected on a real cable-stayed 
bridge during a violent wind-induced cable vibration was applied to the proposed 2DOF 
aeroelastic model to analyze the cable response. Results indicate that due to the presence 
of wind velocity profile, different segments of a stay cable along its length could be 
exposed to different flow regimes. Thus, galloping instability might be partially triggered 
along the cable and resulted in the excitation of higher modes. Apart from that, the 
challenge to sustain the critical flow condition over a sufficiently long period would 
prohibit the continuous grow of cable response and make it difficult for the full 
development of dry inclined cable galloping on real bridges.  
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In summary, the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime, the span-wise 
correlation of aerodynamic forces acting on a cable, and the sustained duration of critical 
flow condition are the key elements which dictate the occurrence of dry inclined cable 
galloping. While the first element reflects the necessary onset condition of such instability, 
the growth of response amplitude is determined by the latter two. Though all these three 
conditions can be met in the lab environment, the latter two are more unlikely to be satisfied 
on site. This could probably be the reason why such an aerodynamic instability is scarce 
on real cable-stayed bridges.  
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Chapter 5 Application of linear and nonlinear models to 
galloping prediction of an elliptical cylinder 
5.1 Introduction 
This Chapter aims at studying the impact of aerodynamic nonlinearity on the 
galloping of a slender bluff body oscillating in the wind. To achieve this, two existing 
galloping models will be reviewed first which includes a single-degree-of-freedom linear 
galloping model based on the aerodynamic damping approach by Macdonald and Larose 
(2006), and a single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear galloping model based on the aeroelastic 
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model presented in Chapter 4. They will then be applied to an elliptical cylinder, of which 
the wind-induced aerodynamic forces are function of Reynolds number and the angle of 
attack. A series of wind tunnel tests on a static elliptical cylinder model will be conducted 
to measure the lift and drag force coefficients at different wind speed and angle of attack, 
which will then be applied to the linear and the nonlinear galloping models to predict the 
aerodynamic behavior of the studied elliptical cylinder. A comparison will be made 
between the results yielded respectively from the two models, with the focus on discussing 
the significance of aerodynamic nonlinearity on affecting the aerodynamic stability of an 
oscillating slender bluff body.  
5.2 Galloping Models 
Consider a long cylindrical body with an arbitrary cross-section exposed to a uniform 
and steady wind field having a velocity of Um, as shown in Figure 5-1(a). A global 
coordinate system XYZ is defined such that the X-axis is along the oncoming wind 
direction Um, the Z-axis falls in the cable-wind plane (XZ-plane) and normal to the X-axis, 
i.e. in the vertical direction, and the Y-axis normal to the XZ-plane. The relative orientation 
between the wind vector and the cylinder axis is defined by an angle φ. Besides, a local 
coordinate system xyz is also defined within the cross-sectional plane of the cylinder for 
the convenience of derivation. As shown in Figure 5-1(b), the x-axis is along the normal 
component of oncoming wind speed, UN, in the cross-sectional plane of the cylinder, 
whereas the y-axis is normal to the cable-wind plane and coincides with the global Y-axis, 
and the z-axis is along the axis of the cylindrical body. Consequently, the local coordinate 
system can be obtained by rotating the global XYZ system around its Y-axis for (90-φ) 
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degrees. It is assumed that the cylinder is elastically supported along direction r, which is 
normal to the cylinder axis and has an angle γ with respect to the local x-axis. Therefore, 
when subjected to wind, the cylinder would oscillate along the r direction and its motion 
can be described by a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model. The cylinder displacement 
is denoted by r, whereas ?̇? and ?̈? represent respectively the velocity and the acceleration of 
the cylinder motion. An angle of attack α can be defined as the angle between the normal 
component of wind vector, UN, and the major axis of the cylinder cross-section, as 
illustrated in Figure 5-1(b). Based on these, an equation governing the wind-induced 
motion of the cylinder along its degree-of-freedom, r, while neglecting the added mass and 
aerodynamic stiffness due to wind can be written as 
𝑚?̈? + 2𝑚𝜔𝑛𝜉𝑠?̇? + 𝑚𝜔𝑛
2𝑟 = 𝐹𝑟                       (5-1) 
where m is the mass per unit length of the cylinder, 𝜔𝑛 is the circular frequency of the 
excited mode n of the cylinder and 𝐹𝑟 is the aerodynamic force along the direction of 
cylinders motion, r. Equation (5-1) can be applied to analyze the aerodynamic behavior, 
including galloping, of the cylindrical body shown in Figure 5-1(a). However, it should be 
noted that 𝐹𝑟 in general is a function of multiple parameters including the time, the 
geometric shape of the cylinder cross-section, the flow condition, and the motion of the 
cylinder itself. Therefore, Eq. (5-1) is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation. In order 
to study the aerodynamic response of a cylindrical body subjected to wind using Eq. (5-1), 
the aerodynamic force 𝐹𝑟 on the right-hand-side of the equation needs to be determined 
first. By transforming the oncoming wind velocity vector into the local coordinate system 
and subtracting the cylinder motion velocity, the magnitude of the relative velocity UR 
between the moving cylinder and the mean wind vector can be obtained by 
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|𝑈𝑅| = √𝑈𝑚2 + ?̇?2 − 2𝑈𝑚?̇? sin𝜑 cos 𝛾           (5-2) 
The aerodynamic lift and drag forces are defined to be respectively normal to and along 
the direction of the normal component of the relative velocity UR in the xy-plane, UNR, 
which can be determined by subtracting vector ?̇? from vector UN within the xy-plane as 
|𝑈𝑁𝑅| = √𝑈𝑚2 sin2 𝜑 + ?̇?2 − 2𝑈𝑚?̇? sin 𝜑 cos 𝛾         (5-3) 
The angle between the drag force and the cylinder direction of motion is thus 𝛾 + 𝛾𝑑(𝑡), 
where 𝛾𝑑(𝑡) is time dependent and resulted from the cylinder motion and can be 
determined from Figure 5-2 as 
tan 𝛾𝑑 =
?̇? sin𝛾
𝑈𝑚 sin𝜑−?̇? cos𝛾
                        (5-4) 
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Thus, the aerodynamic force 𝐹𝑟 along the r direction can be expressed as: 
𝐹𝑟 =
1
2
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑅
2[𝐶𝐷(𝑅𝑒𝑅 , 𝜑, 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑) cos(𝛾 + 𝛾𝑑) − 𝐶𝐿 (𝑅𝑒𝑅 , 𝜑, 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑)sin(𝛾 + 𝛾𝑑)]    (5-5) 
where 𝜌 is the air density, 𝐷 is a characteristic dimension along the major axis of the 
cylinder cross-section, UR is the relative wind velocity, CD and CL are respectively the drag 
and lift force coefficients, which are functions of the Reynolds number based on the relative 
wind velocity 𝑅𝑒𝑅, the relative orientation 𝜑, and the instantaneous relative angle of attack 
 
(a) Definition of global and local coordinate systems 
 
(b) Degree-of-Freedom within the plane normal to cylinder axis 
Figure 5-1 Schematic of a cylinder with arbitrary cross-section subjected to wind flow 
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𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑(𝑡). It can be seen from Eq. (5-5), the nonlinearity of the equation of motion, Eq. 
(5-1), is resulted from the relative wind velocity UR and the dependence of CD and CL 
on 𝑅𝑒𝑅, 𝜑, and 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑(𝑡).  
As discussed earlier, the treatment of these nonlinear terms determines how the 
galloping model will be derived. Two different types of galloping models yielded from Eq. 
(5-1) will be briefly reviewed in the following two sub-sections. The aerodynamic damping 
model in Section 5.2.1 is based on the linearization of the equation of motion, of which the 
aerodynamic stability can be judged from the sign of the sum of the structural damping 
ratio and the aerodynamic damping ratio. On the other hand, an aeroelastic model presented 
in Section 5.2.2 solves the equation of motion numerically while keeping the nonlinear 
terms “as is”, of which the aerodynamic stability of the cylinder model can be evaluated 
based on the response amplitude obtained from the numerical solution.  
5.2.1 Linear aerodynamic damping formulation 
A single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model for the aerodynamic damping of a 
cylindrical body with an arbitrary cross-sectional shape and orientation to the flow 
direction was developed by Macdonald and Larose (2006) in order to predict the onset of 
galloping instability. It was later extended by the author to include the effect of 
unsteadiness in natural wind on the aerodynamic response of such a cylinder in Chapter 3. 
The model was based on the linearization of the equation of motion of a cylindrical body 
subjected to wind flow described by Eq. (5-5-1). The linearization, which took derivative 
of the aerodynamic force given in Eq. (5-5-5) with respect to the velocity of cylinder 
motion ?̇?,  was done under the assumption of small amplitude cylinder motion near an 
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equilibrium position. The result was an equivalent linear “aerodynamic damping” for a 
certain mode n with a circular frequency of 𝜔𝑛 
𝜉𝑎 =
−1
2𝑚𝜔𝑛
𝑑𝐹𝑟
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
              (5-6) 
 
The derivative term, 
𝑑𝐹𝑟
𝑑?̇?
, in Eq. (5-6) depends on the aerodynamic force coefficients 
CD and CL and their derivatives with respect to the relative Reynolds number, the relative 
angle φ between the wind vector and the cylinder axis, and the relative angle of attack 𝛼 +
𝛾𝑑 between the major axis of the cylinder cross-section and the UNR vector (Figure 5-2). 
The detailed derivation of 𝜉𝑎 expression is given by Macdonald and Larose (2006) for the 
steady flow condition and in Chapter 3 for the unsteady flow condition. It is worth noting 
that by setting all the unsteady wind components in the aerodynamic damping expression 
in Chapter 3 to zero, it becomes the same as that derived by Macdonald and Larose (2006) 
which has a form of 
 
Figure 5-2 Schematic of aerodynamic forces on a moving cylinder with arbitrary cross-section in the 
plane normal to its axis 
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𝜉𝑎 =
𝜇𝑅𝑒
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
cos 𝛾 {cos 𝛾 [𝐶𝐷 (2 sin 𝜑 +
tan2 𝛾
sin𝜑
) +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑 +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
cos𝜑 −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan𝛾
sin𝜑
] −
                  sin 𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 (2 sin 𝜑 −
1
sin𝜑
) +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜑 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
cos𝜑 −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan𝛾
sin𝜑
]}       (5-7) 
where 𝜇 is the viscosity of the fluid medium, m is the mass per unit length of the cylinder, 
and 𝜔𝑛 is the n
th modal frequency of the cylinder.  
The aerodynamic damping model shown in Eq. (5-7) gives the linearized 
aerodynamic damping ratio of a long slender cylinder with an arbitrary cross-sectional 
shape and arbitrary orientation with respect to the oncoming flow oscillating along its 
degree-of-freedom r. Since the aerodynamic drag and lift force coefficients CD and CL are 
inputs required for Eq. (5-7), as long as they are experimentally or numerically evaluated 
for any desired cross-sectional shape, wind speed, and relative cylinder orientation, the 
aerodynamic damping of the cylinder determined by Eq. (5-7) can be used to predict the 
onset of aerodynamic stability of the cylinder. Negative aerodynamic damping ratio 
indicates the galloping mechanism is potentially triggered. The net damping in the 
oscillating cylinder is the summation of structural damping and aerodynamic damping. 
Once the negative aerodynamic damping overcomes the positive structural damping, the 
net damping of the system would become negative. Thus, instead of dissipating energy, 
more and more energy would be accumulated as the cylinder vibrates leading to the 
continuous growth of cylinder response.   
It is interesting to note that the famous Den Hartog (1956) criterion for the across-
wind galloping of ice-coated transmission lines is a special case which can be derived from 
Eq. (5-7) for φ=90, and 𝛾 =90, i.e.  
𝜉𝑎 =
𝜇𝑅𝑒
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
(𝐶𝐷 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
) =
𝜌𝐷𝑈𝑚
4𝑚𝜔𝑛
(𝐶𝐷 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
)              (5-8) 
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5.2.2 Nonlinear aeroelastic model 
The nonlinear model presented in this section is based on the two-degree-of-freedom 
(2DOF) aeroelastic model proposed in Chapter 4 for the galloping of an elastically 
supported long cylindrical body subjected to the general case of unsteady wind. Unlike the 
aerodynamic damping model in Section 5.2.1, which is developed based on the 
linearization of the nonlinear equation of motion, the nonlinear aeroelastic model directly 
solves the nonlinear equation and determines the time varying response amplitude of the 
cylindrical body subjected to wind. The aeroelastic model is thus not only capable of 
predicting the onset condition of galloping, but also describing how galloping response 
evolves with time and the post critical behavior. The impact of unsteady wind could also 
be studied since the proposed aeroelastic model in Chapter 4 was capable of including 
unsteady features of the wind without compromising the quasi-steady theory. This 2DOF 
nonlinear aeroelastic model is reduced to a SDOF model in the current paper to compare 
with the linear aerodynamic damping model. 
Substitute the aerodynamic force obtained in Eq. (5-5) into Eq. (5-1), the equation of 
motion can be rewritten as 
𝑚?̈? + 2𝑚𝜔𝑛𝜉𝑠?̇? + 𝑚𝜔𝑛
2𝑟 =
1
2
𝜌𝐷|𝑈𝑅
2|[𝐶𝐷(𝑅𝑒𝑅 , 𝜑, 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑) cos(𝛾 + 𝛾𝑑) −
             𝐶𝐿 (𝑅𝑒𝑅 , 𝜑, 𝛼 + 𝛾𝑑)sin(𝛾 + 𝛾𝑑)]            (5-9) 
Also, by substituting Eq. (5-4) into Eq. (5-9) and using properties of trigonometric 
functions, the final form of the equation of motion can be expressed as: 
𝑚?̈? + (2𝑚𝜔𝑛𝜉𝑠 +
1
2
𝜌𝐷
|𝑈𝑅
2|
|𝑈𝑁𝑅|
𝐶𝐷) ?̇? + 𝑚𝜔𝑛
2𝑟 =
1
2
𝜌𝐷
|𝑈𝑅
2|
|𝑈𝑁𝑅|
[𝑈𝑚 sin𝜑 (𝐶𝐷 cos 𝛾 −𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛾)]                    
             (5-10) 
It should be emphasized again that the drag and the lift force coefficients CD and CL 
are functions of the relative Reynolds number which is based on the relative wind speed 
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UR, the cylinder-wind relative angle φ, and the instantaneous relative angle of attack 𝛼 +
𝛾𝑑(𝑡) between UNR and the major axis of the cylinder cross-section. In addition,  |𝑈𝑅
2| and 
|𝑈𝑁𝑅| terms are also functions of the cylinder motion velocity ?̇?. Thus, Eq. (5-10) is a 
second order nonlinear differential equation. It is interesting to note that the 
1
2
𝜌𝐷
|𝑈𝑅
2|
|𝑈𝑁𝑅|
𝐶𝐷 
term on the left hand side of Eq. (5-10) is a nonlinear, time varying, and positive 
aerodynamic damping term which helps to mitigate aerodynamic instabilities caused by 
wind excitation represented by the right hand side terms. 
In order to solve Eq. (5-10) for the wind-induced oscillation amplitude 𝑟, an explicit 
4th order Runge Kutta numerical scheme is employed (Hoffmann and Chiang, 2004). The 
aerodynamic force coefficients CD and CL are the required inputs for Eq. (5-10). They can 
be determined either by wind-tunnel tests or numerical simulation. Once CD and CL are 
known over the desired range of Re, φ, and α, Eq. (5-10) can be solved numerically by the 
aforementioned Runge Kutta scheme. 
5.3 Wind tunnel test 
To study the impact of aerodynamic nonlinearity on the galloping response of slender 
cylindrical bodies, in the current work, the linear aerodynamic damping model and the 
nonlinear aeroelastic model will be applied to predict the aerodynamic stability of an 
elliptical cylinder, of which the aerodynamic forces are sensitive to the changes in 
Reynolds number and wind angle of attack. 
Since both models require the lift and the drag force coefficients of the elliptical 
cylinder as input, wind tunnel test was performed on a static elliptical cylinder in the open-
loop wind tunnel at the University of Windsor. The wind tunnel test section has a size of 
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1.8m×1.8m. The maximum wind speed is 15m/s with a turbulence intensity of 0.2%. The 
wind tunnel test was designed to measure the lift and drag force coefficients of an elliptical 
cylinder over a range of Reynolds number and wind angle of attack. 
5.3.1 Model setup 
The uniform stainless steel elliptical cylinder model had a length of 1.52m. The larger 
diameter of its cross-section was 87mm, whereas the smaller diameter was 58mm. This 
yielded an axis ratio of 0.67. The model was placed vertically at the middle of the turntable 
at the test section. Therefore, the wind-cylinder relative angle φ, would be equal to 90 for 
all tests. The top end was fixed to the wind tunnel ceiling whereas the lower end was fixed 
to a JR3 multi-axis force-torque sensor 30E12A4 underneath the turn table. Figures 5-3(a) 
and 5-3(b) show respectively the model setup in the wind tunnel and the schematic of 
model installation. Based on the velocity profile measurements, the boundary layer 
thickness at the wind-tunnel test section is approximately 15cm. To ensure the elliptical 
cylinder model would only be exposed to a uniform wind speed profile, the elliptical 
cylinder model was distanced about 15cm from both wind tunnel ceiling and floor and 
detachable dummy ends were installed at both ends of the model. In addition, same 
supporting mechanism was designed for the top and the bottom of the model so that the 
fixed support reaction forces at both ends of the model could be considered equal. 
Therefore, based on the symmetric layout in the installation, it was assumed that the wind 
forces acting on the cylinder model were uniformly distributed along its length while each 
support would bear half of the total aerodynamic forces. In other words, aerodynamic 
forces measured by the force-torque sensor were half of the total forces acting on the model. 
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By doubling the recorded forces, the actual aerodynamic forces acting on the elliptical 
cylinder model can be determined. 
 
 
(a)Installation of the model inside the wind tunnel 
 
(b) Schematics of elliptical cylinder installation inside the wind-tunnel 
Figure 5-3 Elliptical cylinder model setup in the wind-tunnel 
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The wind tunnel test on the elliptical cylinder was performed over a wind speed range 
of 3.75m/s to 15m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number range of 2.01×104 to 8.04×104 
based on the larger diameter of the cylinder which lies within the sub-critical regime. The 
angle of attack α varies from 0 to 90 with 5 increment. Three additional angles of attack 
of 12.5, 17.5, and 42.5 were tested due to large variation of aerodynamic forces observed 
at their neighboring points. Consequently, a total of 220 testing cases associated with 
different combinations of Um and α were conducted. A sampling frequency of 1000Hz and 
sampling duration of 90 seconds were used in each testing case. The sampled time histories 
of aerodynamic forces were then time-averaged and used to determine the mean 
aerodynamic drag and lift force coefficients under the corresponding testing conditions.  
5.3.2 Experimental results 
The direction of the oncoming wind, the lift and the drag force acting on the cylinder 
model are defined schematically in Figure 5-4. As can be seen in the figure, the angle of 
attack α is the angle between the mean wind velocity and the major axis of the cylinder 
elliptical cross-section. The drag force is defined as the aerodynamic force along the 
direction of the wind or the x-axis, while the lift force is defined as the aerodynamic force 
perpendicular to the wind direction and along the positive y-axis. This allows the directions 
of the lift and the drag acting on the model coincide respectively with the X- and the Y-
axis of the JR3 multi-axis force-torque sensor. Therefore, the drag and the lift force 
coefficients can be computed based on the Fx and Fy forces measured by the sensor as 
𝐶𝐷 = 2(2𝐹𝑥/𝜌𝑈𝑚
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿)                               (5-11a) 
𝐶𝐿 = 2(2𝐹𝑦/𝜌𝑈𝑚
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿)                    (5-11b) 
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where 𝜌 is the air density, Um is the wind-tunnel velocity, Dl is the larger diameter of the 
elliptical cylinder, and L is the cylinder length exposed to wind.  
 
The results of the force measurement are presented in Figure 5-5 for the tested range 
of Reynolds number and wind angle of attack. It should be noted that since the blockage 
ratio in the worst case scenario, i.e., at α=90, was 4.8%, no correction was made to the 
testing results. It can be seen from Figure 5-5 that when Re<5.36×104, the drag force 
coefficient increases almost steadily with the increase of the angle of attack. It rises from 
0.47 for α=0 to 1.38 for α=90. In the case of Re>5.36×104, a slight decrease of CD at 
α=12.5 can be observed. Besides, results show that drag force coefficient is not sensitive 
to variation of Reynolds number within the tested range. Within the studied range of 
Reynolds number, i.e. 2.01×104≤Re≤8.04×104, the drag force coefficient only varies by 
7% at α=0 and 6% at α=90, respectively. For CL, when Re<5.36×104, it varies gradually 
and reaches the maximum of 0.57 at α=55. For larger Reynolds number that are closer to 
the critical regime, a local maximum appears at α=12.5 in the CL- α curve.  The magnitude 
of the local maximum of CL increases with the increase of Re and eventually at 
Re≥7.37×104, it becomes the global maxima over the entire tested range of α. The rapid 
 
Figure 5-4 Definition of aerodynamic forces and angle of attack for the studied elliptical cylinder 
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increase and then decrease of CL in the vicinity of α=12.5 can be clearly seen in the CL- α 
curves in Figure 5-5 for Re=7.37×104 and Re=8.04×104. This localized sharp variation of 
CL combined with the slight decrease of CD in the same range of angle of attack is believed 
to be linked with the triggering of galloping on elliptical cylinder. 
 
 
 
Figure 5-5 Variation of aerodynamic drag force coefficient (circles) and lift force coefficient (squares) for the studied 
elliptical cylinder with an axes ratio of 0.67 at 10 different Reynolds numbers ranging from 2.01×104 to 8.04×104 
and angle of attacks ranging from 0 to 90. 
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5.4 Application of the galloping models to an elliptical cylinder 
The linear and nonlinear galloping models presented in Section 5.2 will be applied 
to analyze the aerodynamic response of an elliptical cylinder using the experimentally 
measured aerodynamic force coefficients as input. It is worth noting that since the wind 
tunnel tests were conducted in the cross-flow condition where φ=90, this would eliminate 
the derivative terms with respect to φ in Eq. (5-7), i.e. 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 and 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, and results 
in |𝑈𝑁𝑅| = |𝑈𝑅|. The aerodynamic force coefficients CD and CL are thus only functions of 
the Reynolds number and the angle of attack.  
5.4.1 Galloping instability predicted by the linear model 
The aerodynamic damping model given by Eq. (5-7) is used in this section to predict 
the aerodynamic behavior of the elliptical cylinder in Figure 5-3. The experimentally 
determined aerodynamic force coefficients CD and CL shown in Figure 5-5 are used to 
determine the derivative terms in Eq. (5-7), namely the 
𝜕𝐶𝐹
𝜕𝑅𝑒
 and the 
𝜕𝐶𝐹
𝜕𝛼
 terms, where CF=CD 
or CL, using the finite difference scheme with second order accuracy. In order to analyze 
the aerodynamic stability of an elliptical cylinder independent of the system dynamic 
properties and solely based on the flow condition and the cylinder direction of motion, the 
cylinder unit mass m, the cylinder vibration frequency 𝜔𝑛, and the dynamic viscosity 𝜇 in 
Eq. (5-7) are dropped, which, for the cross-flow conditions of φ=90, leads to the rewritten 
form of the equation to be  
𝑋𝑎 = 𝑅𝑒 cos 𝛾 {cos 𝛾 [𝐶𝐷(2 + tan
2 𝛾) +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾] − sin 𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾]}      (5-12) 
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where 𝑋𝑎 = 4𝑚𝜔𝑛𝜉𝑎/𝜇 is a nondimensional parameter specifying the aerodynamic stability 
of the studied elliptical cylinder along a specified degree-of-freedom r at an angle 𝛾 with 
respect to the direction of the mean wind velocity Um. Similar to the indication given by 
the sense of the aerodynamic damping ratio, positive values of Xa correspond to stable 
aerodynamic behavior while negative values of Xa suggest galloping instability may occur. 
Figure 5-6 gives the values of the Xa function along four different degrees-of-freedom for 
the studied range of Reynolds number and angle of attack α shown in Figure 5-5. They 
include the along-wind direction γ=0 in Figure 5-6(a), γ=30 in Figure 5-6(b), γ=50 in 
Figure 5-6(c), and the across-wind direction γ=90 in Figure 5-6(d). It can be seen form 
Figure 5-6 that in the cases of along-wind (γ=0) and across-wind (γ=90) directions, no 
aerodynamic instability is observed and the elliptical cylinder remains stable over the 
studied range of Re and α. In Figure 5-6(b), however, negative value of Xa can be seen for 
the range of Re>6.85×104 and 11<α<18 with the minimum Xa value being -8.2×104 at 
Re=8.04×104 and α=14. A similar instability zone can also be observed from Figure 5-
6(c) for Re>6.35×104 and 11<α<18. The minimum Xa value of -7.2×104 occurs under the 
same condition as that in Figure 5-6(b) i.e. Re=8.04×104 and α=14. Calculation of Xa 
function along different directions of cylinder motion covering a range of γ from 0 to 90 
revealed that the most critical case in terms of the largest instability zone for the studied 
elliptical cylinder corresponds to γ=50 as shown in Figure 5-6(c).  
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(d) γ=90 
Figure 5-6 Value of Xa function for the studied elliptical cylinder along four different directions of γ  
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(a) Value of 𝑋𝐶𝐷 function 
 
(b) Value of 𝑋𝐶𝐿 function 
Figure 5-7 Values of XCD and XCL functions at γ=50  
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It is important to understand the underlying mechanisms associated with the 
aerodynamic instability zone predicted by the Xa function. The drag and the lift force terms 
in Eq. (5-12) can be separated into 
𝑋𝐶𝐷 = 𝑅𝑒 cos
2 𝛾 [𝐶𝐷(2 + tan
2 𝛾) +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾]               (5-13a) 
and 
𝑋𝐶𝐿 = −𝑅𝑒 cos 𝛾 sin 𝛾 [𝐶𝐿 +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾]                  (5-13b) 
where 𝑋𝐶𝐷 and 𝑋𝐶𝐿 functions represent  respectively the drag and the lift force terms in Eq. 
(5-12) and 𝑋𝑎 = 𝑋𝐶𝐷 + 𝑋𝐶𝐿. The values of the 𝑋𝐶𝐷 and 𝑋𝐶𝐿 functions are plotted in Figure 
5-7 for the most critical case of γ=50. It is clear from Figure 5-7(a) that the drag force 
term 𝑋𝐶𝐷 remains positive for the entire studied range of Re and α, while the lift force term 
𝑋𝐶𝐿 is mostly negative with its minimum values in the range of Re>7.4×10
4 and 11<α<16 
i.e. around the identified region of instability. In addition, as can be seen from Figure 5-
7(b), the function 𝑋𝐶𝐿 has another strong negative range when 5.7×10
4 <Re<7.5×104 and 
48<α<67. At this range however, since the positive values of 𝑋𝐶𝐷 (Figure 5-7(a)) could 
overcome the potential instability from the lift force terms, the cylinder would still be in a 
stable mode.  
The value of each derivative term in Eq. (5-12) are plotted separately in Figure 5-8 for 
2.01×104 <Re<8.04×104 and 10<α<30 to evaluate the role of each individual derivative 
term in the formation of instability zone identified in Figure 5-6(c). The subplots in Figures 
5-8(a) to 5-8(d) correspond respectively to the 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 term, the −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term, the 
−
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 term, and the 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term in Eq. (5-12). It can be seen from Figure 5-8 that all 
these individual derivative terms become negative near the identified instability region 
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suggesting all these four derivative terms contribute to the overall negative value of the 𝑋𝑎 
function and the aerodynamically unstable behaviour of the cylinder. The derivative terms 
with respect to the Reynolds number, i.e.  
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
 and −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
, are very small as can be conceived 
from the results in Figure 5-5. However, when multiplied by the Reynolds number, the 
value of  
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 and −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 terms become much more significant, as shown in Figures 
5-8(a) and 5-8(c). The negative values of 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 and −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 terms correspond 
respectively to the decrease of drag force coefficient and the increase of lift force 
coefficients with the increase of Reynolds number when Re>6×104. On the other hand, the 
derivatives terms with respect to the angle of attack α, i.e. the −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term and the 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term which are respectively shown in Figures 5-8(b) and 5-8(d), are both 
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 and the −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 terms. From 
Eq. (5-13a), it is clear that the negative values of the 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 term and the −
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term 
would be canceled out by the larger positive value of 𝐶𝐷(2 + tan
2 𝛾) term and therefore 
the drag force term XCD contribute to the aerodynamic stability of the elliptical cylinder. 
On the contrary, the form of Eq. (5-13b) suggests that the negative value of the lift force 
derivative terms −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 and 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 would be further enhanced by the −𝐶𝐿 term and 
contribute to the overall aerodynamic instability. This set of analysis results imply that 
when Re>6×104, the increase of lift force coefficient due to the increase of the Reynolds 
number and the negative slope of the lift with respect to the angle of attack α within 
14<α<19 are the most important factors contributing to the predicted aerodynamic 
instability of the studied elliptical cylinder. 
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(d) 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term 
Figure 5-8 Value of individual derivative terms in Xa function at γ=50 
 
5.4.2 Galloping instability predicted by the nonlinear model 
The nonlinear aeroelastic model of a SDOF slender cylindrical body was described 
in Section 5.2.2. The experimentally measured lift and drag force coefficients shown in 
Figure 5-5 will be used as input for this model to investigate the aerodynamic response of 
the same elliptical cylinder in Section 5.4.1. In order to solve the nonlinear equation of 
motion, a computer program was developed using MATLAB® which employed a 4th order 
Runge-Kutta finite difference scheme to numerically solve Eq. (5-10). During the process 
of numerical solution, the drag and the lift force coefficients, which depend on the 
Reynolds number defined by the relative wind velocity and the relative angle of attack 𝛼 +
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the experimental data shown in Figure 5-5. An analysis showed that the numerical solution 
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assigned with the specified values of the mass per unit length m, the vibration circular 
frequency 𝜔𝑛, and the structural damping ratio 𝜉𝑠 of the cylinder. In the current study, the 
elliptical cylinder is assumed to have a mass per unit length of m=10kg/m, vibrating in the 
fundamental mode with 𝑓1 = 𝜔1/2𝜋=0.8Hz, and a structural damping ratio of 𝜉𝑠 = 0.  
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The galloping predicted by the nonlinear model is based on the wind-induced vibration 
response amplitude of the cylinder. Therefore, a criteria for identifying the occurrence of 
galloping based on the response amplitude r needs to be defined. Similar to the criteria 
defined in Chapter 4 for the galloping of a circular cylinder, in this study, the occurrence 
of galloping in an elliptical cylinder is defined such that a growing response pattern is 
triggered by the galloping mechanism and the peak-to-peak response amplitude of the 
elliptical cylinder exceeds the larger diameter along the major axis of the studied elliptical 
 
(c) γ=50 
 
(d) γ=90 
Figure 5-9 Value of Amax/Dl predicted by the nonlinear aeroelastic model over the range of 
2.01×104<Re<7.8×104 and 10<α<30 for an elliptical cylinder with m=10kg/m, f1=0.8Hz, ξs=0, the 
range of instability is indicated for Amax/Dl>1 
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cylinder i.e. Amax/Dl>1, where Amax is the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude and Dl is the 
larger diameter of the elliptical section. 
For the studied range of Reynolds number and angle of attack in Figure 5-5, the numerical 
solution to the nonlinear equation of motion, Eq. (5-10), was conducted for a duration of 
900 seconds. The time history of the response amplitude r of the studied elliptical cylinder 
was obtained and the maximum peak-to-peak amplitude Amax within the 900 seconds 
duration was determined. The contours of the normalized maximum peak-to-peak response 
amplitude, Amax/Dl, are then portrayed in Figure 5-9 for four different directions of motion, 
i.e. γ=0, γ=30, γ=50, and γ=90 over the range of 2.01×104<Re<7.8×104 and 10<α<30. 
The aerodynamic instability zones can be identified in Figure 5-9 based on the regions 
having normalized peak-to-peak amplitude Amax/Dl larger than 1.  
When the elliptical cylinder oscillates along the wind direction i.e. γ=0, results in Figure 
5-9(a) show that the cylinder is in stable condition over the studied Re and α range and no 
galloping would occur. This is the same as what has been predicted by the linear 
aerodynamic damping model in Figure 5-6(a). The occurrence of galloping under certain 
Reynolds number and wind angle of attack is observed when the elliptical cylinder 
oscillates along the other three directions of γ=30, γ=50, and γ=90, as can be seen in 
Figures 5-9(b), 5-9(c) and 5-9(d). Among those three cases, the instability zone associated 
with the case of γ=50 is the largest, which implies that this is the most critical case. It is 
worth pointing out that the linear aerodynamic damping model also predicted γ=50 being 
the most critical motion direction. If compare the instability zone in Figures 5-9(b) and 5-
9(c) with those in Figures 5-6(b) and 5-6(c), respectively, it can be clearly seen that the 
instability zones predicted by the nonlinear aeroelastic model are measurably larger than 
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those by the linear aerodynamic damping model. In particular, no unstable behavior is 
predicted by the linear model for 4.9×104<Re<6.85×104 and 13<α<18 for the case of 
γ=30, and 4.65×104<Re<6.4×104 and 13<α<19 for the case of γ=50. In addition, it is 
also interesting to note that while the linear approach predicts no potential aerodynamic 
instability when the cylinder oscillates across the wind i.e. γ=90, two instability zones for 
4.65×104<Re<7.8×104 and 13<α<19, and for 6.15×104<Re<7.8×104 and 21<α<26 are 
identified by the nonlinear approach as shown in Figure 5-9(d).  
Figure 5-10(a) shows the time history of the normalized cylinder displacement r(t)/Dl at 
Re=7.5×104 and wind angle of attack α=14 when the cylinder oscillates along the most 
critical direction of γ=50. It can be observed from the figure that the galloping mechanism 
is triggered and the response amplitude grows rapidly in the first minute. Within 23 
seconds, the normalized peak-to-peak response amplitude reaches the threshold of 
Amax/Dl=1 and satisfies the defined onset criterion of galloping. The response continues to 
grow until the peak-to-peak amplitude asymptotically approaches 6.3Dl after 60 seconds. 
It is important to note that although the solution to the nonlinear equation of motion in this 
case is mathematically stable and remains bounded, from engineering point of view, the 
behavior of the elliptical cylinder shown in Figure 5-10(a) is deemed aerodynamically 
unstable. 
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(a) The normalized displacement time history r(t)/Dl 
 
(b) The relationship between the cylinder motion velocity ?̇? and the aerodynamic force Fr acting on the 
cylinder 
 
(c) The cylinder motion velocity ?̇?, relative velocity UR between the cylinder and wind, the 
instantaneous angle of attack α+γd, and the total aerodynamic force Fr of the studied elliptical cylinder 
during 10s<t<20s 
Figure 5-10 Galloping mechanism explained using the response of the elliptical cylinder for 
Re=7.5×104, γ=50, α=14, m=10kg/m, and f1=0.8Hz 
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As discussed earlier, the negative slope of the lift force versus angle of attack is one 
of the key elements in the excitation mechanism of galloping. Based on the wind tunnel 
testing results in Figure 5-5, it can be seen that when Re>5.3×104, the negative lift slope 
would occur at a range of angle of attack between 13 and 20. While this condition could 
be satisfied within the required range of Reynolds number and angle of attack to trigger 
the galloping mechanism, it is also important to note that with the growth of cylinder 
oscillation amplitude within one cycle and thus its motion velocity, the instantaneous angle 
of attack α+γ d (t) also increases, as can be seen from Figure 5-2. Therefore, once α+γ d (t) 
is greater than 20, the strong negative slope of lift against angle of attack would disappear 
and it gradually becomes positive. In other words, under such circumstances the conditions 
that would favor the further development of galloping no longer exist, but rather the 
suppressing mechanisms come into effect and prevent the further growth of the response 
amplitude, which, in Figure 5-10(a), is shown as the asymptotically stable response after 
one minute. In Figure 5-10(b), the relation between the cylinder motion velocity ?̇? and the 
aerodynamic force Fr acting on the cylinder corresponding to the cylinder’s response 
shown in Figure 5-10(a) is illustrated. It can be seen from the figure that once ?̇? is greater 
than 0.05m/s, which is about 0.36% of the Um value, the relation between ?̇? and Fr becomes 
nonlinear. This clearly indicates the importance of using nonlinear models and the 
limitations of the linear aerodynamic damping model in the study of the galloping 
phenomenon.  
 In Figure 5-10(c), the velocity of the cylinder motion ?̇?, the relative wind velocity 
UR, the instantaneous angle of attack α+γd, and the total aerodynamic force Fr acting on the 
cylinder (as described by Eq. (5-5)) are shown for a duration of 10s<t<20s when the 
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galloping mechanism has been triggered and the response amplitude is growing. The first 
subplot in Figure 5-10(c) shows the magnitude of the cylinder motion velocity ?̇? along its 
degree-of-freedom while the second subplot portrays the variation of the relative velocity 
UR within this time period. An out-of-phase relationship between the two can be clearly 
seen, which suggests that when the cylinder moves along the negative r direction of which 
the motion velocity is negative, the relative wind velocity UR would increase; whereas 
when the cylinder moves toward the positive r direction with a positive velocity, the 
relative wind velocity decreases. This out-of-phase relation can also be conceived from Eq. 
(5-2). The time varying pattern of the aerodynamic force Fr in the last subplot of Figure 5-
10(c) shows that when the relative wind velocity decreases, i.e. the cylinder has a positive 
motion velocity, the total aerodynamic force Fr along the positive r direction also increases, 
which contributes to the further growth of its amplitude. On the other hand, Fr would 
become less should the cylinder oscillates in the negative r direction. Considering the fact 
that the aerodynamic force is an opposing force when the cylinder moves towards negative 
r direction, the decrease of Fr would help the cylinder further its amplitude along the 
negative r direction as well. In addition, the instantaneous angle of attack α+γd also has an 
in-phase relation with the cylinder velocity ?̇?  and the aerodynamic force Fr, which can be 
seen from the third subplot in Figure 5-10(c). As revealed by the nonlinear aeroelastic 
model, the out-of-phase relation between the aerodynamic force Fr and the instantaneous 
wind velocity UR, as well as the in-phase relation between Fr and the instantaneous angle 
of attack α+γd are responsible for the onset of galloping response of the studied elliptical 
cylinder. They are analogous to the mechanisms explained by the linear aerodynamic 
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damping model, i.e. 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 and 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 terms should have negative values whereas 
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 and 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 terms should have positive values when UR and α+γd increase. 
5.4.3 Comparison between linear and non-linear models 
A linear and a nonlinear model were utilized to predict aerodynamic instability of the 
studied elliptical cylinder, with the experimentally measured aerodynamic force 
coefficients used as input. The linear approach leads to the calculation of aerodynamic 
damping ratio while the nonlinear approach numerically solves the equation of motion 
describing an elliptical cylinder subjected to wind. Both models predicted the onset of 
galloping in a region where intense gradient of aerodynamic force coefficients with respect 
to the relative Reynolds number and the instantaneous angle of attack exists. Furthermore, 
the two models give the same prediction on the most critical cylinder motion direction to 
be along γ=50. However, the range of instability zone predicted by the nonlinear model is 
considerably larger than that predicted by the linear model. They are summarized in Table 
1. Specifically, for the case of across-wind vibration (γ=90), galloping occurrence is 
predicted by the nonlinear model while results yielded from the linear model indicates the 
elliptical cylinder is aerodynamically stable. In this case, the linear model would be reduced 
to Eq. (5-8) which is known as the Den Hartog criterion (1956). Thus, the aerodynamic 
damping depends solely on the drag force coefficient and the slope of the lift force with 
respect to the angle of attack. The form of Eq. (5-8) suggests that the negative value of 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
 
term may be canceled out by the positive value of the drag coefficient CD and thus the 
aerodynamic damping would remain positive as shown in Figure 5-6(d). On the other hand, 
if the nonlinear model is used at γ=90, the aerodynamic force Fr term on the right-hand-
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side of Eq. (5-9) becomes 𝐹𝑟 = −
1
2
𝜌𝐷|𝑈𝑅
2|[𝐶𝐷 sin(𝛾𝑑) + 𝐶𝐿 cos(𝛾𝑑)]. Thus, Fr is 
dominated by the lift since γd is small. This results in the solution to the equation of motion 
being a function of the variation of lift force with respect to the instantaneous angle of 
attack and the relative Reynolds number. Therefore, galloping may be triggered by the out-
of-phase relation between the lift and the relative wind velocity, and the in-phase relation 
between the lift and the instantaneous angle of attack α+γd, as explained in Section 5.4.2.  
In order to directly compare the prediction given by the linear model with that by the 
nonlinear one, the aerodynamic damping ratio of the studied elliptical cylinder is computed 
by 𝜉𝑎 = 𝑋𝑎𝜇/(4𝑚𝜔1), where Xa is determined from Eq. (5-12) using the linear model, and 
the cylinder properties are the same as those used in the nonlinear approach, i.e. a unit mass 
of m=10kg/m, and a fundamental natural frequency of f1=0.8Hz. The aerodynamic 
damping computed from the linear model are portrayed in Figure 5-11 over the range of 
2.01×104≤Re≤8.04×104 and 10≤α≤30. The most critical angle of attack at which the 
minimum aerodynamic damping ratio exists is α=14, whereas the most critical angle of 
attack predicted by the nonlinear model is α=17. Refer to the relation between the 
aerodynamic force coefficients and the Reynolds number as well as the angle of attack in 
Figure 5-5, the discrepancy in the prediction of the most critical angle of attack suggests 
that in the case of the linear model, the major mechanism responsible for galloping is the 
increase of lift force with respect to the increase of Reynolds number, which leads to 
negative value of −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 term in Eq. (5-12). However, for the nonlinear model, the 
galloping mechanism is driven by the sharp decrease in CL versus the increase of 
instantaneous angle of attack, i.e. the negative slope of CL with respect to the instantaneous 
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angle of attack in the range of 14 to 20, which yields negative value of −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term, 
as can be seen in Figure 5-8(d). For instance, consider a case of α=14 and Re=7.51×104, 
the aerodynamic damping ratio of an elliptical cylinder with m=10kg/m and f1=0.8Hz 
predicted by the linear model is 𝜉𝑎 = 𝑋𝑎𝜇/(4𝑚𝜔1) = −2%. By assuming three different 
levels of structural damping ratio ξs=1%, 1.8% and 1.98% for the studied elliptical cylinder, 
the nonlinear aeroelastic model is applied to analyze the aerodynamic response of the 
cylinder at Re=7.51×104 and α=14 when it oscillates along the most critical motion 
direction of γ=50. The predicted cylinder response corresponding to these three ξs levels 
are illustrated in Figure 5-12. The cylinder response shown in Figure 5-12(a) is associated 
with a structural damping ratio of 1%. As can be observed from the response pattern that 
at this level of ξs, the galloping mechanism is clearly triggered. The normalized peak-to-
peak response exceeds 1 in just 65 seconds. By increasing the cylinder structural damping 
ratio to 1.8%, the response time history illustrated in Figure 5-12 (b) suggests that the 
galloping mechanism is triggered as reflected by the growth pattern of the cylinder 
displacement. However, compared to the previous scenario of ξs=1%, the increase of 
structural damping resulted in a longer developing time to reach the galloping level. After 
about 360 seconds, the peak-to-peak response amplitude exceeds the dimension of the 
cylinder cross-section larger diameter. By further increasing the damping ratio to 1.98%, 
the response amplitude remains as a constant as shown in Figure 5-12(c), indicating that 
this level of structural damping ratio is just enough to overcome the aerodynamic instability 
mechanism and thus suppress galloping. Remarkably, the linear model predicts an 
aerodynamic damping ratio of -2% for the studied conditions while the nonlinear model 
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predicts that at least a structural damping ratio of 1.98% is required to avoid 
aerodynamically unstable response.  
 
Table 5-1 the critical range for galloping of the studied elliptical cylinder using the linear and nonlinear 
models 
𝛾 Model type Re 𝛼 
𝛾 = 0 
L stable stable 
NL stable stable 
𝛾 = 30 
L >6.85×104 11~18 
NL >4.6×104 12.5~24 
𝛾 = 50 
L >6.35×104 11~18 
NL >4×104 13~26 
𝛾 = 90 
L stable stable 
NL >4.65×104 14~26 
The contours of the minimum required structural damping ratio to suppress the galloping 
along the most critical cylinder motion direction γ=50 is calculated using the nonlinear 
aeroelastic model and plotted in Figure 5-13. By comparing Figure 5-11 with Figure 5-13, 
 
Figure 5-11 Value of aerodynamic damping function ξa for the studied elliptical cylinder with 
m=10kg/m, and f1=0.8Hz 
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it can be seen that in general, the minimum required structural damping predicted by the 
nonlinear model is larger than that predicted by the linear aerodynamic damping approach. 
The linear model predicts the maximum required structural damping for the angle of attack 
at 14 while that yielded from the nonlinear model is at 17. As explained earlier, this 
implies that the negative −
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
𝑅𝑒 term plays a key role in triggering galloping response in 
the linear model whereas the negative 
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛼
tan 𝛾 term is the main contributor to the galloping 
excitation based on the nonlinear model. 
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(a) ξs=1% 
 
(b) ξs=1.8% 
 
(c) ξs=1.98% 
Figure 5-12 Response of the studied elliptical cylinder using the nonlinear model at three different 
levels of damping for Re=7.5×104, γ=50, α=14, m=10kg/m, and f1=0.8Hz 
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5.5 Conclusions 
The aerodynamic behavior of an elliptical cylinder is studied in the current paper 
using two different semi-analytical models. The linear model, which was originally 
proposed by Macdonald and Larose (2006), applied linearization to the nonlinear equation 
of motion for wind-induced vibrations of slender cylindrical body based on the quasi-
steady theory. The aerodynamic stability of the studied cylindrical body is thus evaluated 
by the sense of the resulted aerodynamic damping ratio. On the other hand, the nonlinear 
aeroelastic model, which was developed earlier in Chapter 4, numerically solves the 
nonlinear equation of motion. It can not only predict the onset conditions of galloping, but 
more importantly, is also capable to capture the entire development process of galloping 
response. By the means of the nonlinear model, it was clearly shown that the relationship 
between the cylinder motion velocity and the aerodynamic force acting on it was nonlinear 
and the linear models were only valid with the small-amplitude assumption. Interestingly, 
 
Figure 5-13 Contours of the minimum required structural damping ξs to suppress the galloping 
mechanism for γ=50, m=10kg/m, and f1=0.8Hz 
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results obtained from the nonlinear model indicate that the galloping response of the 
studied elliptical cylinder is not a conventional divergent type, but rather, as the response 
grows, the mechanisms that promote instability become weaker and eventually no longer 
exist, so the response amplitude converges asymptotically to a large value and remains 
bounded. 
A series of wind tunnel tests were conducted to measure the aerodynamic force 
coefficients on an elliptical cylinder model over a range of Reynolds number of 
2.01×104<Re<8.04×104 and an angle of attack of 0<α<90. The tested stainless steel 
elliptical cylinder model has a length of 1.52m and an axis ratio of 0.67. These experimental 
data were then used as the required input for the two analytical models to predict the 
aerodynamic behavior of the elliptical cylinder and make a comparison. Results show that 
both models predict the most critical motion direction of the studied cylinder to be γ=50. 
In addition, the instability zones predicted by the linear and the nonlinear models overlap 
with each other and occurs near the regions where rapid variation of drag and lift force 
coefficients with respect to the Reynolds number and the angle of attack occurs. However, 
those yielded from the nonlinear model are considerably larger as compared to the ones 
determined by the linear model. In particular, no unstable behavior was identified by the 
linear model when the elliptical cylinder oscillates along the across-wind direction while 
predictions given by the nonlinear model clearly show that galloping is possible to be 
triggered over 4.65×104<Re<7.8×104 and 14<α<26. A further analysis on the 
contribution of each term in the expression of the aerodynamic force to the excitation of 
galloping suggests that while based on the linear aerodynamic damping model, increase of 
lift force with the increase of Reynolds number is the major contributor to the galloping 
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mechanism, the nonlinear model shows that the key element in the galloping excitation 
mechanisms is linked with the negative slope of lift against the wind angle of attack.  
In summary, the linear model with the aerodynamic damping approach is easy to use 
but might miss some instability zones due to its intrinsic features. The nonlinear model, on 
the other hand, is computationally more expensive but capable of predicting ranges of 
instability that failed to be identified by the linear model. The minimum required structural 
damping to maintain aerodynamic stability of the studied cylinder can be calculated using 
both models. In general, it seems that due to the larger size instability zones predicted by 
the nonlinear model, the minimum required structural damping would be higher as 
compared to that determined by the linear model. More experimental studies are required 
to further explore the characteristics of each model in details and dynamic model tests 
should be performed to confirm the predictions made by each model.  
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Chapter 6 Application of a three-dimensional aeroelastic model 
to study the wind-induced response of bridge stay cables in 
unsteady wind conditions 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims at including the long, flexible feature of a stay cable and more 
practical wind condition on site. A three-dimensional (3D) aeroelastic model of a stay cable 
subjected to unsteady wind with an atmospheric boundary layer type velocity profile will 
be proposed. Free vibration model of stay cables in the existing literature (Irvine, 1992; 
Fujino and Hoang, 2008) will be combined with the derived nonlinear unsteady wind force 
model, which would result in a general coupled nonlinear system. The equations of motion 
of a stay cable along its in-plane and out-of-plane directions will be numerically solved by 
the finite difference method. The proposed 3D aeroelastic model and the numerical solution 
scheme will be validated in Section 6.3 by comparing the cable free vibration results with 
the existing literature. The mechanism of dry inclined cable galloping will be investigated 
using the validated 3D aeroelastic model and the impact of atmospheric boundary layer 
type wind velocity profile and pre-existing cable motion on the galloping response of a dry 
inclined cable will be studied. Furthermore, to better understand the galloping response of 
a stay cable under actual site wind condition, the effects of various types of unsteady wind 
scenarios, in the forms of transient wind and wind speed components having different 
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fluctuating frequencies within the critical wind speed range, on the aerodynamic stability 
of a stay cable will be examined. 
6.2 Formulation of aeroelastic model 
6.2.1 Equations of motion 
A typical stay cable on cable-stayed bridge is shown schematically in Figure 6-1. For 
a more clear illustration, the sag of the cable is exaggerated in the figure. The cable is 
spanned from its lower anchorage point A on the bridge deck to the upper anchorage point 
B on the bridge tower. It has a length of L, a diameter of D and a mass per unit length of 
mc. The inclination angle φ of the cable is defined as the angle between the cable chord and 
its horizontal projection on the bridge deck. A global coordinate system XYZ is defined 
such that the X-axis coincides with the mean wind direction, the Z-axis is along the vertical 
direction, and the Y-axis is perpendicular to the XZ-plane. A local coordinate system xyz 
with its origin at the cable lower anchorage point A is attached to the studied cable. The x-
axis is along the cable chord direction, the z-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis and along 
the direction of the cable sag. The in-plane motion of the cable is thus within the xz plane. 
The y-axis, which is normal to the xz plane, coincides with the out-of-plane motion 
direction of the cable. The static and the dynamic profiles of the studied cable are shown 
in Figure 6-2(a). The transverse static displacement is z(x), whereas w(x,t) is the additional 
displacement due to cable vibration along the z-direction. In addition, the dynamic 
displacement components along the x-axis and the y-axis are denoted as u(t) and v(t), 
respectively. The deformation of a differential cable segment with the original length of ds 
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due to vibration is portrayed in Figure 6-2(b). The dynamic cable motion induces an overall 
elongation of 𝜕𝑠 of the cable segment.  
 
 
Consider a differential cable segment in static equilibrium, the cable is subjected to its 
self-weight and tension within the cable plane. The static equilibrium equations along x- 
and z-axes can be expressed as (Fujino and Hoang, 2008) 
𝑑
𝑑𝑠
(𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑠
) = 𝑚𝑐𝑔 sin𝜑          (6-1a) 
𝑑
𝑑𝑠
(𝑇
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝑠
) = −𝑚𝑐𝑔 cos𝜑           (6-1b) 
where mc is the cable mass per unit length, T is the cable tension, and φ is the inclination 
angle. The static cable profile is determined to be (Fujino and Hoang, 2008) 
𝑧(𝑥) = 4𝑑
𝑥
𝐿
(1 −
𝑥
𝐿
)                    (6-2) 
  
Figure 6-1 Schematic of a typical stay cable and wind vector 
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where 𝑑 = 𝑚𝑔𝐿2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑/8𝐻 is the cable sag and 𝐻 = 𝑇 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑠⁄  is the cable tension 
component along its chord direction. 
 
When cable is excited by wind, besides its self-weight and static cable tension, the 
inertia force, damping force, wind load, and the dynamic cable tension hτ induced by cable 
vibration are all present in the dynamic equilibrium equations. Further, if the flexural 
rigidity of the cable is also considered in the formulation, the dynamic equations of cable 
motion along the axial (x-direction), out-of-plane (y-direction), and in-plane (z-direction) 
directions can be expressed as 
  
(a) Static and dynamic profiles of a suspended cable 
 
b) Dynamic cable displacement of a differential cable segment 
Figure 6-2 Static and dynamic cable profiles 
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𝐻
𝜕2𝑢
𝜕𝑥2
− 𝑚𝑐
𝜕2𝑢
𝜕𝑡2
− 𝑐
𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑡
= −𝐹𝑤𝑥               (6-3a) 
𝐻
𝜕2𝑣
𝜕𝑥2
− 𝐸𝐼
𝜕4𝑣
𝜕𝑥4
− 𝑚𝑐
𝜕2𝑣
𝜕𝑡2
− 𝑐
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑡
= −𝐹𝑤𝑦                                  (6-3b) 
𝐻
𝜕2𝑤
𝜕𝑥2
− 𝐸𝐼
𝜕4𝑤
𝜕𝑥4
− 𝑚𝑐
𝜕2𝑤
𝜕𝑡2
− 𝑐
𝜕𝑤
𝜕𝑡
+ ℎ𝜏(𝑡)
𝑑2𝑧
𝑑𝑥2
= −𝐹𝑤𝑧      (6-3c) 
where EI is the cable flexural rigidity, c is the cable structural damping coefficient per unit 
length, and ℎ𝜏 = 𝜏 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑠 ⁄  is the additional cable tension along its chord where 𝜏 is the 
additional tension due to cable vibration. The expression of ℎ𝜏 is given by Irvine (1992) as  
ℎ𝜏(𝑡) =
8 𝑑 𝐸𝐴
𝐿2 𝐿𝑒
∫ 𝑤(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥
𝐿
0
            (6-4) 
where Le is the effective length of the cable computed from Le=L[1+8(d/L)
2]. The wind 
load effects are denoted respectively by Fwx, Fwy, and Fwz in Eqs. (6-3a), (6-3b), and (6-3c), 
which represent the wind load components along the axial, the in-plane, and the out-of-
plane directions, respectively. It should be noted that since the cable profile is shallow, the 
cable motion along the x-direction, i.e. Eq. 3(a), can be neglected (Fujino and Hoang, 
2008). Therefore, in the following section, Eq. 3(a) is dropped and the aerodynamic force 
calculations are only performed for the y and the z directions. 
6.2.2 Aerodynamic forces 
When wind approaches to a cable-stayed bridge on site, it is typically non-uniform 
along the long span of the cable. In addition, the wind is generally turbulent and unsteady 
in both magnitude and direction. Thus in Figure 6-1, the oncoming mean wind is shown by 
𝑈𝑚(𝑍, 𝑡), and its direction is represented by a yaw angle 𝛽(𝑍, 𝑡) between the wind and the 
horizontal projection of the cable. It should be noted that due to its low frequency variation 
with respect to time and a slight change along the height, i.e. the Ekman spiral effect, the 
yaw angle 𝛽 is a function of both time t and height Z. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that 
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within the height range of normal structures, this direction diversion is small and thus is 
often neglected in wind engineering (Holmes, 2007). Therefore, in the current study, the 
yaw angle is assumed to be a function of time t only, i.e. β(t). The relative angle 𝜃𝑠(𝑡) 
between the direction of mean wind and the static cable chord can be related to the 
inclination angle φ and the yaw angle 𝛽(𝑡) by 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 • 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽(𝑡). On the other 
hand, the wind velocity is the summation of the mean wind component 𝑈𝑚(𝑍, 𝑡) and three 
turbulent components  𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡), 𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡), and 𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡) along respectively the X, Y, and Z 
directions, as shown in Figure 6-1. The mean wind speed is a function of height Z due to 
the atmospheric boundary layer effect and time t due to low frequency variation of its 
magnitude, whereas all three turbulent components vary both temporally and spatially. The 
magnitude of the wind velocity vector can be defined by  
|?⃗? (𝑍, 𝑡)| = {[𝑈𝑚(𝑍, 𝑡) + 𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡)2] + [𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡)]2] + [𝑢 
′ (𝑍, 𝑡)]2}1/2       (6-5) 
When exposed to wind, the wind-induced aerodynamic forces acting on the studied 
cable depend on the wind speed, the relative cable orientation against wind, and the relative 
cable motion velocity with respect to the oncoming wind speed. The relation between the 
wind speed ?⃗? (𝑍, 𝑡), the cable velocity ?⃗̇? = ?̇?𝑗 + ?̇??⃗? , the cable-wind relative velocity 
?⃗? 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑡), as well as the lift and drag forces, 𝑑𝐹𝑙(𝑥, 𝑡), and 𝑑𝐹𝑑(𝑥, 𝑡), are shown on a 
differential cable segment in Figure 6-3(a). The wind speed vector is a function of elevation 
Z, which can be related to x in the local coordinate system via Z=Zdeck + x sinφ. The resultant 
relative wind velocity vector can be written in the local coordinate system as 
𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥, 𝑡) = ?⃗? (𝑧, 𝑡) − ?⃗⃗̇?
 = [(−𝑈 cos𝛽 cos𝜑)𝑖̂ + (𝑈 sin𝛽 − ?̇?)𝑗̂ + (−𝑈 cos𝛽 sin𝜑−?̇?)?̂?]  (6-6) 
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The orientation of each cable element is defined through a unit vector 𝑠  along its chord at 
a given time instant as shown in Figure 6-3(a). Accordingly the angle γ(x,t) between the 
relative wind velocity 𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ and the cable segment chord direction 𝑠  is 
𝛾(𝑥, 𝑡) = cos−1[(𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥, 𝑡) ∙ 𝑠 )/|𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥, 𝑡)|]         (6-7) 
It is worth mentioning that the aerodynamic forces acting on a segment of moving cable 
depend on γ(x,t) rather than θs(t), which is the angle between the mean wind vector and the 
chord direction of the entire static cable shown in Figure 6-1. Besides, the cross-sectional 
shape of real cables could be slightly non-circular due to the presence of superficial 
irregularities and accretion of dust or ice on the cable surface. As a result, the aerodynamic 
lift and drag forces would also depend on the wind angle of attack. However, due to lack 
of data for real cable cross-sectional shape and their corresponding aerodynamic 
coefficients, in the current study, the cable cross-section is assumed to be circular. The 
wind-induced aerodynamic forces acting on a differential cable segment can thus be 
defined as 
|𝑑𝐹𝑑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗| = 1/2𝜌𝑈𝑅
2𝐶𝑑(𝑅𝑒𝑅 , 𝛾)𝐷𝑑𝑠           (6-8a) 
|𝑑𝐹𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ | = 1/2𝜌𝑈𝑅
2𝐶𝑙(𝑅𝑒𝑅, 𝛾)𝐷𝑑𝑠       (6-8b) 
where  𝑑𝐹𝑑⃗⃗⃗⃗  and 𝑑𝐹𝑙⃗⃗  ⃗ are the drag and lift forces, respectively. Referring to Figure 6-3(b), in 
order to find the force components along the local coordinate directions y and z, the normal 
component of the relative velocity, 𝑈𝑁𝑅⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗(𝑥, 𝑡), which is along the direction of drag force, is 
first calculated by 𝑈𝑁𝑅⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = 𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ − |𝑈𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾|𝑠 . The angle between the direction of the drag and 
the local coordinate axis y is 𝛾𝐷𝑦, which can be computed from 
𝛾𝑑𝑦 = cos
−1(
𝑈𝑁𝑅⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗.𝑗 
|𝑈𝑁𝑅|
)             (6-9) 
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It should be noted that in the final form of Eqs. (6-3b) and (6-3c), the term ds can be 
dropped from both sides of the equations. Therefore, the aerodynamic forces on the right 
hand side of Eqs. (6-3b) and (6-3c) can be determined in the non-differential form by 
integration over the entire length of the cable as 
𝐹𝑤𝑦 = ∫𝐿[|𝑑𝐹
 
𝑑| cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦 − |𝑑𝐹 𝑙| sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦]      (6-10a) 
𝐹𝑤𝑧 = ∫𝐿[|𝑑𝐹
 
𝑑| sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦 + |𝑑𝐹 𝑙| cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦]      (6-10b) 
 
 
 
(a) 3D view of a differential cable segment subjected to the wind loads 
 
(b) Cross-sectional view of a cable element with the wind loads 
Figure 6-3 Wind forces on a differential cable segment 
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𝑑𝐹𝑙(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑥, 𝑡)
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γdy
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6.2.3 Finite difference scheme 
Equations (6-8) and (6-9) are substituted into Eq. (6-10) to compute the aerodynamic 
forces Fwy and Fwz acting on the entire cable. Based on Eq. (6-5), the term 𝑈𝑅
2 in Eq. (6-8) 
can be computed from 
𝑈𝑅
2 = |𝑈𝑅⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗|
2
= [𝑈2 + ?̇?2 + ?̇?2 − 2𝑈(sin 𝛽 ?̇? + cos𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑?̇?)]       (6-11) 
Thus, the aerodynamic forces in Eq. (6-10) contain both 2nd order terms and linear terms. 
By moving all the linear terms to the left hand side of Eqs. (6-3b) and (6-3c) while keeping 
the 2nd order terms on the right, they can be rewritten as 
[𝐻]{𝑉}𝑥
(2)
− [𝐸𝐼]{𝑉}𝑥
(4)
− [𝑀𝐶]{𝑉}𝑡
(2)
− [𝐹]{𝑉}𝑡
(1)
= [𝑅]                 (6-12) 
where the subscripts x and t denote respectively differentiation with respect to x and t, and 
the number in the superscript bracket represents the degree of differentiation. The variables 
and constants in Eq. (6-12) are defined as 
{𝑉} = {
𝑣
𝑤
},    [𝐻] = 𝐻[𝐼]2×2, [𝐸𝐼] = 𝐸𝐼[𝐼]2×2,      [𝑀𝑐] = 𝑚𝐶[𝑰]2×2  
 [𝐹] = [
𝑐 − 𝜌𝐷𝑈 sin 𝛽 (𝐶𝐷 cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦 − 𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦) −𝜌𝐷𝑈 sin𝜑 cos𝛽 (𝐶𝐷 cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦 − 𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦)
−𝜌𝐷𝑈 sin 𝛽 (𝐶𝐷 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦 + 𝐶𝐿 cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦) 𝑐 − 𝜌𝐷𝑈 sin𝜑 cos𝛽 (𝐶𝐷 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦 − 𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦)
] 
[𝑅] = [
−
1
2
𝜌𝐷(𝐶𝐷 cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦 − 𝐶𝐿 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦)(𝑈
2 + ?̇?2 + ?̇?2)
−
1
2
𝜌𝐷(𝐶𝐷 sin 𝛾𝐷𝑦 + 𝐶𝐿 cos 𝛾𝐷𝑦)(𝑈
2 + ?̇?2 + ?̇?2) − ℎ𝜏 (𝑑
2𝑧/𝑑𝑥2)
] 
An explicit backward in time and central differencing finite difference scheme (e.g. refer 
to Hoffmann and Chiang, 2004) is employed to find a stable numerical solution of the out-
of-plane and in-plane cable motion components 𝑣 and 𝑤 from Eq. (6-12). It is noted that 
in Eq. (6-12) all the relative angles γ, cable velocity component terms ?̇? and ?̇? are functions 
of location x and time t, whereas the additional cable tension ℎ𝜏 due to vibration is a 
function of time. All these terms are nonlinear and will be treated explicitly. Apply the 
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finite difference scheme to Eq. (6-12), the system equation can be obtained in the finite 
difference form as follows: 
(−
[𝑀𝑐]
(∆𝑡)2
−
[𝐹]𝑖
𝑛
2∆𝑡
) {𝑉}𝑖
𝑛+1 = (
[𝐸𝐼]
(∆𝑥)4
) {𝑉}𝑖+2
𝑛 + (
−4[𝐸𝐼]
(∆𝑥)4
−
[𝐻]
(∆𝑥)2
) {𝑉}𝑖+1
𝑛 + +(
6[𝐸𝐼]
(∆𝑥)4
+
2[𝐻]
(∆𝑥)2
−
2[𝑀𝑐]
(∆𝑡)2
) {𝑉}𝑖
𝑛 + (
−4[𝐸𝐼]
(∆𝑥)4
−
[𝐻]
(∆𝑥)2
) {𝑉}𝑖−1
𝑛 + (
[𝐸𝐼]
(∆𝑥)4
) {𝑉}𝑖−2
𝑛 + (
[𝑀𝑐]
(∆𝑡)2
−
[𝐹]𝑖
𝑛
2∆𝑡
) {𝑉}𝑖
𝑛−1    (6-13) 
where the subscript i denotes the ith cable segment, the superscript n refers to the time step, 
and ∆𝑡 and ∆𝑥 refer respectively to the discretized time step and the length of the ith cable 
segment. Equation (6-13) is solved, the explicit solution to which would give the response 
of the ith cable segment at time step n+1.  
During time marching, the lift and the drag coefficients Cl and Cd are updated according to 
the expected frequency of vortex shedding obtained from Strouhal formula i.e. 
fs(x)=U(x)St/D, where fs(x) gives the expected vortex shedding frequency along the cable 
length. Therefore, the aerodynamic force coefficients are updated every Ts=1/fs second 
during time marching. Analysis on the mesh size and time steps shows that the results 
converge when the cable is discretized into 100 segments with a time increment of 10-3 
second used in marching.  
6.2.4 Boundary conditions 
When studying dynamic response of a suspended cable, two different types of 
boundary conditions are commonly used in literature, i.e. assume a cable to be either fixed 
or pinned at both ends. While both types of boundary condition require  
𝑤(0, 𝑡) = 0          (6-14a) 
𝑤(𝐿, 𝑡) = 0          (6-14b) 
the fixed end condition also needs to satisfy  
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𝑑𝑤
𝑑𝑥
(0, 𝑡) = 0          (6-15a) 
𝑑𝑤
𝑑𝑥
(𝐿, 𝑡) = 0          (6-15b) 
Main (2002) indicated that when the bending stiffness of a cable was considerable, 
selection of boundary conditions could significantly alter the solutions which in turn would 
affect the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the studied cable. Since majority of stay 
cables have relatively low bending stiffness, the solution would not be sizably affected by 
the type of boundary conditions. In the current study, the fixed end boundary conditions is 
assumed for solving the cable equations of motion.  
6.3 Free vibration response 
In this section, a free vibration analysis is conducted for sample cables in the literature 
and the results are compared with the existing data as a validation of the proposed three-
dimensional analytical model and the Finite Difference solution scheme.  
Free vibration of a suspended cable was studied analytically by Irvine (1992) without 
considering its bending stiffness. A non-dimensional sag extensibility parameter λ2 was 
introduced as an indication of how much the profile of a sagged cable deviates from that 
of an idealized taut string. It is defined as  
λ2 = (𝑚𝑐𝑔 cos𝜑 𝐿/𝐻)
2𝐿/[𝐻𝐿𝑒/(𝐸𝐴)]          (6-16) 
It was shown by Irvine (1992) that if λ2 is sufficiently small, i.e. λ2<1, the natural 
frequencies of the cable symmetric modes can be satisfactorily estimated by Eq. (6-17) 
which is for a taut string case: 
𝑓𝑛 = 𝑛 (2𝐿)⁄ √𝐻/𝑚𝑐           (6-17) 
where fn is the n
th modal frequency of a taut string, and n is the mode number. 
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On the other hand, the effect of cable bending stiffness on its dynamic response was 
addressed in a number of studies ( Zui et al., 1996;; Mehrabi and Tabatabai, 1998; Ni et 
al., 2002; Ricciardi and Saitta, 2008; Kang et al., 2013)A non-dimensional bending 
stiffness parameter 𝜁 = √𝐻/(𝐸𝐼) × 𝐿 was introduced by Zui et al. (1996). While higher 
bending stiffness EI (smaller 𝜁) results in cable dynamic behaviour closer to that of a 
tensioned beam, 𝜁=0 corresponds to a beam with no tension. Mehrabi and Tabatabai (1998) 
proposed a unified finite difference approach to investigate the modal behaviour of a 
suspended cable by considering the bending stiffness in the formulation. Four sample 
cables with different combinations of λ2 and 𝜁 were analyzed. The modal response of these 
four cables were subsequently analyzed by Ricciardi and Saitta (2008) using a continuous 
vibration analytical model. Further, Ricciardi and Saitta (2008) assumed cable properties 
to yield the same λ2 and 𝜁 combination in Mehrabi and Tabatabai (1998). The assumed 
properties of the four sample cables in Ricciardi and Saitta (2008) are listed in Table 1 and 
used in the current validation.  
When conducting cable free vibration analysis using the proposed analytical model 
and finite difference solution scheme, the cable is assumed to be fixed at both ends and an 
initial displacement superposed by sinusoidal terms with different wave lengths was 
introduced to the cable. After releasing the cable, time history analysis was performed for 
a 60-second free vibration duration. The displacement time history of the cable is then 
analyzed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in MATLAB® to identify the natural 
frequencies of the studied cable. The first ten modal frequencies of the four sample cables 
obtained from the current study are obtained and compared with those of Ricciardi and 
Saitta (2008) in Table 2 as a model validation. It can be seen in Tables 2 that the modal 
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responses yielded from the current study agree very well with the existing literatures. It is 
however interesting to note that in the case of Cables 2, 3 and 4, one extra mode (mode 3, 
which is the second symmetric mode) is predicted by the current model when compared 
with the results by Ricciardi and Saitta (2008). As a consequence, the orders of the rest of 
the modes are shifted by one, while their frequencies still well agree with those by Ricciardi 
and Saitta (2008). 
Table 6-1 Sample Cable properties (Ricciardi and Saitta, 2008) 
Cable mc 
(kg/m) 
L (m) H (N) E (Pa) A(m2) I (m2) λ2 𝜁 
1 400 100 2.90360×106 1.5988×1010 7.8507×10-3 4.9535×10-6 0.79 605.5 
2 400 100 0.72590×106 1.7186×1010 7.6110×10-3 4.6097×10-6 50.70 302.7 
3 400 100 26.13254×106 2.0826×1013 7.8633×10-3 4.9204×10-6 1.41 50.5 
4 400 100 0.72590×106 4.7834×108 2.7345×10-3 5.9506×10-6 50.70 50.5 
Table 6-2 Comparison of free vibration analysis results 
Cable 
Mode Number from Current Study 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
1 0.441 0.854 1.283 1.71 2.134 2.562 2.99 3.424 3.844 4.273 
2 0.427 0.463 0.671 0.857 1.073 1.287 1.504 1.719 1.926 2.14 
3 1.4 2.682 4.071 5.486 6.952 8.517 10.162 11.902 13.698 15.641 
4 0.445 0.465 0.702 0.918 1.162 1.418 1.693 1.978 2.29 2.604 
 
Mode Number from Ricciardi and Saitta (2008) 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 
1 0.441 0.855 1.283 1.71 2.138 2.566 2.994 3.422 3.851 4.28 
2 0.429 0.463 0.858 1.073 1.289 1.505 1.721 1.938 2.156 2.374 
3 1.4 2.682 5.486 6.97 8.524 10.162 11.891 13.723 15.664 17.721 
4 0.447 0.465 0.914 1.161 1.421 1.693 1.982 2.287 2.611 2.952 
 
6.4 Dry inclined cable galloping under steady wind condition 
Dry inclined cable galloping is an aerodynamic instability phenomenon which is 
believed to be linked with the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime. When the 
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flow enters into this range, drag force would drop significantly and non-zero lift force could 
appear. In order to utilize the proposed three-dimensional aeroelastic model to simulate the 
wind-induced galloping of dry inclined stay cables, quasi-steady aerodynamic forces are 
used as inputs for Eq. (6-12). They are determined based on the aerodynamic force 
coefficients of a circular cylinder given in ESDU 80025 (1986). In the proposed model, a 
stay cable is discretized into numerous segments, with each segment being treated as a 
smooth circular cylinder, of which the effective aerodynamic forces can be obtained based 
on the magnitude of local relative wind velocity vector (and thus the relative Reynolds 
number) and its orientation with respect to the cable segment. Following the procedure 
described in ESDU 80025 (1986), the effective Reynolds number can be calculated 
according to the flow regime, the relative orientation, the turbulence level, and the cable 
surface roughness as 𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑒𝑟𝜆𝑇𝜆𝜀/ cos 𝛾, where Rer is the Reynolds number based 
on the relative wind speed between the oscillating cable segment and the velocity vector of 
the oncoming wind, λT is the flow turbulence factor based on the turbulence intensity and 
length scale, λε is the surface roughness factor which is considered to be 1 in the current 
study for the smooth surface condition, and γ is the relative angle between the cable 
segment and the wind velocity vector. Therefore, the effective Reynolds number for each 
cable segment can be determined and the corresponding aerodynamic drag force can be 
read from Figure 6-4. The critical Reynolds number regime, within which dry inclined 
cable galloping could occur, can be identified from the occurrence of drag crisis in Figure 
6-4, i.e. a sudden sharp decrease of drag force coefficient when reaching Re≈3×105. 
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It should be pointed out that based on the ESDU 80025 (1986) procedure, the 
calculated quasi-steady lift force, which is normal to both flow direction and cylinder axis, 
would be zero. Nevertheless, it was shown by a few studies that with the emergence of 
critical flow regime, a steady non-zero lift force induced by asymmetric flow patterns could 
appear (Günter Schewe, 1983; Zdravkovich, 1997) Though it could only be sustained over 
a narrow band of Reynolds number within the critical regime, it is believed to be one of 
the contributors to the galloping instability of a circular cylinder observed in wind tunnel 
tests along with the drag crisis (Cheng et al., 2008b). However, it is worth noting that this 
regime of non-zero steady lift force might be only reproducible in the lab environment, and 
could easily be vanished on site by small disturbances in the oncoming flow (Günter 
Schewe, 1983). Therefore, in the current study it seems reasonable to assume that on a real 
bridge, steady non-zero lift force is difficult to form and sustain due to turbulence and 
unsteadiness in natural wind and the only source of excitation considered in this study is 
the drag force. 
 
Figure 6-4 Drag force coefficient versus effective Reynolds number curve using ESDU 80025 (1986) 
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To evaluate the severity of wind-induced cable vibration and to identify the occurrence 
of galloping type of motion, it is necessary to define a criterion for the minimum dry cable 
galloping response amplitude which can be considered undesirable. Since the 3D 
aeroelastic model proposed in Section 6.26.2 is capable of predicting aerodynamic 
response of a cable over its entire length, one reasonable choice is to compare the 
aerodynamic response amplitude at cable mid-span with respect to the cable sag due to its 
self-weight. Therefore, in the current study, it is proposed that for an inclined stay cable 
exposed to critical wind condition, if the peak-to-peak aerodynamic response amplitude of 
the cable at its mid-span reaches five times of its static sag, or in a dimensionless form, if 
2𝐴(𝐿/2, 𝑡)/𝐿 ≥  5𝑑/𝐿, then the response that is triggered by galloping mechanism is 
considered undesirable, where 𝐴(𝐿/2, 𝑡) is the mid-span cable response amplitude at time 
t, L is the cable length, d is the cable sag, and 𝑑/𝐿 is the cable sag-to-span ratio. This 
criterion will be used in the rest of the chapter when discussing response of a cable 
subjected to different types of critical wind conditions. 
6.4.1 Mechanisms of dry inclined cable galloping 
Mechanisms associated with dry inclined cable galloping under steady wind condition 
will be investigated first in this section using a sample cable. It has properties of a typical 
stay cable, i.e. length L=120m, unit mass mc=90kg/m, diameter D=0.18m, chord tension 
H=4000kN, axial stiffness EA=4×106 kN, and flexural stiffness of EI=1.44×103 kN∙m2. The 
inherent cable damping is ignored in the analysis resulting in c=0 N∙s/m. This assumption 
would yield the worst scenario and thus more conservative prediction. The corresponding 
non-dimensional parameters are thus: the sag extensibility parameter 𝜆2=0.1754 and the 
bending stiffness parameter 𝜁=200. The stay cable has an inclination angle of φ=60 and is 
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initially at its static equilibrium position, i.e. v(x,0)=w(x,0)=0. It is subjected to a uniform 
steady wind with zero yaw angle (β=0), i.e. the wind blows along the horizontal projection 
of cable. The relative angle between the oncoming wind and the static cable will thus be 
θs=60. This cable-wind relative orientation was found to be the most critical cable attitude 
in existing wind tunnel tests ( Saito et al., 1994; Cheng et al., 2003) and confirmed in 
Chapter 4 through an analytical study using a 2DOF nonlinear aeroelastic model. The 
steady wind speed is 32m/s. This corresponds to an effective Reynolds number of 4.82×105 
which is within the critical range. It is noteworthy that typically wind blows with a skewed 
angle against cable on site, and the excited cable motion generally contains both in-plane 
and out-of-plane components. However, to better understand the impact of wind speed 
profile, pre-existing cable response and various unsteady mean wind scenarios on the 
aerodynamic response of an inclined cable, as the first step, the orientation of the studied 
cable against the oncoming wind in the current study is assumed in such a way that the 
cable motion would only contain the in-plane response component so the influence of the 
above factors on the in-plane cable response will be evaluated first. The resulting in-plane 
cable vibration can be determined by numerically solving Eq. (6-12). Based on the above 
data, the sag-to-span ratio would be approximately 𝑑/𝐿 = 0.0017. Therefore, once the 
peak-to-peak response amplitude at the cable mid-span reaches 2𝐴(𝐿 2⁄ , 𝑡) 𝐿⁄ =
2𝑤(𝐿 2⁄ , 𝑡) 𝐿⁄ = 5𝑑 𝐿⁄ = 0.85%, galloping is considered to occur. 
The predicted time history of cable in-plane response at its mid-span location of x=L/2 
is illustrated in Figure 6-5(a). The corresponding time history of the effective Reynolds 
number and the drag force coefficients are shown in Figure 6-5(b) and Figure 6-5(c), 
respectively. It can be seen from Figure 6-5 that when the cable is just exposed to the given 
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wind condition and starts to vibrate, the amplitude is very small. However, the cable motion 
would cause fluctuation of the relative wind speed and thus the variation of relative 
Reynolds number. As can be seen from Figure 6-4, drag force coefficient is very sensitive 
to Reynolds number variation within the critical regime. It decreases with the increase of 
Reynolds number and vice versa. Consequently, within a vibration cycle, when the cable 
moves against the oncoming wind, the relative wind speed would be larger and the drag 
force acting on the cable would be less, allowing the increase of cable peak response 
amplitude. During the second half of vibration cycle, the cable swings back and moves 
along the same direction as the wind. Thus, the relative wind speed would be lower and the 
cable would be subjected to larger drag force which would accelerate cable motion along 
wind direction and thus also resulting in larger peak response amplitude. Figure 6-5(d) 
portrays a sample fraction of time histories of the relative wind speed and the drag force 
acting on the studied cable from t=10 s to 20 s, of which an opposite-phase relation between 
the two can be observed. It is clear that such an 180 out-of-phase relation between the 
relative wind velocity and the drag in the critical Reynolds number range would result in a 
net increase of the peak amplitude in each vibration cycle so that the response amplitude 
of the cable gradually builds up. This is believed to be the actual triggering mechanism of 
dry inclined cable galloping. Results in Figure 6-5(a) show that after 235 seconds, the peak-
to-peak response amplitude at cable mid-span reaches 0.85% of cable length which 
indicates the occurrence of galloping.  
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(a) Normalized in-plane vibration response amplitude 
 
(b) Effective Reynolds number 
 
(c) Drag force coefficient  
 
(d) Sample fraction of time histories of relative wind velocity and drag force 
Figure 6-5 Development of cable galloping response at x=L/2 
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However, the increase of cable response will not be unlimited. It should be noted that 
the magnitude of relative wind velocity depends on the cable motion. With the growth of 
cable response, the cable velocity also increases and the relative wind speed would become 
either considerably larger or smaller than the oncoming wind speed. Therefore, the 
corresponding effective Reynolds number would reach (or even surpass) either the upper 
or the lower bound of the critical regime or both (refer to Figure 6-4) in each vibration 
cycle. Consequently within a full cycle, the cable would be exposed to wind speed covering 
the subcritical to the post critical flow regimes. It can be observed from Figure 6-4 that 
once beyond the critical Reynolds number regime, the opposite-phase relation between the 
relative wind speed and the drag no longer exists, so drag would “dampen” out the response 
and discourage its further growth. The time histories of the cable response, the effective 
Reynolds number, and the drag force coefficient shown in Figure 6-5 also clearly support 
this fact. After 300 seconds, the response amplitude of the cable is large enough for it to 
enter the post critical state in each vibration cycle, and the upper and lower limits of drag 
coefficients in each cycle remain constants. Therefore, the growth rate of response 
amplitude starts to decelerate and eventually reaches an asymptotically stable level. This 
trend is reflected by the envelope of cable response in Figure 6-5(a), which has an inflection 
point at roughly t =300 seconds.  
6.4.2 Impact of wind speed profile 
Cables on real cable-stayed bridges are immersed in atmospheric boundary layer and 
thus subjected to wind with certain velocity profile depending on the terrain condition. In 
other words, on site, the wind speed could vary considerably along the span of the cable. 
To examine how this more realistic wind condition would affect the onset of dry inclined 
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cable galloping, the response of the same example cable in Section 6.4.16.4.1 will be 
studied  by assuming it is exposed to boundary layer type wind speed profile described by 
a power law (Holmes, 2007). In the current study, if we take the wind speed at bridge deck 
level as a reference, the power law velocity profile can be expressed as 
𝑈(𝑍) = 𝑈𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘 × (𝑍/𝑍𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑘)
𝛼               (6-18) 
where U(Z) and Udeck are respectively the wind speed at height Z and the deck level, Zdeck 
is the height of bridge deck above ground or water surface, and α is an exponent dependent 
upon surface roughness of terrain. In the current study, it is assumed that α =0.28 which 
corresponds to a suburban terrain condition (Holmes, 2007). 
Figure 6-6 illustrates the three wind velocity profiles generated according to Eq. (6-
18). In all three cases, the bridge deck is assumed to be 80 meters above the ground, and 
the wind speed at deck level is 28m/s, 26m/s, and 31m/s, respectively. Based on a 2DOF 
aeroelastic model proposed in Chapter 4, for a circular cylinder having a diameter of 0.18m 
and a fundamental frequency of 0.891Hz, galloping could be triggered within the wind 
speed range of 28m/s to 34.5m/s. Therefore, the three wind velocity profiles in Figure 6-6 
represent respectively that the entire cable (Figure 6-6(a)), 70% of the upper cable portion 
(Figure 6-6(b)), and 40% of the lower cable portion (Figure 6-6 (c)) is exposed to critical 
wind condition. The in-plane response time history of the cable when subjected to those 
three different wind speed profiles are analyzed using the proposed 3D aeroelastic model 
and portrayed in Figure 6-7. 
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When the cable is subjected to the wind velocity profile in Figure 6-6(a), the wind 
speed at cable mid-point is 32m/s, which equals to the uniformly distributed wind speed 
condition in Section 6.4.1. Compare Figure 6-5(a) with Figure 6-7(a), it can be seen that 
when the entire cable is exposed to the critical wind condition, the presence of atmospheric 
boundary layer does not alter the growth pattern of in-plane cable response markedly 
except it took slightly less time for galloping to develop, i.e. 215 seconds in Figure 6-7(a) 
versus 235 seconds in Figure 6-5(a). However, the response amplitude converges to a level 
approximately 10% smaller than that in Figure 6-5(a).  
On the other hand, when only a portion of the cable span is exposed to the critical flow 
regime, the development of cable response can be significantly different. It can be seen 
from Figure 6-7(b) and Figure 6-7(c) that when only a portion of the cable falls within the 
critical flow region, not only the required time for building up large amplitude cable 
response to reach galloping is considerably longer, but also the maximum peak response 
amplitude is smaller. The wind speed profile shown in Figure 6-6(b) places about 70% of 
 
Figure 6-6 Three different wind speed profiles; a) Entire cable within the critical region, b) 70% of the 
upper cable portion within the critical region, c) 40% of the lower cable portion within the critical 
region 
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the upper cable portion within the critical regime. Results show that the required time to 
reach galloping level and approach to asymptotically stable response are about 570 seconds 
and 1200 seconds, respectively, whereas those due to condition in Figure 6-6(a) are about 
215 seconds and 500 seconds, respectively. In Figure 6-6(c), however, about 40% of the 
lower cable portion is subjected to critical wind speed. Galloping can still occur in this case 
(see Figure 6-7(c)), but it would take more than triple the time, i.e. 780 seconds, to reach a 
peak-to-peak response amplitude of 0.85% of the cable length, and approximately 1500 
seconds to converge to an asymptotic stable level. 
Besides, the maximum response amplitude is also considerably affected when only a 
portion of the cable span is subjected to the critical wind conditions. Compare Figure 6-
7(a) with Figure 6-7(b) and Figure 6-7(c), it can be seen that the peak response amplitude 
is reduced respectively by almost 10% and 40%. This observation implies that in more 
realistic conditions, as the wind velocity profile and exposure time deviate from the ideal 
condition for galloping, the likelihood for cable response to grow into a large amplitude 
decreases. 
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6.4.3 Impact of pre-existing cable response 
In Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2, the cable is assumed to be initially at rest in its static 
equilibrium condition and then suddenly exposed to wind excitation with either uniformly 
distributed form or atmospheric boundary layer type of velocity profile. Thus, there is no 
 
(a) Entire cable exposed to the critical wind condition 
 
(b) 70% of the upper cable portion exposed to the critical wind condition 
 
(c) 40% of the lower cable portion exposed to the critical wind condition 
Figure 6-7 In-plane aerodynamic response of the sample cable at its mid-span when subjected to three 
different wind speed profiles 
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pre-existence of any specific cable vibration mode(s) prior to wind action. By applying 
power spectrum analysis to the cable response at x=3L/7 (which is not a node point of a 
specific low order cable mode) under uniformly distributed wind velocity and the wind 
velocity profile in Figure 6-6(a), the contributing modes to the respective cable response 
can be identified. The results are shown in Figures 6-8(a) and 6-8(b). The first five modal 
frequencies of the studied cable determined from free vibration analysis are respectively 
0.891Hz, 1.764Hz, 2.649Hz, 3.534Hz and 4.421Hz. Thus, it can be observed from Figure 
6-8 that over a frequency range of 0~5Hz, while the uniformly distributed wind condition 
excites the first three symmetric modes, i.e. modes 1, 3 and 5, the boundary layer type of 
wind would excite all the first five modes. Although in both cases, mode 1 is clearly the 
dominant mode, the presence of the two anti-symmetric modes, mode 2 and mode 4, in the 
latter case tend to decrease the response amplitude, which explains the reason why the peak 
response amplitude in Figure 6-7(a) is approximately 10% less than that in Figure 6-5(a). 
This set of results clearly indicates that in the absence of any initial cable motion, the in-
plane fundamental mode would be the main contributor to the excitation of dry inclined 
cable galloping. 
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However, on real bridges, before wind speed reaches the critical range, there is 
generally pre-existing motion of stay cables in certain mode or a combination of a few 
modes. Therefore, it is very important to assess how the pre-existing mode(s) would affect 
the onset and growth of galloping response. To have a better understanding of this, the 
response of the sample cable when subjected to an atmospheric boundary layer type of 
wind velocity profile given in Figure 6-6(a) is analyzed under three different initial 
conditions, with either mode 1, 2 or 3 being the pre-existing mode before the cable is 
exposed to wind excitation. Since the shape of these modes are fairly sinusoidal (for small 
values of λ2), a specific cable mode can be excited by imposing a small initial sinusoidal 
 
(a) Power Spectra Density of the cable response exposed to a uniform wind speed profile of 32m/s 
 
 
(b) Power Spectra Density of the cable response exposed to a boundary layer wind speed profile shown 
in Figure 6-6(a) 
Figure 6-8 Power spectra of cable galloping response at x=3L/7 exposed to two different wind speed 
profiles 
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displacement (w(L/2,0)=0.5D) with a shape equal to the desired mode. The studied sample 
cable is then subjected to a uniform wind speed of 31m/s within the critical range and the 
response amplitudes are obtained. The results of these three cases are given in Figures 6-
9(a), 6-9(b) and 6-9(c). As can be seen from Figure 6-9 that even under pre-existing mode 
condition, it takes more or less similar amount of time for the response to reach the 
galloping level, an apparent difference in the response characteristics between that in 
Figure 6-9(a) and those in Figure 6-9(b) and Figure 6-9(c) can be observed. When mode 1 
pre-exists, the response characteristics of the cable, in terms of growth pattern, developing 
time to reach galloping and asymptotically stable response, as well as the peak amplitude 
are very similar to those in Figure 6-7(a), of which the cable is initially at rest, and the 
entire cable is exposed to atmospheric boundary layer type of wind in the critical range. 
Power spectrum analysis of the cable response reveals that mode 1 is the primary 
contributor to the response growth and the cable vibrates in a very organized sinusoidal 
pattern. Although modes 2 to 5 are also excited, as shown in the power spectrum diagram 
on the top left corner of Figure 6-9(a), their contribution is minor and similar to that of the 
sample cable with no pre-existing motion in Figure 6-8(b). However, when either mode 2 
or mode 3 becomes the pre-existing mode, not only the peak amplitude of cable response 
is significantly reduced, the cable also vibrates in a beating mode. Results of power 
spectrum analysis show that while either mode 2 or mode 3 being respectively the dominant 
mode in these two cases, the contribution from mode 1 in exciting galloping type of 
response remains considerable and comparable to these two modes. This indicates the 
natural tendency of dry inclined cable galloping to excite the fundamental mode. 
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Results of the three cases shown in Figure 6-9 seem to imply that the existence of more 
than one dominant mode would reduce the cable response amplitude. To confirm this 
finding, another case is analyzed of which the initial cable displacement is assumed to be 
a random combination of the first five cable mode shapes. It has the form 
𝑤(𝑥) = 𝐴1𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝜋𝑥
𝐿
) + 𝐴2𝑠𝑖𝑛(
2𝜋𝑥
𝐿
)+𝐴3𝑠𝑖𝑛(
3𝜋𝑥
𝐿
)+𝐴4𝑠𝑖𝑛(
4𝜋𝑥
𝐿
)+𝐴5𝑠𝑖𝑛(
5𝜋𝑥
𝐿
) 
where Ai (i=1-5) is the excited amplitude of mode i, which is assumed to be a fraction of 
D/2. A sample in-plane cable response resulted from a specific initial condition generated 
following the above approach is portrayed in Figure 6-10. It is evident that if multi-mode 
oscillation pre-exists in the cable, not only does it require longer time to reach galloping 
response level (around 250 seconds in Figure 6-10 as opposed to approximately 190 
seconds in Figure 6-9), but also the response amplitude could be even smaller. Since the Ai 
coefficients were generated randomly, a statistical analysis was conducted by generating 
10 sets of Ai coefficients and performing the same time history analysis as the one shown 
in Figure 6-10. The mean value of the peak-to-peak cable response amplitude obtained 
from this series of analysis is 0.81% of the cable length, and the standard deviation is 0.27% 
of cable length. Thus, the maximum peak-to-peak response amplitude of the cable is 1.24% 
of the cable length. Moreover, it was found in the power spectrum analysis for all the cases 
that all five pre-existing modes have a strong presence and contribute more or less equally 
to the cable response. It is worth noting that the pre-existence of multi-mode oscillation in 
cable, even with small amplitudes, prior to the exposure to critical wind condition is a more 
realistic scenario for stay cables on site, which seems to significantly reduce the galloping 
response amplitude. This is conjectured to be another important reason why such kind of 
violent cable motion is rarely observed in the field.  
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(a) Mode 1 is initially excited 
 
(b) Mode 2 is initially excited 
  
(c) Mode 3 is initially excited 
Figure 6-9 Response and the corresponding power spectra of a cable exposed to wind speed profile in 
Figure 6-6(a) under different initial conditions 
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Figure 6-10 Response and power spectra of a cable exposed to wind speed profile in Figure 6-6(a) where a 
random combination of the first five modes is initially excited 
6.5 Dry inclined cable galloping under unsteady wind condition 
On real bridge site, stay cables are subjected to wind which is not only unsteady in 
magnitude and direction but also turbulent in nature. As mentioned in Section 6.1, the 
impact of unsteady/turbulent wind on the aerodynamic response of a dry inclined cable is 
not yet well understood. The proposed 3D aeroelastic model in the current study is capable 
of considering mean flow unsteadiness and turbulence in the formulation of aerodynamic 
forces. In this study however, only the effect of unsteady mean wind is investigated in the 
context of low-frequency fluctuations of the mean wind velocity. It is important to note 
that the quasi-steady aerodynamic force coefficients, which are used as input for Eq. (6-
12), do not include the fluctuation of aerodynamic forces due to vortex shedding 
phenomenon. Therefore, in order to remain faithful to the quasi-steady theory when 
modeling the unsteady wind, it would be more reasonable to only consider the frequency 
components lower than that of the vortex shedding frequency which for the sample cable 
studied here would be approximately 30-40 Hz within the critical range. In this section, the 
impact of unsteady wind on the aerodynamic response of a dry inclined stay cable in terms 
of the sustained duration of critical flow condition, the variation of mean wind speed and 
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direction, as well as the higher frequency fluctuating components in the flow will be 
investigated and discussed. 
6.5.1 Impact of sustained duration of critical flow condition 
To assess the effect of transitional wind within the critical range, or in other words the 
sustained duration of critical flow condition, on the response of an inclined cable, three 
different unsteady wind time histories with a duration of 600 seconds are generated, as 
shown in the top subplots of Figures 6-11 to 6-13. They represent, respectively, the gradual 
increase of mean wind speed from subcritical to critical range, the gradual decrease of mean 
wind speed from critical to subcritical range, and an idealized representation of the 
presence of wind gusts. These three types of unsteady wind are applied respectively to the 
same sample cable in Section 6.4, with the assumption that the cable is originally at rest. 
To isolate the impact of flow unsteadiness, it is further assumed that the cable is subjected 
to a uniform wind velocity profile along the cable length. The aerodynamic response of the 
cable is obtained by numerically solving Eq. (6-11) using the finite difference scheme 
described in Section 6.2.3. The corresponding cable displacement time histories at the mid-
span are portrayed in the bottom subplots of Figures 6-11 to 6-13. 
In the first unsteady wind scenario shown in Figure 6-11, the mean wind speed is 
initially at 27m/s and remains steady for 100 seconds. It then gradually increases and 
reaches 32m/s within 200 seconds. The wind speed remains at this level for another 300 
seconds. The time history of the cable mid-span displacement shows that when the cable 
is initially subjected to subcritical wind at 27m/s, the galloping mechanism is not triggered, 
but rather, the small amplitude cable vibration induced by the wind tends to be dampened 
out. When the wind speed increases to 28m/s at t=180 second, the flow enters the critical 
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regime. The inverse relation between the relative wind speed and drag within this flow 
region triggers the galloping mechanism, of which a gradual increase of the response 
amplitude can be clearly observed in Figure 6-11. After exposed to the critical flow 
condition for more than 400 seconds, the peak-to-peak response amplitude reaches only 
about 0.25% of the cable length at t=600 second.  
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The top subplot in Figure 6-12 illustrates the second unsteady wind case, of which a 
steady wind speed of 32m/s is sustained for the first 100 seconds, then gradually deceases 
 
Figure 6-11 Response of the sample cable with unsteady wind speed increases from subcritical to 
critical rang 
 
Figure 6-12 Response of the sample cable with unsteady wind speed decreases from critical to 
subcritical range 
 
Figure 6-13 Response of the sample cable subjected to idealized gusty wind 
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to 27m/s within 200 seconds and remains for the rest 300 seconds. Under this unsteady 
wind condition, the cable is exposed to critical wind at t=0. Thus, the galloping mechanism 
is in effect at the beginning, which is reflected by the gradual buildup of cable mid-span 
response amplitude in the bottom subplot of Figure 6-12. The growth of response lasts 
approximately 245 seconds and reaches a peak-to-peak response amplitude of roughly 
0.5% of the cable length. Afterwards, the wind speed drops to lower than 28m/s and the 
flow enters the subcritical regime. The condition required for triggering galloping is no 
longer satisfied and the response is gradually suppressed.  
With the presence of gusts in the wind, it is possible to transition the flow regime from 
subcritical to critical by a sudden increase of wind speed within a relatively short duration. 
The unsteady wind record shown in the top subplot of Figure 6-13 simulates an idealized 
wind gust scenario. It is assumed that the wind speed is initially at 27m/s, and four wind 
gust incidents occur over a 600-second duration of wind with an interval of 60 seconds. 
Each gust lasts 40 seconds, during which the wind speed increases rapidly from 27m/s to 
32m/s within the first 20 seconds and falls back to 27m/s in the next 20 seconds. The cable 
mid-span response induced by such an unsteady wind condition is illustrated in the bottom 
subplot of Figure 6-13. It can be observed that due to the short exposure duration to the 
critical wind condition, the galloping mechanism is only effective within a very limited 
period of time. Therefore, it is not sufficient for the accumulation of response amplitude 
and the cable remains calm.  
A comparison between the cable response in Figures 6-11 and 6-12 with that in Figure 
6-13 clearly indicates the importance of sustained duration of critical flow condition on the 
growth of cable response. Although once the flow enters the critical regime, the inverse 
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relation between the relative wind speed and the drag force comes into effect so that the 
galloping mechanism can be triggered, the gradual buildup of cable response is a slow 
process. The response would decay as soon as the favorable condition for galloping 
vanishes. Thus, it would only be possible for the response amplitude to accumulate and 
reach the galloping level if the sustained duration of critical flow condition is long enough. 
On the other hand, it is also interesting to note that while the exposure time to the critical 
condition in the first unsteady wind scenario is approximately 420 seconds (Figure 6-11), 
and that in the second scenario is about 250 seconds (Figure 6-12), the response amplitude 
in the latter case doubles that in in the former. In the first scenario, the cable is initially 
subjected to the subcritical flow condition. Thus, a decaying aerodynamic mechanism 
exists before the cable is exposed to the critical flow condition. When the flow enters the 
critical regime at t=180s, this pre-existing decaying mechanism needs to be overcome 
before the cable response can gradually buildup. However, the cable is initially exposed to 
the critical condition in the second case, of which the galloping mechanism is immediately 
triggered without any pre-existing mechanism. Therefore, the peak response amplitude 
could be larger even though the sustained duration of critical flow is relatively shorter, 
implying the importance of pre-existing vibration characteristics to the development of 
large amplitude cable response. 
6.5.2 Impact of low frequency fluctuating components in wind 
Besides transition into or exit from the critical range, the unsteadiness in natural wind 
could also portray fluctuations around a nearly steady mean wind speed. It is worth 
investigating how the mean wind speed fluctuations within the critical range would affect 
the aerodynamic response of an inclined stay cable. Compared to the idealized case of wind 
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speed remains steady in the critical range, this can be a more realistic scenario for bridge 
stay cables on site. In the current section, it was intended to differentiate between the low 
frequency variation of mean wind and the relatively higher frequency variation of 
turbulence with the focus on the impact of the former. Although attempts was made to 
separate the variation of mean wind speed from the turbulent fluctuations using Wavelet 
analysis (e.g. He et al., 2010), no clear boundary between these two in terms of the 
threshold frequency is clearly defined in literature. Nevertheless, it is understood that the 
frequencies associated with mean speed variation should be much lower than those of the 
turbulence components in wind. Therefore, in the current study the unsteady mean wind 
condition is simulated as the low frequency variation of mean wind speed. It is obtained by 
applying a low-pass filter to a random white noise signal generated by the MATLAB® 
function.  This low frequency varying signal is then superposed with a steady wind speed 
in the critical range to produce the desired unsteady mean wind time history. The cut-off 
frequency of the low-pass filter used in the current study covers a range between 0.05 Hz 
and 1.2 Hz.  
In Figure 6-14, an unsteady wind time history of 600 seconds with a mean value of 31 
m/s and a standard deviation of 3 m/s is generated following the above procedures with a 
cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz. It is applied to the same sample cable which is assumed to be 
initially at rest. Since the generated white noise follows the Gaussian distribution, it may 
be concluded that the studied cable would be mostly exposed to the critical wind conditions 
since the wind speed range of 31±3m/s would be within the critical range. Results in Figure 
6-14 show that under this type of low frequency fluctuating wind condition, the peak-to-
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peak response at the cable mid-span exceeds the threshold of 0.85% of cable length after 
about 550 seconds and it can build up to about 1.4% of the cable length in 10 minutes.  
 
To investigate the influence of the frequency range contained in the unsteady mean 
wind record and the standard deviation of the unsteadiness on the cable response, a 
statistical analysis was performed. A series of unsteady wind records are generated using 
respectively 7 different cut-off frequencies from 0.05Hz to 0.8Hz for the low-pass filter. 
Due to the random nature of the white noise signal, 10 repetitions are conducted at each 
cut-off frequency. The ratio between the mean mid-span cable response amplitude and 
cable length corresponding to different cut-off frequencies are calculated and shown in 
Figure 6-15. The associated standard deviations are also given in the same figure as error 
bars.  The cut-off frequency of 0 Hz in Figure 6-15 represents the case of steady wind speed 
at 31m/s. It can be seen from the figure that by introducing the unsteady mean wind 
fluctuations, the response amplitude would be significantly reduced. The fluctuation in 
mean wind speed would shorten the effective exposure time to the critical galloping 
condition, disrupt the opposite-phase relation between the relative velocity and the 
 
Figure 6-14 Response of the sample cable subjected to unsteady mean wind speed fluctuating within 
the critical range with an average wind speed of 31m/s and a standard deviation of 3m/s 
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aerodynamic forces and thus result in reduced cable response amplitude. Besides, it can be 
clearly seen from the figure that the response amplitude start to increase when the cut-off 
frequency is higher than 0.4 Hz, implying that the low frequency components in unsteady 
wind could be more effectively in suppressing the galloping mechanism. 
The impact of unsteady mean wind fluctuation strength is also studied statistically. The 
unsteady wind records are generated using the same procedures explained earlier. A low-
pass filter cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz is used to produce this set of wind records, of which 
the mean wind speed is kept as 31m/s for all the cases whereas the range of unsteady wind 
speed standard deviation σ varies from 0m/s (representing the case of steady wind) to 5m/s. 
The mean value and the standard deviation (as error bars) of the peak-to-peak cable mid-
span response amplitude yielded from 10 repetitions at each studied σ value are plotted in 
Figure 6-16. It can be seen from the figure that the cable response amplitude reduces 
monotonically as the flow fluctuating strength increases. For a steady wind case of σ=0, 
the peak-to-peak response amplitude at cable mid-span reaches about 4.6% of the cable 
length in 10 minutes. It drops slightly when a small amplitude fluctuation of σ=1 m/s is 
present in the flow. However, with further increase of flow fluctuation, the cable response 
is found to reduce significantly and exhibits an approximate linear relation with respect to 
the standard deviation of the unsteady wind. When σ=4 m/s, the mechanism of galloping 
seems to be completely disrupted and the peak-to-peak response amplitude is considerably 
below the galloping threshold of the studied cable, which is 0.85% of the cable length. As 
explained earlier, galloping is triggered by an opposite-phase relation between the relative 
wind speed and the aerodynamic force along the direction of motion. Larger fluctuations 
in the oncoming wind speed and subsequently the relative wind speed tends to disrupt this 
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required opposite-phase relation for galloping development and actually acts to reduce the 
cable response amplitude. 
 
 
Figure 6-15 Impact of standard deviation of mean wind speed fluctuation on the response of the 
sample cable in the critical range 
 
Figure 6-16 Impact of standard deviation of mean wind speed fluctuation on the response of the 
sample cable in the critical range 
 
Figure 6-17 Impact of fluctuations in the wind direction on the response of the sample cable in the 
critical regime (the wind speed remains at 31m/s) 
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Besides fluctuating in its speed, the direction of unsteady mean wind could also vary. 
This is represented by the time variation of the wind yaw angle β(t) in the current study. 
Since the inclination angle φ of the cable remains as a constant, this would subsequently 
result in a time variation of the cable-wind relative angle θs(t). To better understand the 
influence of the varying wind direction on the wind-induced response of an inclined cable, 
unsteady wind records with duration of 600 seconds are generated. They all have a steady 
mean wind speed of 31 m/s but varying wind direction which is simulated similarly by 
applying a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz to a white Gaussian noise 
generated by MATLAB®, and then superposed by a mean wind direction of 180. A 
statistical analysis is carried out on the effect of the wind direction fluctuations, in terms 
of its standard deviation σ(β), on the cable aerodynamic response amplitude with 10 
repetitions for each studied σ(β) value. The mean and the standard deviation of the peak-
to-peak cable mid-span response amplitude associated with different σ(β) between 0º and 
30º are portrayed in Figure 6-17. It can be clearly seen that the fluctuations in the mean 
wind direction has a much less impact on the cable response amplitude. Results in Figure 
6-17 suggest that to suppress the galloping mechanism, the standard deviation of the mean 
wind direction fluctuation σ(β) should be at least 30, which is highly unlikely to occur in 
the field.  
6.5.3 Impact of higher frequency fluctuation components in wind 
Turbulence is a complex phenomenon and the in-depth analysis of the effect of natural 
wind turbulence on the aerodynamic response of stay cables is not within the current scope. 
It is shown in ESDU 80025 (1986) that the presence of turbulence would increase the 
effective Reynolds number and thus advance the emergence of critical Reynolds number 
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regime to lower wind speed. Besides, the presence of turbulence may narrow the critical 
Reynolds number range and alter the slope of the drag force versus the effective Reynolds 
number shown in Figure 6-4. On the one hand, this could reduce the critical wind speed for 
galloping and indeed increase the risk of its occurrence. For instance, as explained in 
Section 6.4, the critical Reynolds number range for the studied cable under steady wind 
condition is approximately between 28m/s to 34.5m/s, it is however reduced to 
approximately 20m/s to 28m/s with a 5% turbulence intensity in the flow. On the other 
hand, with a reduced slope of drag versus Reynolds number and narrower critical range, 
the galloping response amplitude would also be reduced since the oscillating cable would 
reach the upper and lower bounds of the critical regime sooner which could prevent the 
further growth of response amplitude. 
In addition to the above mentioned effects, turbulence may also be idealized as high 
frequency unsteady components in the flow. It was shown earlier that the flow fluctuation 
in terms of mean wind speed variation could break the opposite-phase relation between the 
relative wind speed and the aerodynamic force along the cable motion direction, and thus 
disrupt the excitation mechanisms of dry inclined cable galloping and considerably reduce 
the cable response amplitude. The turbulence in natural wind may also  disrupt the 
galloping mechanism and reduce the risk of its occurrence in a similar way. It is important 
to note that although unsteady variations in the mean wind speed and wind turbulence are 
separable, there is no clear boundary between these two in terms of the contained 
frequencies. The range of low-pass filter cut-off frequency used in the current study for 
generating unsteady mean wind record could possibly overlap with certain turbulence 
components in natural wind. However, it is qualitatively shown in Section 6.5.2 that 
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compared to higher frequency variation in wind speed, the lower frequency fluctuation 
components have a more important role in suppressing galloping of stay cables.  
Therefore, the role of turbulence in affecting the wind-induced response of cables 
include: i) Increase the effective Reynolds number and advance the emergence of critical 
flow regime which renders a higher probability to satisfy the dry inclined cable galloping 
condition; ii) Narrow the effective range of critical regime and thus reduce the galloping 
response amplitude; iii) Decrease the cable aerodynamic response amplitude and it appears 
that the low frequency components are more effective in suppressing cable motion when it 
is exposed to critical wind condition. An in depth analysis of the turbulence effect on the 
galloping of inclined stay cables should be conducted using realistic wind speed records 
collected from site or generated using turbulence spectrums available in the literature. 
6.6 Conclusions 
Wind-induced vibration of bridge stay cables is a complex fluid-structure interaction 
phenomenon. On site, these long, flexible and low damping structural members are 
typically exposed to unsteady natural wind possessing boundary layer type velocity profile. 
The existing SDOF and 2DOF analytical models were developed based on rigid cylindrical 
body motion, of which the three dimensional characteristics of a real cable is not 
considered. Besides, many of these models only dealt with the steady wind case, whereas 
the site wind condition could be much more complicated. To better understand the 
excitation mechanisms associated with large amplitude wind-induced cable vibrations and 
various contributing factors, a more realistic analytical model which is capable of 
addressing the above elements is imperative. A three-dimensional aeroelastic model has 
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been proposed in the current paper to study the aerodynamic response of an inclined and/or 
yawed slender flexible cylindrical body subjected to unsteady wind, with practical 
application to wind-induced vibrations of bridge stay cables under no precipitation 
condition. The proposed model can not only consider the long flexible feature of a real 
cable, but can also simulate the presence of boundary layer type of wind velocity profile 
and flow unsteadiness in natural wind. The resulting non-linear equation of motion has 
been solved numerically using an explicit Finite Difference Scheme. The proposed 
analytical model and the numerical solution procedure have been verified by comparing 
the cable free vibration response with those in the literature. The excitation mechanisms of 
dry inclined cable galloping and the contributing factors are explored by applying different 
initial conditions and various types of unsteady wind conditions to a sample cable with 
moderate sag and relatively low bending stiffness. The main findings from the current 
study can be summarized as follows: 
1) The emergence of critical Reynolds number regime has already been recognized as one 
of the most important elements in the cause of dry inclined cable galloping. The 
aerodynamic response of the studied cable predicted by the proposed three-dimensional 
aeroelastic model further discloses that this type of large amplitude cable motion is 
triggered by an opposite-phase relation between the relative wind speed and the 
aerodynamic force along the direction of cable motion in the critical flow regime. The 
most favorable conditions for galloping development are found to be when a cable is 
subjected to uniformly distributed steady wind in the critical Reynolds number range 
sustained for a sufficient duration (at least 4 minutes in the case of the sample cable 
studied). 
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2) Stay cables on real bridges are subjected to wind having boundary layer type of velocity 
profile. Compared to a uniformly distributed wind speed condition, if the entire cable 
is within the critical wind speed range, the presence of boundary layer type of wind 
speed variation does not have a sizable impact on the cable response growth pattern 
except that the maximum response amplitude would be slightly less.  However, if only 
a portion of the cable is subjected to wind speed within the critical regime, the cable 
response would be considerably reduced. Not only does it take longer for the response 
to grow, but the maximum peak response amplitude is much less.  
3) Aerodynamic response of a cable could be greatly reduced if multi-mode oscillation or 
cable motion dominated by a specific mode higher than the fundamental one exists 
prior to its exposure to the critical flow condition. In addition, the galloping type of 
motion is found to have the tendency to excite the cable fundamental mode.   
4) The effect of flow unsteadiness on the wind-induced response of a dry inclined cable 
depends on its fluctuation frequency. Transient wind may be considered as a very low 
frequency variation of the mean wind speed whereas the low frequency fluctuation 
components in the flow represent the fluctuation in the mean wind speed. Both of these 
would either shorten the sustained duration of critical flow condition or disrupt the 
opposite-phase relation between the relative wind speed and the aerodynamic force 
along the cable motion direction required to trigger the galloping mechanism, and thus 
lead to a significant reduction or a complete suppression of galloping type response. 
However, the variation in wind direction is found to have a minor impact on the cable 
response. Turbulence, which is idealized as the high frequency fluctuation flow 
components in the current study, seems to have dual effect on dry inclined cable 
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galloping. On the one hand, it would advance the critical Reynolds number range and 
thus increase the possibility of galloping occurrence at lower wind speed; on the other 
hand, fluctuation in the flow, in particular, the relatively lower frequency components, 
is found to have a stabilizing effect on the cable response.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work recommendations 
In this chapter, the major conclusions and contributions of the current study will be 
discussed. The concluding remarks from the galloping models presented in Chapters 3 to 
6 were individually discussed in their respective chapters. These conclusions are discussed 
in a collective manner in Section 7.1 in order to evaluate the parameters affecting the risk 
of dry inclined stay cable galloping on site of a real bridge. Based on the results from the 
proposed galloping models in Chapters 3 to 6 and the major conclusions made in Section 
7.1, some recommendations for future research efforts will be proposed in Section 7.2. 
7.1 Conclusions 
The current study was an effort to evaluate/understand the risk of dry inclined cable 
galloping for stay cables on real cable-stayed bridges. Consequently, analytical models 
were proposed that could account for the more realistic conditions that occur on site of a 
cable-stayed bridge. For this purpose, the unsteady features of natural wind, the impact of 
aerodynamic nonlinearities, the presence of boundary layer type of wind velocity profile, 
and the flexibility of stay cables were all considered in modelling.  
In Chapter 3, a linearized model was proposed that yielded the aerodynamic damping 
ratio of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) cylindrical body having an arbitrary cross-
section subjected to unsteady oncoming wind with an arbitrary orientation. Using this 
linearized model, the onset conditions for galloping of a stay cable were refined for 
unsteady wind conditions. In Chapter 4, however, a nonlinear aeroelastic model was 
proposed that could consider both the effect of aerodynamic nonlinearity and the unsteady 
wind features. This model was developed in the context of a two-degrees-of-freedom 
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(2DOF) elastically supported cylindrical body having an arbitrary cross-section subjected 
to oncoming wind with an arbitrary orientation. Unlike the linear model presented in 
Chapter 3, the 2DOF model solved the nonlinear equations of motion of the cylindrical 
body and obtained the time history of its wind-induced response. A comparison between 
the two models were made in Chapter 5 based on the predicted aerodynamic behaviour of 
an elliptical cylinder. Previous studies suggested that elliptical cylinders could undergo 
galloping within the subcritical Reynolds number range (Alonso et al., 2010). Thus, wind 
tunnel tests were designed to obtain the aerodynamic force coefficients of an elliptical 
cylinder in the subcritical Reynolds number range. The experimentally measured 
aerodynamic force coefficients were then used in both linear and nonlinear models as input. 
In order to obtain a more realistic model, the effects of cable flexural flexibility and tension 
were considered in the modeling in Chapter 6. The 3D aeroelastic model presented in 
Chapter 6 was capable of predicting the wind-induced response of a long flexible stay cable 
subjected to oncoming wind with an arbitrary orientation with respect to the cable. The 
effect of unsteady wind and boundary layer type of wind velocity profile could also be 
embedded in the aeroelastic model. Therefore, the model presented in Chapter 6 was the 
most comprehensive one proposed in the current research to investigate the dry inclined 
stay cable galloping phenomenon.  
The major findings from Chapters 3 to 6 were concluded in the respective chapters. It 
is however very important to review these conclusions in a collective manner. Therefore, 
the impact of all the major parameters considered in the modeling in Chapters 3 to 6 are 
collectively discussed as follows:  
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1. Galloping mechanism: The mechanism of dry inclined cable galloping has been known 
to be associated with the variation of aerodynamic drag and lift forces with respect to 
Reynolds number, the wind-cable relative angle φ, the direction of cable motion, and 
the wind angle of attack α. This has been shown through the linearized models in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. On the other hand, using nonlinear models provides an 
analogous but more detailed description of the galloping mechanism. By the means of 
nonlinear models in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, it was shown that galloping would be 
triggered by an opposite-phase relation between the relative wind velocity and the total 
aerodynamic force acting on the cable (or cylindrical body), or in other words, an in-
phase relation between the relative wind angle of attack and the total aerodynamic force 
acting on the cable (or cylindrical body) as shown in Chapter 5. In addition, the results 
from the nonlinear model in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 suggested that the galloping response 
was not a divergent type, but rather a bounded large amplitude vibration. However, it 
should be noted although such a response characteristics is considered stable 
mathematically, in an engineering sense, a structural failure might occur due to the large 
amplitude response even if it stays bounded.  
2. Impact of unsteady wind: By means of the linearized aerodynamic damping model, it 
was revealed that unsteady wind may increase the risk of galloping by expanding the 
instability zone in terms of increased range of Reynolds number and wind-cable relative 
angle susceptible to galloping. However, the results yielded form Chapters 4 to 6 showed 
that unsteady wind might in fact have a stabilizing effect on the galloping of stay cables. 
The nonlinear models showed that the duration of exposure of the cable to critical wind 
condition was a crucial factor in reaching large amplitude galloping response. Further, 
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it was suggested that the unsteady wind features may be categorized by their frequency 
of fluctuating components. Transient wind can thus be considered as a very low 
frequency component, fluctuations in the mean wind speed may be considered as low 
frequency, and turbulence may be idealized as relatively high frequency components in 
natural wind. A transient wind would expose the cable to the critical condition for a 
relatively short duration of time. It would significantly decrease the galloping response 
amplitude or completely suppress it. To a lesser degree, the fluctuations in the mean 
wind speed would decrease the galloping response amplitude and increase the galloping 
response development time by disrupting the opposite-phase relation between the 
relative velocity and the aerodynamic forces acting on the cable. Turbulence however, 
seems to have a dual effect. Existence of turbulence in the flow would advance the 
emergence of the critical Reynolds number regime which is required for galloping to be 
triggered, whereas the relatively higher frequency fluctuations in the wind speed tend to 
moderately decrease the galloping response amplitude.  
3. The boundary layer type of wind velocity profile: It was shown that the galloping 
response amplitude would not be significantly affected by the presence of boundary 
layer type of wind velocity profile if compared to a uniform wind velocity profile as 
long as the entire cable length was subjected to wind speeds within the critical range. 
However, once a considerable portion of the cable length was not exposed to the critical 
condition, the response amplitude would be significantly reduced.  
4. Impact of cable flexibility and pre-existing motion: It was shown that the galloping 
mechanism had a tendency to excite the first fundamental vibration mode of stay cables 
when they are suddenly exposed to critical conditions. In contrary, when vibrations in 
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higher modes pre-existed, the galloping response would be a combination of the first 
mode and the higher mode that was initially excited with the latter being the dominant 
mode. This would significantly reduce the galloping response amplitude. In particular, 
when the cable was initially excited by a random combination of first five vibration 
modes prior to its exposure to the critical conditions, smaller galloping response 
amplitudes were observed comparing to the case when only a single mode was initially 
excited.  
5. A criterion for stability and impact of viscous damping: The impact of viscous 
damping was studied parametrically in Chapter 4. Results showed that a Scruton number 
greater than 30 would be sufficient to suppress galloping excitations for the studied 
system in Chapter 4. However, it was suggested that the reduced velocity cannot 
uniquely describe the flow conditions. This means that there is more than one avenue to 
yield the same reduced velocity, i.e. by changing either flow velocity or the oscillation 
frequency of the cylindrical body. Since dry inclined cable galloping was found to be 
closely related to the emergence of critical Reynolds number regime, in addition to 
reduced velocity and Scruton number, indication of Reynolds number seems necessary 
for identification of critical conditions of dry inclined cable galloping. This resulted in 
an enclosed instability zone in terms of reduced velocity and Scruton number curves 
since the galloping mechanism would vanish by increasing the Reynolds number to 
post-critical regime.  
Based on the findings in the current study, it was suggested that the most favourable 
conditions for the dry inclined stay cable galloping to occur is a long time exposure to a 
steady and uniform wind velocity profile within the critical Reynolds number range. On 
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the other hand, the presence of either unsteady wind, the boundary layer type of wind 
velocity profile, and pre-existing cable vibrations could deviate the most favourable 
conditions for galloping and result in reduced response amplitude. It is very important to 
note that the likelihood of having all of these favourable conditions for galloping on site is 
very low. This means wind cannot sustain a steady level within the critical range for a long 
duration. In addition, a real stay cable may only be partially located within the critical 
range. Furthermore, due to other external excitations such as deck motion or other wind-
induced excitation mechanisms, stay cables tend to continuously oscillate in higher modes 
with very small to small amplitudes which would significantly decreases the response 
amplitude if the dry inclined cable galloping mechanism is triggered. Therefore, the risk of 
galloping on a real bridge site may be in fact considerably less than that perceived by wind 
tunnel studies. However, as the shown by the results, the possibility of dry inclined stay 
cable galloping should not be totally ignored and countermeasures are to be foreseen.  
7.2 Future work recommendations 
Based on the results presented in this study, future work recommendations are 
proposed as following: 
1. Cable response to more realistic wind generated using real turbulence spectra:  It 
is suggested to investigate the wind-induced response of cable subjected to more 
realistic wind time histories generated using real turbulence spectra such as Kaimal. This 
can be performed using the model proposed in Chapter 6 where the turbulent wind can 
be considered to be uncorrelated along the cable length by introducing random phase 
lag between the sectional aerodynamic forces.  
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2. Impact of spanwise correlation of aerodynamic forces: Previous studies conducted 
on the flow structure surrounding a circular cylinder have suggested that the correlation 
of aerodynamic forces along the span of a circular cylinder is not perfect due to three-
dimensional flow structure (Zdravkovich, 1997; Raeesi et al., 2008). This means that 
the aerodynamic forces acting on different sections of a circular cylinder are not 
necessarily in-phase or acting along the same direction simultaneously which could 
potentially alter the effective aerodynamic force acting on the entire span of the cylinder. 
In particular, this could be the case for stay cables due to their long length and exposure 
to different flow regimes along their span. It is therefore suggested that to conduct 
dynamic wind tunnel experiments on a circular cylinder within different flow regimes 
to measure the correlation of aerodynamic forces along the span of a moving circular 
cylinder and add an approximate mathematical model for the spanwise correlation of 
aerodynamic forces along a moving circular cylinder to the existing model. 
3. Limitations of quasi-steady theory: The proposed models in this study are all based 
on the quasi-steady theory which suggests that the aerodynamic forces on a static 
cylindrical body may be utilized to study the wind-induced galloping of a moving 
cylinder. Although quasi-steady theory have been widely used in modelling the 
galloping phenomenon, limitations of this assumption should be thoroughly studied. For 
instance, by conducting dynamic wind tunnels test on a cylindrical body undergoing 
galloping and simultaneously measuring the surface pressure, aerodynamic forces on a 
cylindrical body excited by the galloping mechanism can be determined and if 
necessary, refinements can be applied to the current proposed models.  
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4. Combined effect of galloping and buffeting: The effect of low-speed fluctuating mean 
wind speed was studied. However, a more realistic scenario is to consider the high 
frequency fluctuations in the wind caused by natural wind turbulence. These high 
frequency wind fluctuations are known to cause buffeting. Therefore, it is suggested to 
study the combined effect of galloping and buffeting on stay cables and their interaction 
with each other.  
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Appendix 1 Derivation of Aerodynamic Damping Ratio 
Expression 
This appendix presents the detailed derivation of aerodynamic damping ratio proposed in 
Chapter 3. In Eq. (3-12), the derivatives of the wind-cylinder relative velocity squared, 
UR
2(t), with respect to the cylinder motion velocity ?̇? is  
𝑑𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
= {2?̇? − 2[(𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡))𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 + ?́?(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾]}     (A1-1) 
In the quasi-steady approach, CL and CD of any arbitrary bluff body are functions of the 
Reynolds number ReR based on the relative velocity; the angle of attack, which is the 
relative angle 𝛾𝑅(𝑡) between UNR(t) and the direction of cylinder motion in the xy-plane 
(refer to Fig. 3-4(c)); and the time dependent wind-cylinder relative angle 𝜑𝑅(𝑡) (refer to 
Fig. 3-4(b)) between the projection of UR(t) in the cylinder-wind plane (the XZ-plane) 
and the cylinder axis, where 
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑𝑅(𝑡) =
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)−𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾̇
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)
          (A1-2) 
Therefore, the derivative of the aerodynamic force coefficient CF (CD or CL) with respect 
to the cylinder motion velocity ?̇? is: 
𝑑𝐶𝐹
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
𝜕𝐶𝐹
𝜕𝑅𝑒𝑅
𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑅
𝑑?̇?
+
𝜕𝐶𝐹
𝜕𝜑𝑅
𝑑𝜑𝑅
𝑑?̇?
+
𝜕𝐶𝐹
𝜕𝛾𝑅
𝑑𝛾𝑅
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
       (A1-3) 
The partial derivatives with respect to ?̇? in Eq. (A1-3) are derived as follows: 
𝑑𝑅𝑒𝑅
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
−𝑅𝑒(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)
{
[𝑈𝑚(𝑡)+?́?(𝑡)]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾+?́?(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
√[𝑈𝑚(𝑡)+?́?(𝑡)]2+?́?2(𝑡)+?́?2(𝑡)
}                  (A1-4a) 
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𝑑𝜑𝑅
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)
                  (A1-4b) 
and since γ is a constant: 
𝑑𝛾𝑅
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
𝑑[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)+𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
𝑑[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)]
𝑑?̇?
=
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
                   (A1-4c) 
Noting that 𝜑𝑅|?̇?=0 = 𝜑(𝑡), 𝛾𝑅|?̇?=0 = 𝛾(𝑡), and 𝑅𝑒𝑅|?̇?=0 = 𝑅𝑒(𝑡), we have 
𝑑𝐶𝐷
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝑅𝑒
[
−𝑅𝑒(𝑡)𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑈(𝑡)
] +
𝜕𝑑𝐶𝐷
𝜕𝜑
[
−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)
] +
𝜕𝐶𝐷
𝛾
[
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
]   (A1-5) 
and 
𝑑𝐶𝐿
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝑅𝑒
[
−𝑅𝑒(𝑡)𝑈∗(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑈(𝑡)
] +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝜑
[
−𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑(𝑡)
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)
] +
𝜕𝐶𝐿
𝜕𝛾
[
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)
]    (A1-6) 
where 
𝑈∗(𝑡) = [𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛾               (A1-7a) 
𝑈(𝑡) = √[𝑈𝑚(𝑡) + ?́?(𝑡)]2 + ?́?(𝑡)2 + ?́?(𝑡)2                (A1-7b) 
From Fig. 4(c), we see that 
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛾𝐷(𝑡) =
𝑈𝑁(𝑡)−?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
         (A1-8) 
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛾𝐷(𝑡) =
?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
            (A1-9) 
and 
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡) =
√𝑈𝑅
2(𝑡) + ?̇?2 − 2?̇?𝑈𝑁(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾|
?̇?=0
=√𝑈𝑚2 (𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜑(𝑡) + ?̇?2 − 2?̇?𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾       
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Substituting Eqs. (A8) and (A9) into the term d[γ
D
(t)+γ] dṙ⁄   in Eq. (12), gives: 
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝛾𝐷(𝑡) + 𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾
𝑑
𝑑?̇?
[
𝑈𝑁(𝑡) − ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
] − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑑
𝑑?̇?
[
?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
]|
?̇?=0
 
where 
𝑑
𝑑?̇?
[
𝑈𝑁(𝑡) − ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
]
?̇?=0
=
−1
𝑈𝑁𝑅
2 (𝑡)
{−𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 − [𝑈𝑁(𝑡) − ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾]
𝑑𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
} 
and 
𝑑
𝑑?̇?
[
?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
]
?̇?=0
=
1
𝑈𝑁𝑅
2 (𝑡)
[𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾 − ?̇?𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾
𝑑𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
] 
Therefore 
𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)+𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
−1
𝑈𝑁𝑅
2 (𝑡)
{𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡) + [𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 + ?̇?]
𝑑𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
}             (A1-10) 
Similarly, 
𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛[𝛾𝐷(𝑡)+𝛾]
𝑑?̇?
|
?̇?=0
=
−1
𝑈𝑁𝑅
2 (𝑡)
{[𝑈𝑚(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(𝑡)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛾]
𝑑𝑈𝑁𝑅(𝑡)
𝑑?̇?
}              (A1-11)  
Now, by substituting Eqs. (3-12), (A1-1), (A1-4), (A1-5), (A1-6), (A1-10), and (A1-
11) into Eq. (3-11) and setting ?̇? = 0, the time dependent aerodynamic damping ratio of an 
oscillating cylinder in unsteady wind can be derived, which is given by Eq. (3-13). 
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Appendix 2 Detailed Design of Wind Tunnel Tests 
Wind tunnel test on an elliptical cylinder was conducted in the Open-Loop wind 
tunnel laboratory at the University of Windsor. The objective of the wind tunnel tests was 
to measure the aerodynamic lift and drag force coefficients of an elliptical cylinder in order 
to provide the required input data for the linear and nonlinear models discussed in Chapter 
5.  
The wind tunnel test section has a size of 1.8m×1.8m. A turntable is located at the 
center of the test section in order to simulate the model subjected to wind from different 
directions. The wind speed in the wind tunnel can be controlled by adjusting the input 
frequency of the AC motor connected to the wind tunnel fan. Figure A2-1 shows the 
relationship between the wind tunnel speed and the frequency of the fan AC motor. 
Therefore, as shown in Figure A2-1, the maximum achievable wind speed in the wind 
tunnel is approximately 15m/s. Using hotwire anemometry, experiments in the empty wind 
tunnel showed that the turbulence intensity is approximately 0.2% whereas the boundary 
layer thickness at the test section is about 0.15m (based on 95% of the mean wind speed).   
 
Figure A2- 1 The relation between the frequency of AC motor and wind tunnel speed 
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The elliptical cylinder model was made of stainless steel and had a uniform cross-
section throughout.  In order to avoid the effect of boundary layer on the force 
measurements, the elliptical cylinder was cut at 1.52 meters to be placed symmetrically 
with respect to the wind tunnel turn table and ceiling. The gaps between the model ends 
and the wind tunnel turn table as well as the ceiling was filled by dummy ends to prevent 
disruption of flow by free ends. The elliptical cross-section of the cylinder had a larger 
diameter of 87mm and a smaller diameter of 58mm, resulting in a diameter ratio of 0.67. 
Dimensions of the elliptical cylinder, its cross-section, and the dummy ends are shown in 
Figure A2-2. 
The aerodynamic force measurement of the elliptical cylinder was conducted using 
a JR3 multi-axis force-torque sensor 30E12A4 placed in the cavity box underneath the turn 
table as shown in Figure A2-3. The sensor was placed between two rigid circular plates. A 
connecting bush was placed on the top aluminium plate which would be connected to the 
elliptical cylinder model for force measurement. Since it was only possible to connect the 
force-torque sensor to one end of the elliptical cylinder, the model was designed to be fixed 
at both ends, so the assumption that the forces exerted on one end of the cylinder are equal 
to half of the total aerodynamic forces acting on the cylinder is valid. For this purpose, the 
cylinder first had to be symmetrically placed inside the wind tunnel due to the boundary 
layer effect so that the aerodynamic force could be assumed uniform along the cylinder 
length. In addition, the support system that connects the cylinder to the force-torque sensor 
at one end and to the wind tunnel ceiling at the other end had to be designed symmetrically.  
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Figure A2- 2 the elliptical cylinder design 
To connect the hollow elliptical cylinder respectively to the force-torque sensor and 
the wind tunnel ceiling at two ends, two elliptical Teflon parts shown in Figure A2-4 were 
made and press fitted into the model ends. Inside of the Teflon parts were threaded in order 
to connect the elliptical cylinder model using threaded connecting rods that are shown in 
87
58
elliptical cross-section
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Figure A2-5. The lower connecting rod would be directly inserted into a connecting bush 
shown in Figure A2-6. This design would allow to transfer the aerodynamic forces to the 
force-torque sensor attached to the model lower end. The detailed design of the lower 
connecting bush is shown in Figure A2-6. 
 
Figure A2- 3 Installation of the force-torque sensor underneath the turntable 
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Figure A2- 4 Detailed design of the Teflon part 
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On the top end however, the model had to be supported by the wind tunnel ceiling. 
The top connecting rod was supported by an upper bush which would connect the elliptical 
cylinder to a plate attached to the wind tunnel ceiling. The detailed design of the upper 
bush and the upper plate are illustrated in Figures A2-7 and A2-8, respectively. The upper 
plate was connected to the wind tunnel ceiling using four long screws. 
 
Figure A2- 5 detailed design of threaded rods 
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Figure A2- 6 detailed design of lower bushing 
Based on the design layout explained, the elliptical cylinder could be considered as 
a cantilever beam which is supported by the threaded rods at its both ends. The weight of 
the elliptical cylinder was only supported by the upper plate and the wind tunnel ceiling. 
Therefore the only forces that were carried to the force-torque sensor were along the wind 
and across the wind direction, i.e. along the x- and y-axes of the force-torque sensor. As 
emphasized earlier, it was important that the elliptical cylinder was placed symmetrically 
in the wind tunnel and the length of the support arms at the top and bottom were equal.  
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Figure A2- 7 Detailed design of upper plate 
 
 
Figure A2- 8 Detailed design of upper bushing 
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The assembly of the elliptical cylinder installation is shown Figures A2-9 and A2-
10. In Figure A2-9, the entire model setup in the wind tunnel is shown. The detailed 
assembly of the support system at the top and the bottom model ends are illustrated in 
Figure A2-10. Each end of the model is 150mm distanced from either the turntable or the 
wind tunnel ceiling. On the other hand, the length of each supporting arm at either the top 
or the bottom of the elliptical cylinder is 120mm. This would ensure that the reaction forces 
at both ends of the model are equal.   
 
Figure A2- 9 Assembly layout of the elliptical cylinder  
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α
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Figure A2- 10 Detailed assembly of the support system at the top and the bottom model ends 
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Appendix 3 Uncertainty Analysis 
The experimental uncertainty in the aerodynamic force measurement comes from 
uncertainty in the wind speed measurement, uncertainty in the force measurement by force-
torque sensor, and uncertainty in the measurement of diameter and length of the elliptical 
cylinder. In this appendix, uncertainty in aerodynamic lift and drag force coefficients is 
estimated by a sensitivity analysis. 
Borrowing Eqs. (5-11a) and (5-11b) from Chapter 5, the aerodynamic force 
coefficients can be expressed by 
𝐶𝐷 = 2(2𝐹𝑥/𝜌𝑈𝑚
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿)                  (A3-1a) 
𝐶𝐿 = 2(2𝐹𝑦/𝜌𝑈𝑚
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿)                  (A3-1b) 
The wind speed Um measurement is done by the Pitot static tube and Dwyer Series 
MS Magnesense® Differential Pressure Transmitter. Using the dynamic pressure relation, 
the wind speed can be expressed as 
 𝑈𝑚
2 =
2𝑃𝑝𝑡
𝜌
           (A3-2) 
where Ppt is the pressure reading from the differential meter. Accordingly, the aerodynamic 
force coefficient can be rearranged as: 
𝐶𝐷 = 2(𝐹𝑑/𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿)                              (A3-3a) 
𝐶𝐿 = 2(𝐹𝑙/𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿)                              (A3-3b) 
The aerodynamic force coefficients are a function of the force-torque sensor reading 
Fx, pressure reading from Pitot static tube Ppt, measured diameter of the cylinder Dl, and 
measured length of the cylinder L. Sensitivity analysis can be done by partial differentiation 
of Eqs. (A3-3) with respect to Fx, Ppt, Dl, and L 
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𝑑𝐶𝑥 =
𝜕𝐶𝑥
𝜕𝐹𝑥
𝑑𝐹𝑥 +
𝜕𝐶𝑥
𝜕𝑃𝑝𝑡
𝑑𝑃𝑝𝑡 +
𝜕𝐶𝑥
𝜕𝐷𝑙
𝑑𝐷𝑙 +
𝜕𝐶𝑥
𝜕𝐿
𝑑𝐿       (A3-4) 
where Cx represents CD or CL. Differentiating results in 
𝑑𝐶𝑥 = (2/𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿)𝑑𝐹𝑥 − (
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿
)𝑑𝑃𝑝𝑡 − (
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙
2𝐿
)𝑑𝐷𝑙 + −(
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿2
)𝑑𝐿   (A3-5) 
This can also be expressed in finite difference form as 
∆𝐶𝑥 = (2/𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿)∆𝐹𝑥 − (
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡
2 𝐷𝑙𝐿
)∆𝑃𝑝𝑡 − (
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙
2𝐿
)∆𝐷𝑙 + −(
2𝐹𝑥
𝑃𝑝𝑡𝐷𝑙𝐿2
)∆𝐿   (A3-6) 
where ∆𝐹𝑥, ∆𝑃𝑝𝑡, ∆𝐷𝑙, and ∆𝐿, are the uncertainties in the measurements of force-torque 
sensor, Pitot tube, cylinder diameter, and cylinder length respectively.  
Using the JR3 force-torques sensor user’s manual, the resolution of force 
measurement along x and y directions, which coincide with drag and lift directions 
respectively, is 0.005N. The accuracy of Dwyer Series MS Magnesense® Differential 
Pressure Transmitter 250kPa range is ±2% of the full range or 5Pa according to the 
Dwyer’s specifications. The length measurement for diameter were done by a caliper with 
resolution of 0.001 inch whereas the cylinder length was measured by tape measure with 
resolution of 1mm. The uncertainty of force measurement, diameter and length 
measurements can be calculated as half of the resolution whereas the uncertainty in 
pressure measurement is equal to the accuracy of differential meter reading. Accordingly, 
the uncertainties are calculated as: ∆𝐹𝑥=0.0025N, ∆𝑃𝑝𝑡=5Pa, ∆𝐷𝑙=0.0000127m, and 
∆𝐿=0.005m.  
A total of 220 tests were conducted, i.e. CD and CL were measured at 22 angles and 
10 wind speeds. For each case, the ∆𝐶𝐷 and ∆𝐶𝐿 uncertainties can be calculated using Eq. 
(A3-6) and the relative uncertainty are then ∆𝐶𝐷/𝐶𝐷  and ∆𝐶𝐿/𝐶𝐿. The results of relative 
uncertainty analysis for each testing case are shown in Tables A3-1 and A3-2, respectively 
for drag and lift force coefficient measurements. The analysis shows that at the two lowest 
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wind speeds, i.e. 3.75m/s and 5m/s, the uncertainty is large, i.e. within 30%. This is mostly 
due to the relatively large uncertainty in the pressure measurement, i.e. 5Pa. At low wind 
speeds where the dynamic pressure is within the range of 10-15 Pa the uncertainty in 
dynamic pressure measurements results in larger overall uncertainty. However, at higher 
wind speeds in which the instability was observed in Chapter 5 and were the region of 
interest in this study, the uncertainty is significantly smaller owing to larger values of 
dynamic pressure. For example, at wind speeds larger than 7.5m/s, i.e. where the instability 
was observed in Chapter 5, the uncertainty was within 6% for 8.75m/s and reduced to 2% 
for wind speed of 15m/s.  
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Table A3-1 Values of relative uncertainty ΔCD/CD versus wind speed Um and angle of attack α 
  Um (m/s) 
  3.75 5 6.25 7.5 8.75 10 11.25 12.5 13.75 15 
α() 
0 37.97% 21.37% 13.66% 9.50% 6.98% 5.34% 4.22% 3.41% 2.82% 2.37% 
5 38.50% 21.14% 13.40% 9.38% 6.81% 5.20% 4.19% 3.34% 2.83% 2.38% 
10 40.35% 21.47% 13.18% 9.32% 6.99% 5.29% 4.11% 3.35% 2.76% 2.37% 
12.5 39.69% 22.12% 12.76% 9.04% 7.01% 5.26% 4.13% 3.39% 2.76% 2.36% 
15 36.54% 21.03% 13.86% 9.58% 7.05% 5.43% 4.29% 3.50% 2.84% 2.40% 
17.5 37.12% 21.36% 14.09% 9.73% 7.16% 5.52% 4.37% 3.56% 2.90% 2.45% 
20 45.71% 23.22% 14.40% 9.51% 7.06% 5.36% 4.25% 3.43% 2.85% 2.43% 
25 39.25% 22.22% 14.06% 9.99% 7.23% 5.46% 4.41% 3.53% 2.87% 2.48% 
30 39.57% 21.75% 13.57% 9.39% 6.91% 5.35% 4.21% 3.45% 2.85% 2.36% 
35 38.69% 21.66% 14.03% 9.51% 6.95% 5.35% 4.20% 3.45% 2.82% 2.42% 
40 38.01% 21.46% 13.86% 9.35% 7.01% 5.35% 4.23% 3.59% 2.82% 2.42% 
42.5 38.23% 22.01% 13.62% 9.66% 7.05% 5.37% 4.34% 3.48% 2.87% 2.45% 
45 38.34% 22.04% 13.98% 9.62% 7.04% 5.46% 4.29% 3.52% 2.88% 2.46% 
50 36.08% 22.88% 14.07% 9.66% 7.11% 5.39% 4.28% 3.46% 2.85% 2.45% 
55 39.01% 22.15% 13.97% 9.57% 7.06% 5.51% 4.33% 3.51% 2.92% 2.44% 
60 41.38% 23.01% 14.11% 9.78% 7.08% 5.54% 4.37% 3.53% 2.91% 2.50% 
65 36.52% 21.00% 13.65% 9.50% 6.90% 5.43% 4.20% 3.47% 2.83% 2.42% 
70 39.66% 21.80% 14.09% 9.53% 6.91% 5.37% 4.29% 3.53% 2.97% 2.50% 
75 44.21% 22.94% 14.28% 9.66% 7.17% 5.58% 4.37% 3.55% 2.94% 2.46% 
80 40.05% 21.87% 14.06% 9.79% 7.18% 5.48% 4.33% 3.54% 2.93% 2.48% 
85 38.97% 21.90% 13.96% 9.60% 6.97% 5.41% 4.34% 3.56% 2.99% 2.55% 
90 38.82% 21.64% 14.01% 9.61% 7.12% 5.51% 4.37% 3.56% 3.02% 2.50% 
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Table A3-2 Values of relative uncertainty ΔCL/CL versus wind speed Um and angle of attack α 
  Um (m/s) 
  3.75 5 6.25 7.5 8.75 10 11.25 12.5 13.75 15 
α() 
0 27.40% 25.08% 11.97% 6.63% 4.58% 3.99% 4.98% 3.97% 2.38% 2.08% 
5 33.03% 17.34% 11.08% 7.76% 5.54% 4.24% 3.50% 2.74% 2.38% 1.99% 
10 39.87% 20.11% 11.84% 8.56% 6.58% 4.96% 3.81% 3.15% 2.61% 2.29% 
12.5 39.30% 21.75% 11.22% 8.21% 6.74% 5.00% 3.94% 3.31% 2.69% 2.36% 
15 33.23% 19.64% 13.37% 9.24% 6.86% 5.36% 4.27% 3.53% 2.85% 2.45% 
17.5 33.76% 19.92% 13.57% 9.37% 6.93% 5.37% 4.27% 3.51% 2.83% 2.43% 
20 52.05% 23.78% 14.35% 9.04% 6.80% 5.13% 4.10% 3.29% 2.76% 2.40% 
25 37.96% 21.73% 13.67% 10.05% 7.16% 5.33% 4.40% 3.48% 2.78% 2.47% 
30 38.81% 20.92% 12.76% 8.83% 6.53% 5.12% 4.01% 3.32% 2.73% 2.22% 
35 36.72% 20.52% 13.49% 8.93% 6.51% 5.03% 3.93% 3.29% 2.64% 2.32% 
40 36.43% 20.70% 13.51% 8.86% 6.77% 5.16% 4.08% 3.63% 2.70% 2.37% 
42.5 36.35% 21.44% 12.84% 9.31% 6.75% 5.11% 4.23% 3.36% 2.77% 2.40% 
45 36.53% 21.56% 13.56% 9.26% 6.75% 5.31% 4.16% 3.45% 2.79% 2.42% 
50 36.61% 23.50% 13.90% 9.44% 6.96% 5.22% 4.17% 3.36% 2.77% 2.43% 
55 37.82% 21.74% 13.51% 9.13% 6.77% 5.37% 4.20% 3.41% 2.85% 2.37% 
60 42.46% 23.45% 13.77% 9.52% 6.80% 5.45% 4.27% 3.44% 2.84% 2.49% 
65 32.62% 19.27% 12.78% 8.93% 6.42% 5.18% 3.91% 3.29% 2.66% 2.32% 
70 38.44% 20.72% 13.53% 8.92% 6.35% 5.02% 4.06% 3.38% 2.90% 2.44% 
75 33.01% 22.88% 13.86% 9.12% 6.82% 5.39% 4.20% 3.40% 2.81% 2.34% 
80 37.32% 19.94% 12.89% 9.02% 6.61% 5.00% 3.95% 3.29% 2.72% 2.32% 
85 33.79% 18.89% 12.10% 8.27% 5.92% 4.58% 3.73% 3.15% 2.69% 2.35% 
90 8.98% 20.23% 4.15% 2.67% 6.30% 80.28% 0.97% 0.45% 0.08% 0.22% 
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Appendix 4 Sample computer codes used 
In this appendix computer codes that were utilized to numerically simulate the 
galloping phenomenon are presented.  
The code used in Chapter 4: 
The following MATLAB® code were used in Chapter 4 in order to solve the 
nonlinear equations of motion of a cylindrical body subjected to wind: 
%This code numerically solves the equations of motion of a 2D cylinder 
subjected to wind using a 4th order Runge-Kutta finite difference 
scheme.  
clear all;    
clc; 
%================flow and ambient properties=================== 
P_amb=100367.6323; 
T_amb=293.15; 
R=287.05; %Gas constant 
Density = P_amb/(R*T_amb); %Density 
nu=1.49104E-5;   %kinematic viscosity 
mu=1.92e-5;   %dynamic viscosity 
  
a=2;  %1 for NRC data 2 for ESDU data 
  
%=======================inputs========================== 
Um=32;  % mean wind speed 
 Ftu=10;   %unsteady wind compoenets frequency 
Ftv=10; 
Ftw=10; 
 wtu=2*pi*Ftu; 
wtv=2*pi*Ftv; 
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wtw=2*pi*Ftw; 
  
Turbx=0;        % Turbulnce intensity in x 
Turby=0;        % Turbulnce intensity in y 
Turbz=0;        % Turbulnce intensity in z 
 D=0.18;  %diameter 
mass=90; %mass per length 
Phi_r=60;  %wind cylinder relative angel 
 gamma=0;   %direction of r with respect to Umsin(phi) (normal 
component of flow) 
F=0.86; 
Zst=0; 
%=============================time 
variables================================ 
t=0:0.01:300; 
o=length(t); 
h=t(2)-t(1); 
%==============================wind 
model=============================== 
  
Turb=0;%sqrt(Turbx^2+Turby^2+Turbz^2);             % turbulence 
intensity 
Lu=1;           %turbulnce length scale 
% phasex=rand(1)*2*pi; 
% phasey=rand(1)*2*pi; 
% phasez=rand(1)*2*pi; 
 phasex=0; 
phasey=0; 
phasez=0; 
 up=zeros(1,o); 
vp=zeros(1,o); 
wp=zeros(1,o); 
Utr=zeros(1,o); 
Uttr=zeros(1,o); 
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Phitr=zeros(1,o); 
 
Phitr(1)=Phi_r; 
Uttr(1)=sqrt(((Um+up(1))*sind(Phitr(1))+wp(1)*cosd(Phitr(1)))^2+vp(1)^2
+((-Um+up(1))*cosd(Phitr(1))+wp(1)*sind(Phitr(1)))^2); 
  
for k=1:o 
    up(k)=Um*Turbx*sin(wtu*t(k)); 
    vp(k)=Um*Turby*sin(wtv*t(k)); 
    wp(k)=Um*Turbz*sin(wtw*t(k)); 
    Utr(k)=((Um+up(k))^2+(vp(k))^2+(wp(k))^2)^.5; 
end; 
 %======================controling 
variables=============================== 
 switch a 
    case 1 
        [Cd, Cl, Re, Phi_s]=NRCload; 
        y=closest(Phi_s,Phi_r); 
        Phi=Phi_s(y); 
    case 2 
        Phi=Phi_r; 
end 
Fr=F;  %natural freqeuncy of first mode in r direction 
Fs=F;  %natural freqeuncy of first mode in s direction 
wr=2*pi*Fr; 
ws=2*pi*Fs; 
Zs=Zst; 
kk=8;         % convergence criterion control variable (number of peaks 
to be averaged) 
%========================prblem 
variables================================== 
X0=[0;   %initial conditions 
    0; 
    0; 
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    0]; 
X=zeros(4,o);     % displace ment and velocity field first and second 
row are r and s displacement and 3rd and 4th are r and s velocity 
X(:,1)=X0; 
R=zeros(4,o);     % total displacement 
Rer=zeros(1,o);         % relative Reynolds number based on Ur 
Renr=zeros(1,o); 
Rer_eff=zeros(1,o); 
Cd_r=zeros(1,o);        % drag force based on Ur at each time step 
Cl_r=zeros(1,o);        % LIFT force based on Ur at each time step 
  
Ccr=2*mass*Zs*wr; 
Ccs=2*mass*Zs*ws; 
MMr=mass*wr^2; 
MMs=mass*ws^2; 
  
A=[1 0 0 0; 
    0 1 0 0; 
    0 0 mass 0; 
    0 0 0 mass;]; 
B=zeros(4,4); 
C=zeros(4,1); 
nor=0;  %convergence control 
nos=0;  %convergence control 
Xpr=zeros(1,o*F); 
Xps=zeros(1,o*F); 
%===================================calculation for initial 
condition======================= 
Unr=(Utr(1)^2*sind(Phitr(1))^2+X(3,1)^2+X(4,1)^2-
2*Utr(1)*sind(Phitr(1))*(X(3,1)*cosd(gamma)+X(4,1)*sind(gamma)))^0.5;  
% normal component of relative velocity 
Ur=((Um+up(1))^2+vp(1)^2+wp(1)^2+X(3,1)^2+X(4,1)^2-
2*X(3,1)*((Um+up(1))*sind(Phitr(1))*cosd(gamma)+vp(1)*sind(gamma)+wp(1)
*cosd(Phitr(1))*sind(gamma))+... 
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    -2*X(4,1)*((Um+up(1))*sind(Phitr(1))*sind(gamma)-
vp(1)*cosd(gamma)+wp(1)*cosd(Phitr(1))*cosd(gamma)))^0.5;  %relative 
velocity 
Renr(1)=Unr*D/nu; 
Rer(1)=Ur*D/nu; 
%=============lift and drag calculation for initial 
condition================== 
switch a 
    case 1 
        [CdI,ClI]=NRC(Rer(1), Phitr(1),Re, Phi_s, Cd, Cl); 
    case 2 
        [CdI, ClI, Re_eff]=ESDU(Rer(1),Phitr(1),Turb,Turbx,Lu,D); 
        Rer_eff(1)=Re_eff; 
end; 
Cd_r(1)=CdI; 
Cl_r(1)=ClI; 
%======================RK4 solver============================== 
tic 
for k=1:o-1 
    %==========runge kutta method======== 
    % ==================================step 
1======================================= 
    K1=h.*(A^-1*C-A^-1*B*X(:,k)); %RK4 variable 
    Xh=X(:,k)+1/2*K1; %h indices show intermediate values for variables 
for each step of RK4 
    
Uttr(k)=sqrt(((Um+up(k))*sind(Phi_r)+wp(k)*cosd(Phi_r))^2+vp(k)^2+((-
Um+up(k))*cosd(Phi_r)+wp(k)*sind(Phi_r))^2);       %unstady wind speed 
in xyz coordinate system 
        
Utrh=((Um+(Um*Turbx*sin(wtu*(t(k)+.5*h))))^2+(Um*Turby*sin(wtv*(t(k)+.5
*h)))^2+(Um*Turbz*sin(wtw*(t(k)+.5*h)))^2)^.5; 
    Unrh=(Utrh^2*sind(Phitr(k))^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*(Xh(3)*cosd(gamma)+Xh(4)*sind(gamma)))^0.5; 
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    Urh=((Um+up(k))^2+vp(k)^2+wp(k)^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Xh(3)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)+vp(k)*sind(gamma)+wp(k)*
cosd(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma))+... 
        -2*Xh(4)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma)-
vp(k)*cosd(gamma)+wp(k)*cosd(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)))^0.5; 
     
    UUh=Urh^2/Unrh; 
    %UUh=Unrh; 
    Bh=[0 0 -1 0; 
        0 0 0 -1; 
        MMr 0 (Ccr+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh)) (0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UUh)); 
        0 MMs (-0.5*Density*ClI*(UUh)) (Ccs+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh));]; 
    % 
    Ch=[0; 
        0; 
        
0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*cosd(gamma)+ClI*sind(gamma
)); 
        0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*sind(gamma)-
ClI*cosd(gamma));]; 
    %==============================step 2============================== 
    K2=h.*(A^-1*Ch-A^-1*Bh*Xh); 
     
    Xh=X(:,k)+1/2*K2; 
    Unrh=(Utrh^2*sind(Phitr(k))^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*(Xh(3)*cosd(gamma)+Xh(4)*sind(gamma)))^0.5; 
    Urh=((Um+up(k))^2+vp(k)^2+wp(k)^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Xh(3)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)+vp(k)*sind(gamma)+wp(k)*
cosd(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma))+... 
        -2*Xh(4)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma)-
vp(k)*cosd(gamma)+wp(k)*cosd(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)))^0.5; 
     
    UUh=Urh^2/Unrh; 
    %UUh=Unrh; 
     
    Bh=[0 0 -1 0; 
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        0 0 0 -1; 
        MMr 0 (Ccr+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh)) (0.5*Density*ClI*D*(UUh)); 
        0 MMs (-0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UUh)*D) 
(Ccs+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh));]; 
     
    Ch=[0; 
        0; 
        
0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*cosd(gamma)+ClI*sind(gamma
)); 
        0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*sind(gamma)-
ClI*cosd(gamma));]; 
    %==========================step 
3==================================== 
    K3=h.*(A^-1*Ch-A^-1*Bh*Xh); 
     
    Xh=X(:,k)+K3; 
    Unrh=(Utr(k+1)^2*sind(Phitr(k))^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Utr(k+1)*sind(Phitr(k))*(Xh(3)*cosd(gamma)+Xh(4)*sind(gamma)))^0.5; 
    Urh=((Um+up(k))^2+vp(k)^2+wp(k)^2+Xh(3)^2+Xh(4)^2-
2*Xh(3)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)+vp(k)*sind(gamma)+wp(k)*
cosd(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma))+... 
        -2*Xh(4)*((Um+up(k))*sind(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma)-
vp(k)*cosd(gamma)+wp(k)*cosd(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)))^0.5; 
    UUh=Urh^2/Unrh; 
    %UUh=Unrh; 
     
    Bh=[0 0 -1 0; 
        0 0 0 -1; 
        MMr 0 (Ccr+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh)) (0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UUh)); 
        0 MMs (-0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UUh)) 
(Ccs+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UUh));]; 
     
    Ch=[0; 
        0; 
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0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*cosd(gamma)+ClI*sind(gamma
)); 
        0.5*Density*(UUh)*Utrh*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*sind(gamma)-
ClI*cosd(gamma));]; 
    %=================================step 
4=================================== 
    K4=h.*(A^-1*Ch-A^-1*Bh*Xh); 
     
    
Phitr(k+1)=acosd(abs((((Um+up(k))*cosd(Phi_r))+wp(k)*sind(Phi_r))/Utr(k
))); 
    X(:,k+1)=X(:,k)+1/6*(K1+2.*K2+2.*K3+K4); 
    R(k+1)=sqrt(X(1,k).^2+X(2,k).^2); 
     
    Unr=(Utr(k+1)^2*sind(Phitr(k))^2+X(3,k+1)^2+X(4,k+1)^2-
2*Utr(k+1)*sind(Phitr(k))*(X(3,k+1)*cosd(gamma)+X(4,k+1)*sind(gamma)))^
0.5; 
     
    Ur=((Um+up(k+1))^2+vp(k+1)^2+wp(k+1)^2+X(3,k+1)^2+X(4,k+1)^2-
2*X(3,k+1)*((Um+up(k+1))*sind(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)+vp(k+1)*sind(gamma)
+wp(k+1)*cosd(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma))+... 
        -2*X(4,k+1)*((Um+up(k+1))*sind(Phitr(k))*sind(gamma)-
vp(k+1)*cosd(gamma)+wp(k+1)*cosd(Phitr(k))*cosd(gamma)))^0.5; 
     
    UU=Ur^2/Unr; 
    %UU=Unr; 
    Renr(k)=Unr*D/nu; 
    Rer(k)=Ur*D/nu; 
    %==============================end of 
RK4================================ 
    %================updating lift and drag===================== 
    if rem(k, 5)==0 
        switch a 
            case 1 
               [CdI,ClI]=NRC(Rer(k), Phitr(k),Re, Phi_s, Cd, Cl); 
            case 2 
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                [CdI, ClI, 
Re_eff]=ESDU(Rer(k),Phitr(k),Turb,Turbx,Lu,D); 
                Rer_eff(k)=Re_eff; 
        end; 
    end 
     
    CdI=1.2; 
     
    Cd_r(k)=CdI;  % recording lift and darg 
    Cl_r(k)=ClI;  % recording lift and darg 
     
    
    %==================assigning new values for the next time 
step=============== 
    B=[0 0 -1 0; 
        0 0 0 -1; 
        MMr 0 (Ccr+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UU)) (0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UU)); 
        0 MMs (-0.5*Density*D*ClI*(UU)) (Ccs+0.5*Density*D*CdI*(UU));]; 
     
    C=[0; 
        0; 
        
0.5*Density*(UU)*Utr(k+1)*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*cosd(gamma)+ClI*sind(ga
mma)); 
        0.5*Density*(UU)*Utr(k+1)*sind(Phitr(k))*D*(CdI*sind(gamma)-
ClI*cosd(gamma));]; 
     
    %===================convergence 
criterion============================== 
%     cnt=0; 
%      
%      
%     if k>2999 
%          
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%         if rem(k,3000)==0 
%             [Rpeak T]=findpeaks(R(k-2999:k),'minpeakheight',mean(R(k-
2999:k)));                %peak finder 
%             nop=length(Rpeak);                          %number of 
peaks 
%             Rp=sum(Rpeak(nop-kk+1:nop))/(kk);           %takes the 
last kk number of peaks average 
%             RRp=sum(Rpeak(nop-2*kk+1:nop-kk))/(kk);     %takes the 
last 2*kk until kk number of peaks average 
%             amp=max((max(X(1,:))-min(X(1,:))),(max(X(2,:))-
min(X(2,:))))/D; 
%                        
%          end; 
%          
%     end 
end; 
  
dec=0; 
toc 
%=======================end of RK4 solver====================== 
%===================shortening response to convergence point==== 
X=X(:,1:k); 
t=t(1:k); 
Cd_r=Cd_r(1:k); 
Cl_r=Cl_r(1:k); 
Rer=Rer(1:k); 
Renr=Renr(1:k); 
toc 
%=======================end of RK4 solver====================== 
%===================shortening response to convergence point==== 
X=X(:,1:k); 
t=t(1:k); 
Cd_r=Cd_r(1:k); 
Cl_r=Cl_r(1:k); 
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Rer=Rer(1:k); 
Renr=Renr(1:k); 
Rer_eff=Rer_eff(1:k); 
%============================peak to peak amplitude ================ 
R=sqrt(X(1,:).^2+X(2,:).^2);           %resultant motion vector 
ANGEL=acosd(X(1,:)./R);                %resultant motion vector 
  
%Ap2p=amp; %peak to peak amplitude 
Sc=mass*Zs/(Density*D^2);          %Scruton number 
Ureduced=Um/(Fr*D);                % Reduced velocity 
  
% display('Ap2p='); 
% display(Ap2p); 
display(Sc) 
display(Ureduced) 
  
%=======================plotting time history and =============== 
p=1; 
q=1; %type of plot (1 for time history 2 for motion trajectory 3 for 
resultant and angel of response) 
switch q 
    case 1 
        plot(t,X(p,:)); 
    case 2 
        plot(X(1,:),X(2,:)); 
    case 3 
        plot(R,ANGEL); 
end; 
grid on; 
set(gcf,'NextPlot','new'); 
%=========================power spectra of 
response====================== 
NFFT=2^(nextpow2(length(t))+1); 
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Fsa=1/h; 
Y=fft(X(p,:),NFFT); 
f = Fsa/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 
Y=Y.*conj(Y); 
plot(f(1:length(f)),Y(1:NFFT/2+1)); 
grid on; 
set(gcf,'NextPlot','new'); 
%=============================end of 
code================================= 
The code used in Chapter 6: 
The following code in MATLAB® was used in Chapter 6 to predict the galloping of 
flexible stay cable: 
%====This code solves eauations of motion of a flexible cable 
%====under galloping excitation 
clc 
clear all 
%========11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=========
=== 
%=================================INPUT 
MODULE============================== 
global g Density nu D C Phi Zdeck  Z dx dt nx nt MH MEI MMC n      % 
global variables 
g=9.81;  %gravitational constant 
%==================air characteristics======================== 
Density = 1.2;   %Density 
nu=1.51748E-5;   %kinematic viscosity 
%====================Cable characteristics 
inputs=============================== 
global solvewhat 
solvewhat=menu('Do want to simulate free vibration or vibration under 
wind effect?','Free Vibration','Vibration Under Wind'); 
inputtype=menu('Do you want to choose cable and wind parameters or use 
default values\n','Choose','Use default Values'); 
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ifsave=menu('Do you want to save results in a .mat file','yes','no'); 
  
if inputtype==1 
    prompt = {'Inclination angle (phi)', 'Cable lenght (L)' , 'Cable 
Diameter (D)' , ... 
        'Cable flexural rigidity (EI)','Youngs modules (E)','Cable 
along the cord tension (H)','mass per unit length of cable (mc)','C; 
uniform structural damping','Deck elevation(m)'}; 
    name = 'Input parameters'; 
    numlines = 1; 
    defaultanswer = {'45' , '100' , '0.15' , '1.8e9' , '5e9','2e6' , 
'90','0','34'}; 
    options.Resize = 'on'; 
    options.WindowStyle = 'normal'; 
    options.Interpreter = 'tex'; 
     
    answer = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultanswer,options); 
     
    Phi=str2double(answer{1}); 
    L=str2double(answer{2}); 
    D=str2double(answer{3}); 
    EI=str2double(answer{4}); 
    E=str2double(answer{5}); 
    H=str2double(answer{6}); 
    mc=str2double(answer{7}); 
    C=str2double(answer{8}); 
    Zdeck=str2double(answer{9}); 
    clear answer 
     
    %=============Solution method================================= 
    SolutionMethod=menu('choose a solution method?','Explicit','4th 
order Runge-Kutta','Implicit'); 
    %=================element size and time step================= 
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    prompt = {'number of elements' , 'time step (seconds)','duration of 
simulation (seconds)'}; 
    name = 'Input parameters'; 
    numlines = 1; 
    defaultanswer = {'200' , '0.01','10'}; 
     
    options.Resize = 'on'; 
    options.WindowStyle = 'normal'; 
    options.Interpreter = 'tex'; 
     
    answer = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultanswer,options); 
     
    ne=str2double(answer{1}); 
    dt=str2double(answer{2}); 
    ts=str2double(answer{3}); 
     
    clear answer 
    %=================Wind Model Inputs=============================== 
    WindModelType=menu('choose a wind model','Steady uniform','Steady 
atmospheric bounday layer','Unsteady sinosuidal', 'Unsteady imported 
from file'); 
     
    prompt = {'Wind Speed at deck level' , 'Wind Speed at Tower','Wind 
skew angle','Uo/U for unsteady wind','wt; frequency of sinusoidal wind 
','Address of Unstead wind data m file'}; 
    name = 'Input parameters'; 
    numlines = 1; 
    defaultanswer = {'30' , '35','30','0','0','c:\'}; 
     
    options.Resize = 'on'; 
    options.WindowStyle = 'normal'; 
    options.Interpreter = 'tex'; 
     
    answer = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultanswer,options); 
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    Udeck=str2double(answer{1}); 
    Utower=str2double(answer{2}); 
    Beta=str2double(answer{3}); 
    U0U=str2double(answer{4}); 
    options.Interpreter = 'tex'; 
     
    answer = inputdlg(prompt,name,numlines,defaultanswer,options); 
     
    AddressOutput=(answer{1}); 
else 
    BC=-7;  %boundary condition type 
     
    %     H=2.90360e6;   %Cable 1 
    %     E=1.5988e10; 
    %     A=7.8507e-3; 
    %     I=4.9535e-6; 
    % 
    %     H=0.72590e6;   %Cable 2 
    %     E=1.7186e10; 
    %     A=7.600e-3; 
    %     I=4.60977e-6; 
     
    %     H=26.13254e6;   %Cable 3 
    %     E=2.0826e13; 
    %     A=7.8633e-3; 
    %     I=4.9204e-6; 
    % 
    %     H=0.72590e6;    %Cable 4 
    %     E=4.7834e8; 
    %     A=2.7345e-1; 
    %     I=5.9506e-3; 
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    load Input_No1.mat 
    caseno=4; 
    C=C(caseno); 
    EI=EI(caseno); 
    H=H(caseno); 
%     H=3.05e6; 
%     mc=60; 
    C=C/48; 
    Zdeck=80; 
    Phi=60;     
     
    SolutionMethod=3; 
    ne=50; 
    dt=0.01; 
    ts=30; 
    WindModelType=5; % #1 Uniform steady, #2 power law steady, #3 
linear steady, #4 sinusoidal steady, #5 power law with noise, #6 
increasing decreasing, #7 increasing decreasing 
    Udeck=31; 
    Utower=31; 
    alpha=0.01; 
    Beta=0; 
    U0U=.2; 
    ft=0.891; 
    filelocation='Udeck_31_Noise1_filtered_02Hz.mat'; 
     
end 
  
%=================================END OF INPUT 
MODULE===================== 
  
%========22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222=========
=== 
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%=============================STATIC CALCULATION MODULE=============== 
%===========================Coordinate system definition=============== 
%========x y z are the local coordinates located at lower end of the 
cable 
%========X Y Z are the global coordinates located at lower end of the 
cable 
%===while z axis is downward and normal to the cable cord, Z axis is 
%upoward opposite of g direction. x and X axis have Phi degrees 
difference 
%and therefore y and Y have opposite directions. 
dx=L/ne;   %element size 
x=0:dx:L;  % x vector 
t=0:dt:ts;  %time vector 
X=x.*cosd(Phi);  %X vector 
nx=length(x); 
nt=length(t); 
%=================================static cable calculations 
(analytical)=== 
[z, d2zdx2]=STATIC_SOLUTION(Phi,L,H,mc,x);  % output of this function 
is the z displacement under self-weght 
Z=x.*sind(Phi)-z.*sind(Phi);                 % CONVERSION OF coordinate 
to Z 
cord=x.*sind(Phi);                % calculation of cable cord 
coordinates 
%y(1:length(x))=0;                  % y coordinates in static 
equilibrium 
Area=pi*D^2/4; 
Fs=1/dt; 
dsag=abs(max(z));                   %sag calculated from static 
equations 
dsagf=mc*g*L^2*cosd(Phi)/(8*H);     %sag computed by Fujino's or Irvine 
formula 
Le=L*(1+8*(dsag/L)^2);              %effective lenght according to 
Fujino's paper 
hcoef=8*dsag*EA/(Le*L^2);       %additional tension integral 
coeeficients h=hcoef*hI 
lambda2=(mc*g*cosd(Phi)*L/H)^2*L/(H*Le/EA); 
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zeta=L*(H/EI)^.5; 
f1ts=(H/mc)^0.5/(2*L); 
%======================================================================
==== 
%=============================END OF STATIC CALCULATION 
MODULE============= 
  
%========33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333=========
==== 
%=============DEFINING VARIABLES 
MODULE==================================== 
%=============MAIN 
VARIABLE================================================ 
%hI=zeros(1,length(t));              %Integral for calculation of 
additional tension 
%================================VARIABLES BASED ON NODAL 
VALUES=========== 
U.t=t; 
U.x=x; 
U.history=zeros(3,length(x),length(t));   %wind speed vector 
V.x=x; 
V.disp=zeros(3,length(x),3);  %DISPLACEMENT FIELD 
V.velocity=zeros(3,length(x),length(t));%cable node velocity Vector 
% UV=zeros(3,length(x),length(t));  %UNIT vectors 
% UR.vector=zeros(3,length(x),length(t)); %node Relative Velocity 
Vector 
% UR.mag=zeros(length(x),length(t));  %MAGNITUDE of relative velocity 
for cable element 
% UR.normal=zeros(3,length(x),length(t));   %normal relative velocity 
% Theta=zeros(length(x),length(t));  %Relative angle between cable 
elements and UR 
% Thetax=zeros(length(x),length(t));  %Relative angle between wind 
force and x axis 
% Thetay=zeros(length(x),length(t));  %Relative angle between wind 
force and y axis 
% Thetaz=zeros(length(x),length(t));  %Relative angle between wind 
force and z axis 
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Cd=zeros(length(x),1);    %cable element drag coefficient 
Cl=zeros(length(x),1);    %cable element lift coefficient 
n=1; 
% Cd(:)=1.2; 
% Cl(:)=0; 
% ReynoldsR=zeros(length(x),length(t));   % %cable element relative 
Reynolds number 
%ReR_eff=zeros(length(x),1);   % %cable element effective relative 
Reynolds number 
% Fwind=zeros(length(x),length(t));    %cable element total wind force 
%CenterDisp=zeros(1,nt); 
%CenterDisp(1)=V.disp(3,round(nx/2),1); 
%QuarterDisp=zeros(1,nt); 
%QuarterDisp(1)=V.disp(3,round(nx/4),1); 
CableProfile=zeros(nx,nt); 
%CableProfileY=zeros(nx,nt); 
%CableProfile(:,1)=V.disp(3,:,1); 
CenterVelocity=zeros(1,nt); 
%CenterVelocity(1)=V.velocity(3,round(nx/2),1); 
CdCenter=zeros(1,nt); 
URC=zeros(1,nt); 
Fc=zeros(1,nt); 
%Nvh=zeros(1,nt); 
%ThetazC=zeros(1,nt); 
%ThetaC=zeros(1,nt); 
%hH=zeros(1,nt); 
%CdH=zeros(length(x),nt); 
%URmagC=zeros(1,nt); 
%Re_effC=zeros(1,nt); 
%yCenterDisp=zeros(1,nt); 
%Velocity=zeros(3,ne+1,nt); 
%=======================CONSTANTS======================================
=== 
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MEI=EI*eye(2);  %constant matrix of flexural rigidity 
MH=H*eye(2);    %constant matrix of CABLE TENSION 
MMC=mc*eye(2);  %constant matrix of CABLE MASS PER UNIT LENGTH 
% MEI(1,1)=0; 
% MH(1,1)=0; 
% MMC(1,1)=0; 
%======================time varting matrices in 
solution=================== 
%MF=zeros(2,2,length(x),length(t)); 
%MRHS=zeros(2,1,length(x),length(t)); 
%========44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444=========
=== 
%=================================WIND MODEL BUILDER 
MODULE=============== 
U=WindModel( 
U,Udeck,Utower,alpha,Beta,WindModelType,Zdeck,L,Phi,dt,ts,ft,U0U); 
  
if WindModelType<4 
    Uhistory=U.history; 
    clear U.hisotory; 
    for i=1:nt 
        U.history(:,:,i)=Uhistory; 
    end 
end 
  
t=U.t;   %if the time vecor has changed it will be updated 
%=====================END OF WIND MODEL BUILDER 
MODEULE==================== 
  
%========55555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555=========
==== 
%======================INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITION BUILDER 
MODULE======= 
%=======================INITIAL 
CONDITION================================== 
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%initialVelocityZ=zeros(1,nx); 
%initialVelocityZ(round(nx/2))=1; 
%initialz(1:round(nx/2))=0.2.*x(1:round(nx/2))./L; 
%initialz(round(nx/2)+1:nx)=0.2.*((-x(round(nx/2)+1:nx))./L+1); 
A=D/2.*rand(1,5); 
%initialz=0.1.*(sind(1*180*x./L));%+0.1.*(sind(3*180*x./L));%+A(3)*(sin
d(3*180*x./L))+A(4).*(sind(4*180*x./L))+A(5).*(sind(5*180*x./L));%+0.15
.*(sind(6*180*x./L))+0.15.*(sind(7*180*x./L));%+0.1.*(sind(8*180*x./L))
+0.1.*(sind(9*180*x./L))+0.1.*(sind(10*180*x./L)); 
%0.2.*(sind(180*x./L))+0.2.*(sind(2*180*x./L))+0.15.*(sind(3*180*x./L)) 
y=0; 
initialz=0; 
if solvewhat==1            % if the problem is free vibration then 
cable initial concition is along the cord 
     
    V.disp(1,:,1)=x; 
    V.disp(2,:,1)=y; 
    V.disp(3,:,1)=initialz; 
    V.velocity(1,:,1)=0; 
    V.velocity(2,:,1)=0; 
    V.velocity(3,:,1)=0;%initialVelocityZ; 
elseif solvewhat==2 % if the problem in free vibration then cable 
initial concition is along the static equilibrium 
    V.disp(1,:,1)=x; 
    V.disp(2,:,1)=y; 
    V.disp(3,:,1)=initialz; 
    V.velocity(1,:,1)=0; 
    V.velocity(2,:,1)=0; 
    V.velocity(3,:,1)=0;%initialVelocitZ; 
end 
iVvelocity=V.velocity(:,:,1);   %initial velocity vector 
  
[Ti, Xi]=meshgrid(1:1:3,x);   %x location of nodes does not change 
V.disp(1,:,:)=Xi;         %x location of nodes does not change 
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%========================Boundary 
Condition================================ 
V.disp(3,1,:)=0;   % lower end 
V.disp(3,nx,:)=0; %upper end 
%========================END OF INITAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITION 
MODULE======= 
  
%========6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666==========
==== 
%===========================Initiation of solution at time instant 
1======= 
 %===========================ELEMENT COORDINATE BUILDER============== 
ti=1;  %time instanttor 
Uhistory=U.history(:,:,ti); 
UV=UnitVectorFinder(V.disp(:,:,1)); 
Ze(:,ti)=Zdeck+Z-V.disp(3,:,ti).*cosd(Phi); 
%==========================Relative Velocity 
Vector======================== 
[ UR.vector, UR.mag ] = 
RelativeVelocity(V.disp,V.velocity,U.history(:,:,ti),U.Z,Z,Phi); 
%=========================Relative Angle 
Theta============================= 
Theta=RelativeAngle( UR.vector,UR.mag,UV); 
%==========================added 
tension=================================== 
hI=hIntegral(V.x,V.disp(:,:,ti));  %added tension integral 
h=hcoef.*hI;           %added tension 
hH(ti)=h; 
%==================Normal Relative Velocity================== 
[ UNR,Thetay,Thetaz] = NormalRelativeAngel( UR.vector,UV,Theta); 
%==========================Wind 
Forces===================================== 
St=0.2; 
Fv=(UR.mag).*(St/D); 
Tv=1./Fv; 
Nv=round(Tv./dt); 
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ReynoldsR=(UR.mag.*D)./nu;  %relative Re 
[Cd(:,ti),Cl,ReR_eff(:,ti)]=AeroForces(ReynoldsR,Theta,Cd,Cl,Nv,ti);   
%aerodynamic forces and effective Reynolds number 
Fwind=1/2*Density.*Cd(:,ti).*D.*UR.mag.^2; 
  
%================wind history checker======================= 
VV=zeros(1,nt); 
for i=1:nt 
    VV(i)=U.history(3,1,i)/sind(Phi); 
end 
%=========================SOLUTION=====================================
==== 
  
  
if SolutionMethod ==1 
    SOLVER='ExplicitSolver'; 
elseif SolutionMethod==2 
    SOLVER='RK4Solver'; 
elseif SolutionMethod==3 
    SOLVER='IMPLICITSOLVER'; 
end 
  
%CenterDisp(ti)=V.disp(3,round(nx/2),ti); 
  
tic 
if solvewhat==1             % free vibration solver 
    %clear Theta Cl ReR_eff ReynoldsR Fwind UR 
     
    for ti=2:nt 
        simulationtime=ti*dt; 
        if ti==2 
            n=1; 
        else 
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            n=2; 
        end 
        Uhistory=U.history(:,:,ti); 
        hr=h; 
        %MH=(H+h).*eye(2); 
        %[V.disp, V.velocity]=IMPLICITSOLVER( 
V.disp(:,:,1:n),V.velocity(:,:,1:n),iVvelocity,U.Z,U.history(:,:,1),Cd,
h,Thetay,Thetaz,ti,d2zdx2,n);   %solver 
        [V.disp, 
V.velocity]=ExplicitSolver(V.disp(:,:,1:n),V.velocity(:,:,1:n),iVveloci
ty,U.Z,Uhistory,Cd,h,Thetay,Thetaz,ti,d2zdx2,n);   %solver 
         
        hI=hIntegral(V.x,V.disp);      %updating additional tension 
integral 
        h=(hcoef*hI);                %updating additional tension 
                 
        hH(ti)=h; 
        if n==1 
            V.disp(:,:,1)=V.disp(:,:,2); 
            V.velocity(:,:,1)=V.velocity(:,:,2); 
        else 
            V.disp(:,:,1)=V.disp(:,:,2); 
            V.disp(:,:,2)=V.disp(:,:,3); 
            V.velocity(:,:,1)=V.velocity(:,:,2); 
        end 
         
        %CenterDisp(ti)=V.disp(3,round(nx/2),n+1); 
        %QuarterDisp(ti)=V.disp(3,round(nx/4),n+1); 
        CableProfile(:,ti)=V.disp(3,:,n+1); 
        CenterVelocity(ti)=V.velocity(3,round(nx/2),n); 
        %yCenterDisp(ti)=V.disp(2,round(nx/2),n+1); 
        if rem(ti,2000)==0 
             
            display(simulationtime); 
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            display('seconds') 
        end 
                
    end 
     
elseif solvewhat==2  %vibration under wind effect 
    for ti=2:nt 
                simulationtime=ti*dt; 
        if ti==2 
            n=1; 
        else 
            n=2; 
        end 
        Uhistory=U.history(:,:,ti); 
         
        Vdisp=V.disp(3,:,end); 
        %MH=(H+h).*eye(2); 
        %[V.disp, V.velocity]=IMPLICITSOLVERR( 
V.disp(:,:,1:n),V.velocity(:,:,1:n),iVvelocity,U.Z,UR.vector,Cd,h,Theta
y,Thetaz,ti,d2zdx2,n);   %solver 
        [V.disp, V.velocity]=ExplicitSolver( 
V.disp(:,:,1:n),V.velocity(:,:,1:n),iVvelocity,U.Z,Uhistory,Cd,h,Thetay
,Thetaz,ti,d2zdx2,n);   %solver 
         
        hI=hIntegral(V.x,V.disp);      %updating additional tension 
integral 
        h=(hcoef*hI);                %updating additional tension 
                
        UV=UnitVectorFinder(V.disp);   %updating unit vectors for each 
node 
                [UR.vector, UR.mag ] = 
RelativeVelocity(V.disp,V.velocity,U.history(:,:,ti),U.Z,Z,Phi);       
%updating relative velocity 
        
        Theta=RelativeAngle(UR.vector,UR.mag,UV);   %updating relative 
angle 
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        [UNR,Thetay,Thetaz] = NormalRelativeAngel( UR.vector,UV,Theta);   
%updating relative angle to x,yz coordinates 
        ReynoldsR=(UR.mag.*D)./nu;  %updating relative Reynolds number 
        Fv=(UR.mag).*(St/D); 
        Tv=1./Fv; 
        Nv=round(Tv./dt); 
        [Cd,Cl, Re_eff]=AeroForces(ReynoldsR,Theta,Cd,Cl,Nv,ti);   
%updating aerodynamic forces and effective Reynolds number 
        if n==1 
            V.disp(1,:,2)=x; 
            V.disp(:,:,1)=V.disp(:,:,2); 
            V.velocity(:,:,1)=V.velocity(:,:,2); 
        else 
            V.disp(1,:,3)=x; 
            V.disp(:,:,1)=V.disp(:,:,2); 
            V.disp(:,:,2)=V.disp(:,:,3); 
            V.velocity(:,:,1)=V.velocity(:,:,2); 
        end         
        %==============monitored parameters============= 
        CableProfile(:,ti)=V.disp(3,:,n+1); 
        %CableProfileY(:,ti)=V.disp(2,:,n+1); 
        CdCenter(ti)=Cd(round(nx/2)); 
        %Re_effC(ti)=Re_eff(round(nx/2)); 
        %ThetaC(ti)=Theta(round(nx/2)); 
        URC(ti)=UR.mag(round(nx/2)); 
        
Fc(ti)=1/2*Density*URC(ti)^2*CdCenter(ti)*cosd(Thetaz(round(nx/2))); 
        %hH(ti)=h; 
        %=============================================== 
        if h > 10*H 
            display('simulation diverged'); 
            break 
        end 
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        if rem(ti,5000)==0 
             
            display(simulationtime); 
            display('seconds'); 
            display('range'); 
            display(range(CableProfile(round(nx/2),:))); 
            display('meters'); 
            if ifsave==1 
                save  (filelocation); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
CenterDisp=CableProfile(round(nx/2),:); 
QuarterDisp=CableProfile(round(nx/4),:); 
%CenterDispY=CableProfileY(round(nx/2),:); 
  
toc 
OneThird=CableProfile(round(3*nx/7),:); 
  
CdCenter(1)=CdCenter(2); 
UU=OneThird-mean(OneThird); 
%UU=QuarterDisp-mean(QuarterDisp); 
UU=VV; 
NFFT=2^(nextpow2(length(UU))+5); 
nn=NFFT; 
  
Y1=fft(UU,nn); 
f = Fs/2*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2+1); 
Y=Y1.*conj(Y1); 
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plot(t,CenterDisp./L); 
grid on; 
set(gcf,'NextPlot','new'); 
  
semilogy(f(2:length(f)),Y(2:NFFT/2+1)); 
xlim([0 5]); 
grid on; 
set(gcf,'NextPlot','new'); 
  
[PSDmax, ifmax]=max(Y); 
fd=f(ifmax); 
FR=f1ts/fd; 
display(lambda2); 
display(zeta); 
display(fd); 
 
if ifsave==1 
    save  (filelocation); 
end 
% 
% Fs=1/dt; 
% Fpass=1.2*fd; 
% Fstop=1.4*fd; 
% CenterDispF=Lowpassfirstmode(Fs,Fpass,Fstop,CenterDisp); 
[xi1, xi2]=dampingratio(CenterDisp); 
xc=x+ne/(2*L); 
SS=sin(pi*xc/L).^2; 
XC=sum(SS); 
xi=(dx*C/(mc*L*f1ts*2*pi))*XC; 
%[xi11, xi22]=dampingratio(CenterDispF(.2*length(CenterDispF):end)); 
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Appendix 5 Reuse license 
 
The reuse license of material used in Chapter 3 from Journal of Wind Engineering 
and Industrial aerodynamics: 
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